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Editor’s Comment
Entering its 11th Year:

Al Jadid Magazine Begins Second Decade
Quality Coverage, and Dynamic Change
BY ELIE CHALALA
With this double issue (nos. 50/51) Al Jadid magazine such as books, articles, interviews, films, music, and other
enters its 11th year. During the past decade, we have rarely modes of artistic expression.
The myriad novelists, poets, musicians and other artists
talked about ourselves, our pleasures or pains, neither selfcongratulatory nor inviting pity. This has included not talking covered by Al Jadid face two types of threats to their artistic
about our financial difficulties as well as the acclaim Al Jadid freedom: physical and professional. Physically, many literary
has received, including letters of support, articles and reviews figures and artists have suffered persecution and imprisonment
written about Al Jadid in national and international magazines at the hands of the state, and attacks and harassment from civil
and newspapers, as well as professional, academic and society, mainly from fundamentalist groups. Professionally, this
cultural community has been deliberately marginalized, as it
mainstream books from major publishers.
is neglected by mainstream Arab
The main initial purpose of Al
media and powerful publishing
Jadid was and is to establish a
houses largely because of politics
medium
that
facilitates
and the artists’ lack of resources
communication between the world
and connections.
of Arab culture and arts and the
Those enjoying proximity to
English-language reader, and
power tend be “stars” on the Arab
between the world of cultural and
cultural scene. While we
artistic productions about the Arab
occasionally cover such figures,
world in the West, mainly in the U.S.,
as obviously they still contribute
and the Arab intellectual
much to Arab letters, overall we
community. Though an imbalance
avoid the strategy of covering
exists in this communication goal
only highly-publicized names.
in that we bring more to the Western
These “stars” have their own
reader than to the English-speaking
media, literally, for many are
Arab reader, we are pleased with our
editors of cultural pages and
publication and can humbly claim
literary supplements of various
that we have attained our goal to a
Arab dailies
large degree. Al Jadid has become,
Many of those featured on
through its print edition and its
the pages of Al Jadid during the
revamped website, an authoritative
past decade do not enjoy such
source for scholars, professionals and
resources and connections (or
all readers interested in Arab culture
wasta as it is called in Arabic) that
and arts.
ensure wide-scale name
Throughout our professional
recognition. Thus, our attention
journey, we have been guided by a
has focused largely on this
set of values: maintaining
marginalized yet creative
independence,
upholding
community. Its freedom to create
professional integrity, and serving
“Bread Study” by Seta Manoukian (44 x 30)
and express itself ought not to be
as a critical voice. We have avoided
compromised by a lack of
the trap of apologia, i.e., refusing to
be a defender of all cultural productions, especially traditional coverage.
It is our belief that the Arab creative map is much larger
productions sponsored by powerful governmental and nonand more varied than the one sketched by the editors of Arab
governmental institutions.
Over the years, we have developed our own approach in newspapers and magazines as well as by Arab news satellite
covering Arab culture and arts. Though we are exclusively an stations, not to mention the narrow view afforded it by Englisharts and cultural magazine, it is impossible to ignore politics language publications, which occasionally recognize Arab
completely. Indeed, politics have always been featured in our
Continued on page 55
coverage, but only as expressed via cultural and artistic media,
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Hanan al-Shaykh Speaks on Her Newest Novel:
‘My Story is an Extended Commentary’
BY MAI MUNASA
I’ve tried to remember which of the two things first attracted
me to Hanan al-Shaykh: her free, unrestrained personality, devoid
of affectation, or her widely known, acclaimed writings that
have been translated into numerous languages. I cannot decide,
for I have not been able to read her works independently of her
calm voice. Her childlike smile, on the other hand, has neither
succumbed to childishness nor marred her capacity to produce
in each work a new, frank approach, without regard to how it
will be interpreted. For childhood neither dissembles nor
conceals, but rather sees things in their true colors.
However far away [from Lebanon] she travels or for however
long she stays away, Hanan al-Shaykh remains ever-present
within the pages of her books, like a flower that does not wilt.
Her stories are like adventures. She travels to other worlds, resides
there for a while, and then returns as if she is just now emerging
from the land of her childhood.
Travel is at once inspiration and revelation. No sooner does
she alight on some land than she breathes in its atmosphere, its
travelers, its ambience, its deserts, and discovers a project for
her story. The story itself is a substitute for the home in which
she plans to reside, for she inhabits her books and furnishes
them with the same openness that characterizes her.
“My Story is an Extended Commentary,” published by Dar
al-Adab, is her ninth book published. The life story of al-Shaykh’s
mother is told in its entirety, narrated like the uninhibited fall of
drops of water, devoid of reservations or masks. Its brilliant colors
cry out to the reader. Although good taste often censures her
candidness, sympathetic public opinion sometimes gives alShaykh’s works their due, accepting her total frankness as
representations of screams of victims whose social environments
oppress women from the moment of birth.
Al-Shaykh recorded “My Story is an Extended
Commentary” as her mother dictated it. Important details serve
as branches that support leaves of difficult situations and misery.
It is as if in recording this painful biography, al-Shaykh gave her
mother permission to ease her conscience and wash her faults in
the water of disclosure and confession.
Did you ever hesitate when you embarked on the journey
of writing the biography of your mother, searching for what
time had hidden and memory had forgotten?

Translated from the Arabic by Pauline Homsi Vinson
The Arabic version of this interview appeared in An Nahar newspaper.
This English translation, with permission of the author, is published
exclusively in Al Jadid.
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When I was a student in Cairo, I became accustomed to
writing stories. Lately, that is, within the last 10 years, I once
again became close to my mother. Before, the painful events
surrounding her separation from my father as well as her marriage
to the man she had fallen in love with had driven me away from
her. I was five years old when my mother left the house to marry
her lover. What she did she considered a type of courage, but in
my opinion it was only love.
The story in the book suggests that your mother was the
victim of a harsh society steeped in old-fashioned customs.
She was nine years old when they signed the marriage
contract between her and her deceased sister’s husband. They
found, in this poor girl from the countryside, a substitute mother
for her departed sister’s three children.
How did a nine-year-old girl understand that she was made
a victim by her family?
She didn’t understand what had happened. She was playing
on the rooftop when her mother and her brother’s wife called her
down. They told her to enter the boys’ bedroom and say the
words, “You are my guardian” in front of some men wearing red
fezzes and turbans. She was 14 years old when my sister Fatima
was born.
And you were five when your mother left the house. What
effect did this abandonment have on a young child in need of
her mother’s care and affection?
At first, my sister and I used to visit her in her new house.
Unlike my sister, I used to feel that I wasn’t close to her, so I
didn’t harbor any resentment or feel angry with her. Perhaps
with time I discovered that this estrangement wasn’t based on
bitterness. I used to love her. As for my mother, she was always
loving, affectionate and eager to see us. She continued to think
about us even after she had five children with her second husband.
I, on the other hand, was distant, even toward my own family. It
was as if I were in a different world, though I didn’t understand
why.
Undoubtedly, when you became a mother you also became
aware of the broken relationship with your own mother and
hoped to revive it.

www.ALJADID.com
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Exactly. When I became a mother, my own mother started to
visit me more often. Then, we were separated once again at the
outbreak of the war. I moved with my husband and children to
London. She split her time between Beirut and San Diego, where
her other children lived. But, in spite of the distance, I used to
understand her position, though she couldn’t believe that I did.
Perhaps she was struggling with her conscience.
I said to her once, “I wish we could go back to the past, to
your past. Perhaps you were right when you left my father.” My
words put her at ease and served as a means to open a door that
had previously been closed and locked. She answered me, “In
fact, I want to divulge everything to you so that I can leave this
world at peace with myself, cleansed from any wrongdoing.” In
spite of all my assurances, she would still call me in London to
ask, “Is it true you love me?”
Did she see your success and fame as a barrier between
you and her?
She was anxious. Her guilty conscience was eating away at
her. I used to try to put her mind at ease and would point to my
success as proof that I was at peace with her. Had I developed
any emotional problems or had I become dependent on
psychologists as a result of her leaving, then she would have
had a right to feel guilty. I used to say repeatedly, “You should
be happy for my success and rest assured about my life.” She
would reply, “But I’m sad because you’re successful and famous.
How could I have left this jewel?”
Did she immediately agree to narrate her life story as
openly as it appears in the book?
The subject gave her some comfort, as if by writing her life
story I was lifting a big weight off her shoulders. For four years
she talked and I would note down on paper both bitter and sweet
memories. Sometimes she would call me from far away places
because she had remembered some slight error that she had made
or because she had recalled an event that I would then add to her
confessions.
How did she welcome your proposal? Did she really want
to ease her conscience, or did she see the book as a way to
immortalize a heroine in a dramatic story?
My mother’s life story, from childhood to young
womanhood, is a tragedy like those depicted in movies and
fiction. She came to realize the bitterness of her situation and
the harshness of her social environment when she became
addicted to Egyptian films, which she used to watch in secret
without her husband, mother or brother knowing. In the fantasy
world of the movies, she used to find aspects of characters’ lives
reminiscent of her own life. For example, one fictional girl was
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forced to marry her cousin and another committed suicide
because of love. She used to completely memorize movies and
songs, eventually losing herself in her fantasy world and
forgetting her true personality and life.
Undoubtedly, by having your mother remember and retell
her stories, you reminded her of old desires and fantasies.
I suggested that she be the protagonist of a book, a true
protagonist, without pretense or masks. She liked this
proposition and willingly surrendered herself to my wish. Thus
she told her story – ma qall wa ma yuqall [what is said and what
is never said].
How did she begin her story?
She began with her childhood in our hometown, Nabattiyeh.
She began with hunger and abject poverty. She spoke of buried
reproaches that had eaten away at her heart. She remembered
how her father had once purposefully lost her and her brother in

www.ALJADID.com
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the market of Nabattiyeh so that he would not have to buy them
or their mother any meat or sugar. She remembered how he sold
her for ten gold pounds when she was only 13 years old. She
would pause in the midst of her narration and sigh sorrowfully,
“Dear God, how could they have done that to me?”
As you were recording her confessions, were you able to
differentiate between your two roles as writer and daughter?
I would tell myself that she had acted out of a deep awareness
of oppression. I don’t blame her for leaving my father. In fact, I
was surprised to find myself face-to-face with a woman who
possessed an amazing, natural intelligence. No doubt she is the
source of my own talent. I felt that she had bequeathed her talent
to me so that I had become an extension of her. Had she been
sent to school to learn to write, she would have been the writer.
I wouldn’t be exaggerating if I were to tell you today that she
inspired much of my book, “The Story of Zahra.” I have become
convinced that the subjects I dealt with, and which I thought I
had drawn from this person or that, were in fact inspired by my
mother, by her environment and her upbringing. She is the origin.
Your long-awaited reunion with your mother took place
before you proposed the idea of a biography to her.
I wanted to get closer to her. She would ask me if I truly
loved her and I would shower words of love and affection on her.
I even reached the point where I would call her whenever I
started a new story to tell her what I had written. One time, I
sought
her
opinion while
writing “The City
of Amusement
Parks,” a story
about a woman
who sleeps in
graveyards in
Cairo.
She
answered me right
away, “When
your chest feels
constricted, visit
the graveyards”
[a reference to a
rhymed proverb
in
Arabic,
‘indama tadeequ
‘l-sudoor zooro ‘l
quboor].
My
mother was illiterate. She didn’t have an education. But in spite
of that, she memorized poetry and proverbs. At times she would
speak to me extemporaneously in literary Arabic, and it was as if
another fine and eloquent person was speaking her words. When
she would notice the astonishment on my face, she would say,
“The cinema has taught me.”
6

Are there any similarities between you and your mother?
There’s a big difference between her way of life and the
manner in which I conduct mine. She always wore the veil. She
smoked. She never locked a door. She was disorganized. She
would grab a handful
of salt directly from
its
container,
declaring she didn’t
believe in salt
shakers. In the face of
the
incredible
meticulousness in my
house, she feared she
was a burden on me.
This she felt in spite
of my reassurances
that she wasn’t a
bother. She was more
at ease with her
children from her
second marriage.

She remembered how her
father had once
purposefully lost her and
her brother in the market
of Nabattiyeh so that he
would not have to buy
them or their mother any
meat or sugar. She
remembered how he sold
her for ten gold pounds
when she was only 13
years old.

You and your
sister Fatima were
products of her hated
mistake
of
a
marriage. On the
other hand, according to what I’ve read in the book, she bore
her other five children out of her great love for Mohammed.
Was there any connection between you and his children?
I became closer to them when my mother became ill, and
retained that closeness with them until her death. But my world,
since childhood, has always been far away from hers. My father
was affectionate and loving towards us. When I was a teenager,
I realized that he was a mystic and indifferent to worldly pleasures,
making him the complete opposite of my mother.
Do you find your mother to have been more regretful or
courageous?
Perhaps the last letter she sent to me, and which she had
dictated to her youngest son, explains her best. In it she told me,
“Don’t be harsh on the bygone past. It was sweet because I
defied both the noose and the shackles around my wrists. I took
back my freedom. Fate was stronger than me and left me broken.
But whenever I see your beautiful picture and hear your sweet
voice, I reclaim my beauty from your beauty, and my intelligence
from your intelligence.”
From early on, I felt a huge responsibility for myself. There
was no one left for me to rely on, so I became my own nursemaid
and guardian.

www.ALJADID.com
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Did you start writing early?
I was studying communication in Cairo when my first story,
“The Suicide of a Dead Man,” was published. In writing I found
a refuge that suited my personality. “The Preying Mantis” was
my second story. I discovered that I tended to write while far
away from Lebanon and my home environment. “The Preying
Mantis” was the product of my experiences in Saudi Arabia,
where I lived for a year with my husband.
“The Story of Zahra” is the novel that propelled you to
fame beyond the boundaries of your
country.
This novel made me known as a
novelist more so than as a journalist.
The book was translated into 21
languages. It’s still popular and is the
object of academic study in London.
To what do you attribute this
novel’s success?
It has become a classic text. Last
week I attended a university in London
for a discussion with the students. I was
amazed to discover that they still study
“The Story of Zahra.” The professors
believe that this book is a testimony to
women, both in the Arab world and in
certain Western countries, whose
circumstances have not allowed them
an opportunity to do something with
their lives.
Is your simple, honest style what
makes your novels accessible?

They were all of one mind: how can the girl so willingly
accept her status as a victim? Why didn’t she object or rebel? I
tried to explain to them that Zahra came from a different
environment from theirs, one even different from the environment
of a Lebanese city.
From your stay in Saudi Arabia, you produced your novel
“Women of Sand and Myrrh.”
I think it’s the most popular and most widely translated. In
the novel, I shed light on a specific
social milieu: relationships among
women. When I’m invited to give
talks in the United States, women
think that this subject (lesbianism)
is widespread in our countries.
However, the world of this novel
is unusual; its events take place in
the closed society of Saudi Arabia.
“Women of Sand and Myrrh” is the
first book to talk about the Gulf
with such audacity in terms of the
relationship between one woman
and another. The topic of women
in all societies is often addressed
only through secrets and
equivocations. How, then, could I
have written openly on the
treatment of four women of
different races and circumstances?
Each one has her own personality:
one a Bedouin, one a liberated
woman, one an open-minded
Lebanese, and one an isolated
American.

“Early Organic” by Seta Manoukian

I think that people like books that
present the events within them without complications or
embellishments. My books discuss subjects rarely addressed in
the West. “The Story of Zahra” presents realistic situations
without hiding any elements, uncomfortable or not, from the
reader. For example, the book depicts a broken home and a
husband who hits his wife, who is cheating on him. The daughter,
Zahra, becomes emotionally affected by these events. Her uncle,
who lives abroad, recovers his love for Lebanon and tries to
establish an intimate relationship with her. There’s also the sniper
who lives on the roof of a building in order to shoot at passersby. Even his lover, Zahra, becomes one of his victims. Novelistic
narration engrosses readers, especially when the atmosphere
provided is dramatic.
What did the university students say during your discussion
of the novel with them?
AL JADID WINTER/SPRING 2005

How do you come up with the
ideas for your novels?

Place or setting is what I think of first and what leads me to
create the other threads and characters of a particular story. When
I wrote “The Story of Zahra,” I was thinking about a place in
Lebanon called Ras al-Nabah and about the war and the places
that had fallen victim to the whim of the fighters. I would imagine
my father scolding me for coming home late, and I would
imagine that even the house was upset with me. The colored,
decorated tiles of the rooms seemed like faces that reprimanded
me. I used to wish that the house, not my father, would welcome
me. When I arrived in Saudi Arabia, it was night-time and I
found myself in the middle of a sandstorm. There was not a
single female face around me. I felt that I was in an unnatural
place, and added to this feeling were bigger feelings still:
expatriation and dejection.

www.ALJADID.com
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This experience helped you form a plan for your novel?
For me, writing is both deliverance and familiarity. Even
so, I didn’t start writing immediately. Instead, I began to live
like a woman who inhabits a distant land, as if I were living on
another planet. Little by little, I became acclimated to the desert
as well as to a feeling of depression and the need for forbearance.
I understand how Orientalists were drawn to the desert, how
they felt the need to write about it and the stillness of time. In
my mind I created four women, each with a specific personality
and without any form of occupation to fill their time. I began to
seek refuge in each of them.
I recall that “Women of Sand and Myrrh” created quite a
stir in Saudi Arabia when it was first published.
At that time, it really was met with disapproval. But times
have changed, and newspapers now have published articles about
the book with understanding and affection, even though the
novel was first received with censure. However, I was never
forbidden from entering Saudi Arabia, as some have alleged. I
was actually already outside of Saudi Arabia when the book was
published, and I even returned there later to meet with doctoral
students who wished to discuss the novel.
You said that place inspires your stories. Is it the people or
the geographical locations that inspire you?
In between the publications of “The Story of Zahra” and
“Women of Sand and Myrrh,” I wrote a collection of stories that
drew upon my experiences in Lebanon during the war as well as
my life in the Gulf, including my travels to Oman, Yemen, and
Egypt. Yemen in particular suggested a lot to me. Among this
collection of stories are eight articles that I treated as stories,
and which were published in An Nahar newspaper. For these
articles, I was like a correspondent. I would pose questions to
people in the streets and visit their homes. I also went to an
American school where an American teacher worked. She wore
henna and spoke Arabic. I learned from her that the Western
world thinks that the Arab world is solely Muslim, completely
devoid of Christians. Believing this herself, the woman traveled
to villages to proselytize. The villagers told me that they were
tired of missionaries, but that they, nonetheless, made her think
they were sympathetic to her teachings so that she would
continue to give them gifts such as notebooks and pens. From
this provocative experience, I wrote “Sanaa for Sure, Even if the
Journey Takes Long.”
Which country has had the most influence on your talent
for narration?
I think that Egypt is the country that opened the door to the
literary world for me, despite the fact that I was so young when
I lived there. In Egypt, settings for stories were limitless. In
Lebanon, I only knew two streets to walk down, while in Egypt,
8

we feel the presence of Naguib Mahfouz. Egypt is vast, strange
and slow; it doesn’t rush you. In Beirut, I was always running
from my fate in an effort to hurry from my home and become
“modernized.” I rebelled against my religious father, who would
request that I pray five
times a day, and against
the women who would
cry during the religious
festival of Ashura.
So, in spite of your
closed environment, you
were able to travel to
Egypt and study there.
In Egypt I was born
anew. I adopted myself.
In Egypt a new
personality was born
that viewed the world
from
a
different
perspective. I was a
stranger and, as they say
in the West, an outsider.
When I first arrived, I
didn’t
have
the
experience to write a
story. Egypt gave me the
means for writing.

Egypt is vast, strange
and slow; it doesn’t rush
you. In Beirut, I was
always running from my
fate in an effort to hurry
from my home and become “modernized.” I
rebelled against my religious father, who would
request that I pray five
times a day, and against
the women who would
cry during the religious
festival of Ashura.

Why did you write?
To forget. I saw Egypt as the cradle of the world. Cairo was
big with many diverse professionals, including soldiers, doctors,
vagabonds, writers, and teachers. From afar, Beirut would haunt
me. For in spite of my numerous travels, my love for Lebanon
continued. Out of this longing I wrote “Beirut Blues.” Influenced
by London, the city of fog and strange things, I wrote “Only in
London,” in addition to two plays that were produced in
translation on the English stage. The recognition that the English
public has given me both as a novelist and as a playwright has
reassured me that I am truly a part of London, not the Arab
world, and that I have something to say in that English city.
But didn’t you already feel that you were a part of London?
Many writers like me have invented a world for themselves
in London. However, neither London nor England itself is the
world from which we have come. At first, we were between two
countries. I was like the Indians who would write on Indian
subjects. They were no longer Pakistani [sic] nor were they
English. This admixture has made us into a hybrid community.
A person can live in his native country and still feel
alienated.
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When I visit Lebanon, I don’t feel that I’m a Lebanese writer.
Rather, I feel that I’m a writer who lives in a small country that I
have invented and because of which I still write in Arabic. Here
in Lebanon, they say, “Who’s the writer who works on her novels
from over there?” I tell them, “There are no boundaries for books.”
In spite of this statement, I feel that I am an outsider to the
atmosphere of Lebanon. On the other hand, when I return to
London, I don’t feel that I’m English, because I write in Arabic.
What do you feel in regards to the
subject of expatriation and writing?
I feel like an exile, but the feeling
doesn’t bother me because it drives me
to write. I gain entry into places usually
denied to me through my writing. I
became closer to London when I wrote
“Only in London” because I wrote
about its streets and districts. I wrote
about myself as if I were walking its
streets for the first time. It’s as if now,
after having written about the city, I
have a right to it. The English were
pleased by the book because it showed
them their city and people from a
different perspective. The book is now
in the process of becoming a broadcast
series, and actors are already rehearsing
for the various roles.

opening of the Arab Cultural Center in Paris, 21 Arab writers
from various Arab countries were invited to contribute. “The
Story of Zahra” was one of the books chosen because of its
publicity from newspaper articles that were published on it when
the book was first published. At the time of the opening, there
was a large outcry from Arab critics who were upset about the
selection of my book alongside one by Naguib Mahfouz. As it
were, my book had fallen into the hands of an Orientalist who
liked it and then translated it. My novel won several prizes and
was very popular, especially since I’m a Shiite and the
publication of my book coincided
with the Iranian revolution led by
Khomeini. The French magazine Elle
devoted an entire page to “The Story
of Zahra” along with a photograph of
me after hearing about the book and
the prizes it had won. I also must
recognize the help I received from
Yanous Khoury Ghatta and the
publicity afforded the novel by Le
Monde and Liberation. “The Story of
Zahra” depicts the war in Lebanon,
and none before me had written on
this subject. After appearing in French,
the book was translated into English.
At every lecture I attend I find a
different view of the book.
What did the women of Elle think
of you?

Has fame changed anything
about Hanan al-Shaykh?

When I responded to the
invitation by Elle and entered the
magazine’s headquarters, everyone
The recognition of my work
was amazed by my appearance. I don’t
pleases me and encourages me to
know how they had imagined me.
continue. What pleases me the most is
They liked my clothes and asked me
that my writing has begun to open the
about my coat and bag. They took
wide gates of Arab culture and introduce
many pictures and chose one for a full
it to Western civilization. For this
“Early Organic” by Seta Manoukian
page in the magazine. Not believing
reason, I always feel a sense of
what was happening, I wrote to Shawqi
responsibility towards this commitment of introducing others
Abi-Shaqra, saying, “It’s as if I’m living in a story. Imagine,
to Arab culture, and I am continually thinking about my next
Shawqi, from Ras al-Nabah in Lebanon to Jean Claude Lattice.”
topic without ever feeling that the task has been completed.
I readily believe that all I write today will no doubt be translated
into more than one language. This bodes well because publishers
Each book has twice as many copies printed in translation
will not leave you if you can guarantee success for them.
as in the original Arabic text. Has your residency outside
Lebanon facilitated your literary reception in other languages?
How do you rate the success of each book?
I arrived at the right time in the right place. One book led to
another. Let’s not forget that publication is a business. Books
aren’t published just because there’s a literary person who will
introduce aspects of one culture to another. Rather, books are
published if they seem profitable. To answer your question, let
me tell you how “The Story of Zahra” was translated. At the
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I rate the success on its translations. “Beirut Blues,” for
example, did not receive the success of “Women of Sand and
Myrrh” because it depicts the story of a sexually liberated woman
during the war in Lebanon. This subject is found throughout the
world. People’s preferences seem to lean towards “The Story of
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Zahra,” “Only in London” and “Women of Sand and Myrrh,” the
last of which has been published as a pocket book.
I return to our discussion at the beginning of the interview.
What do you hope for in your most recent book, “My Story is
an Extended Commentary”?

Iraqi Sociologist on
Tribalism, Baathism/PreSaddam Democracy
BY SABAH ZWEIN

It’s currently being translated into English and will soon
appear in French, as well. But I’m careful to avoid the game
played by some publishers who seize control over writers by
paying them advances on their books. I never accept anything
until after I’ve completed my work.

(Faleh Abduljabbar is an Iraqi sociologist)
Please tell us a little about yourself.

What subjects tempt you today?
A novel is forming in my mind about the events of our
lives, terrorism, Bin Laden and Islam. AJ

The Table
BY ADONIS
–1–
The table was spread for the victorious,
Each rapt in his bounty,
Each drinking the milk of a camel he does not own

I am an author who specializes in social analysis. I began
my studies in London, where I studied sociology, philosophy
and economics. In the end, though, I fell in love with sociology
and therefore began to focus on sociology of religion,
comparative religion, sociology of knowledge, political
sociology and anthropology.
I have been living in London for about 15 years. I resided in
Lebanon from 1969 to 1973, and then moved to Iraq for a short
period. After this period, I returned once again to Lebanon, which
was in the midst of its civil war, and I was shocked to discover
that Beirut had lost its beauty.
So you lived under Saddam’s regime for a short period?

–2–
The moans of the defeated
Leftover morsels on the table.

Yes, in the early 70s, when the Iraqi government nationalized
oil production between 1972 and 1973. It was an era of relative
stability, during which the country enjoyed a certain degree of
freedom and openness, and the flow of oil wealth increased
dramatically. However, this happy interval quickly gave way to
a period of brutality and oppression.

–3–
The passages, walls, potholes, trenches
Clap for leaders
Who do not walk on their feet
They fly,
They have wings that surpass the angels’

How do you explain the short honeymoon period between
the political Left and the ruling Iraqi Baath Party?

Included in a long essay that appeared in Al Hayat newspaper

About the Arabic Language
BY ADONIS
Language!
This Arabic language:
Infinite wealth,
Infinite poverty.
Like a woman of great beauty
Protected by her lover,
Hidden, imprisoned, silenced.
Humble thyself, O Poet, before this language
And say “Lord! Save her.”

From Tikrit, for example?
Yes. Tikrit cannot be considered a city because its residents
represent the remnants of very traditional tribes. Modern

Translated from the Arabic by Faisal Tbeileh

Included in a long essay that appeared in Al Hayat newspaper

Both poems translated from the Arabic by Basil Samara
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When the Baath Party first came to Iraq, its membership was
very small. It was a conspiratorial party that relied on a small
clique within the armed forces and that hid behind nationalist
claims. However, as we later discovered, the top leadership was
based on tribal identification. In other words, the power of the
party stemmed from those invisible to the urban elite: people
from small towns and hamlets.

The Arabic version of this interview appeared in An Nahar newspaper.
The English translation, with permission of the author, is published
exclusively in Al Jadid.
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nationalist ideologies were relatively new and, therefore, were
greeted with skepticism. Due to this lack of support for these
new ideologies, the party returned to tribal loyalties to maintain
cohesiveness and to consolidate its power through its control of
the armed forces. The timely explosion of oil wealth facilitated
the Baath’s plan to radically change Iraqi society.
They were enabled to dominate economically?
The government’s annual income exploded to about 30
billion dollars; consequently, the government embarked on a
course of unprecedented development. The army grew to
430,000 men, the armed forces increased to eight times their
original size. Internal security agencies increased tenfold. The
administrative arm of the party had the power to buy off a
substantial portion of the middle class, particularly the educated
professionals, the skilled workers and the intellectuals.
Eventually, the party’s determination to maintain total control
became clear with its claim that civilian and military government
employment was a right reserved for members of the Baath Party.
Party members and their children even monopolized university
admissions. The party also began to take over social
organizations, including labor unions, which were historically
leftist, and student, women and youth organizations.
Really, the Baath Party dominated the whole society.
Consequently, the party began to feel omnipotent and embarked
on a mission to eradicate their political opponents. Members of
the party destroyed Kurdish political organizations, the Left,
most of the Shiite Islamic political groups, and, finally, the rest
of the Arab Nationalist Movement. The Baathists destroyed the
civil organizations that formed the basis of civil society in Iraq
and that had historically created the vibrancy of Iraqi society.
Ultimately, they began to boast about the staggering growth of
party membership. For example, Taha Yassin Ramadan, a member
of Saddam’s inner ruling circle, claimed in a speech that party
membership had reached 1.7 million. However, it was a known
fact that the party organization was very hierarchical and that
the quality of the general membership was mediocre.
As a result of oil wealth and tribal hierarchies, the state was
able to destroy the civilian faction of the Baath Party. The state
then began to establish a model of government similar to that of
Germany under Hitler’s rule: the single-party system.
Subsequently, the state dominated the economy as well as social
and cultural production, thus becoming the largest employer.
This new position of power allowed the state to reap unbelievable
benefits. Additionally, a period of nationalist conflicts arose
during the era of the Cold War in the 70s. The conflict-ridden
times encouraged many countries to try daring new policies in
the economic sphere, as seen in Iraq’s decision to nationalize its
oil. Conditions were ideal for these economic risks, and soon
after Iraq took this measure, the shah of Iran and leaders in Saudi
Arabia expelled foreign companies from their countries as well.
These actions made oil wealth a coercive power in the hands of
state authorities, and tribalism soon replaced the torn remnants
of the previous society.
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Despite all this, under the Baath Party’s rule, Iraqi society
did not show any indication of being tribal; it was perceived as
militaristic and even modern.
That is correct. Between 1968 and 1978, the official
discourse centered on modernism, socialism, progressiveness,
development, etc. These were all modernist concepts. Even the
idea of the single-party state led by one leader was a leftist
concept. However, this was merely a front, as the ruling elite had
always been tribally based. This emphasis on hierarchy and
tribal loyalties allowed the Baathists to internally purge the
party of any rivals. Even when Saddam was technically second
in command, from 1974 to 1978, he was the real leader of the
country; President Ahmad Hassan al-Bakr was practically
powerless to remove him. Saddam succeeded in maintaining
his position of power despite opposition from traditional party
leadership.
Saddam and his supporters had to confront traditional
party leadership?
Tribal loyalty is purely patriarchal; priority is always given
to family members, as one’s brother is always seen as preferable
to an outsider. Thus, when Saddam began to appoint his brothers
and cousins to desirable posts in the army and to leadership
positions within the party, some people objected.
Confrontations ensued, and they led to a campaign of executions
in 1979, which marked the transformation of Iraq from a singleparty to a tribal-party state.
Do you think that the ruling Baath Party would have been
as dictatorial without oil wealth?
The Baath Party would have been less oppressive without
oil wealth because it would necessarily have depended more on
popular support.
Why did the rest of the Arab oil-producing countries,
despite their immense wealth, refrain from following Saddam’s
example?
The other countries were more traditional and tribal; the
system of patriarchy was more established. Iraqi society was
more modern and diverse. It had more organized civil
organizations, such as labor unions and political parties, and,
thus, higher potential for conflict. In other Arab countries, the
ruling elites were the traditional local leaders, whereas in Iraq, a
modern society existed, complete with modern classes, including
strong middle and working classes alongside a wealthy class.
The society also consisted of diverse nationalities and religions.
We are a modern society. Also, the oil wealth was comparatively
smaller in Iraq than in neighboring countries. Though oil wealth
was large enough to allow the rich to live extravagantly in Iraq,
the country only had a per capita annual income of $4,800,
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even at the height of its oil wealth. However, other Gulf states,
such as Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates, benefited from a
per capita income as high as $28,000.
Iraq was a diverse, traditional Fertile Crescent society. The
situation in Iraq also differed from that in the Gulf states in that
the Gulf states had no reason to resort to oppressive measures,
and the population had no reason to protest against the state.
The opposition in Iraq was militant. The Kurdish rebellion cost
the Iraqi army approximately 15,000 casualties in 1974, and the
Iraqi Communist Party boasted of nearly 50,000 members. The
government in Iraq was closer to that of Germany under Hitler in
the 1940s than to those of other Arab states.

Youssef Abdelki’s
Homecoming

Don’t forget that Germany was industrialized for almost
200 years before Iraq was, and industrialization, as you know,
is a cornerstone of modernity. Also, as Professor Theodore
Hanf has mentioned, Germany before Hitler was democratic.
I remind your readers that we had a half-century of
democratic rule in Iraq before Saddam.
But the period after the overthrow of the monarchy was
not exactly democratic; it was single-party rule.
That is correct; however, under the monarchy, Iraq had a
free parliament and press as well as multiple political parties.
Moreover, political reform did not begin with the British
occupation of Iraq. Rather, cultural reforms first began half a
century before the arrival of the British. Madhat Pasha, an
Ottoman ruler, is one of the spiritual fathers of the modern
Ottoman constitution, which was adopted in 1870. Pasha
introduced the idea of limited monarchical powers and
modernized trade and industry. He also developed an electoral
system in which Christians, Jews and Shiites chose their own
representatives. This form of parliamentary system was present
in labor unions, as well. The Sunnis were an essential part of the
system because they ran the state.
In your opinion, is there a possibility that Iraqi Jews will
return to Iraq?
I cannot imagine that the Iraqi Jews who left either
voluntarily or forcefully will return at this point in time, but it is
too early to discuss this question seriously. Regardless, though,
it is important that Iraqi Jews still consider themselves Iraqis,
whether they live in Israel or in any other part of the world. They
still speak Arabic, eat Iraqi food and listen to Arabic music,
though their children will have mostly assimilated to their new
homes by now. I have no doubt that there will be some measure
of a Jewish return to Iraq at some point in the future. There is a
rumor that the Israelis have been buying land and houses in
Iraq, but it is merely that: a rumor, and one that is being spread
by the supporters of the previous regime. AJ
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Youssef Abdelki by Thurayya Hernandez for Al Jadid

B Y MOHAMMAD ALI A
TASSI
AT
…Damascus
Youssef Abdelki, the Syrian painter, has completed his
journey. He has returned to his homeland, Syria, and to his
city, Damascus, after a quarter century in Parisian exile.
Without compromise or flattery and without state security
agencies obstructing his arrival.
It was an emotional scene in which about 100 friends
gathered at the Damascus airport to welcome Youssef, his wife,
filmmaker Hala Abdallah, and their daughter Layla.
Everyone was there: poets, novelists, filmmakers,
intellectuals, politicians and former prisoners who had spent
more than 15 years in Syrian prisons.
Some had not seen Abdelki for 20 plus years and thus
began to wonder: Could this be him? No, that’s not him! They
remained in this mindset each time a man entered the terminal
gate bearing features similar to those of the Syrian painter,
until finally Abdelki himself arrived in the reception room.
The group began to applaud, a standing ovation that lasted
many moments. Men, women, young, old – all embraced him
with flowers, tears and songs…yes, even songs.

Translated from the Arabic by Elie Chalala
The Arabic version of this essay appeared in An Nahar Cultural
Supplement (April 24, 2005). This English translation, with permission
of the author, is published exclusively in Al Jadid.
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During the short period between the landing of the plane
and Abdelki’s entrance, what was evident on the faces of those
present was the decades of repression, prison, forced exile and
the memories of the martyrs who had died under torture. Also
present was hope, hope that this tragedy would not be
repeated and that his entry would be unhindered by any
security agency, especially because he had reached this
courageous decision to return without agreeing to conditions
of loyalty or submission.
Long years of fear, repression and anticipation were
erased by these voices, previously silenced, that had begun to
rise, intoning a song by Fairuz (a song
that echoes euphoria, triumph and
hope) and encircling this prodigal son
who had arrived in the airport
terminal...
Abdelki’s courage encouraged all
to break the wall of silence, and they
joined him with humble voice and
began singing the Syrian national
anthem, in hopes that their singing
would reclaim the glory of the word
“anthem.” The true purpose of the
nation, as he has oft repeated, had been
destroyed by the Arab regimes and
defamed by their rigid and victorious
discourse at a time when nations were
transformed into Gulags, filled with
repression, subjugation and death.
In Youssef and Hala’s modest
Parisian home of exile we had found
the true meaning of nationhood in the
fresh, pure and generous friendship seated round the dining
table, a table adorned with thyme and domestic olives. There,
for a quarter century, the scent of brotherhood and loyalty,
love and freedom produced another form of our nation, which
Youssef liked to call al balad, place, country, because this
term, as he once explained to a reporter of Al Jazeera
television, has a relationship with the streets, the people, the
homes, the plants and the land. It is a word that remains
unquestionable, uncommon and genuine. It is the opposite of
“nation.”
Youssef’s decision to return was clear and decisive and
his mind had been made up for the past several years, yet he
hesitated to make the journey alone, or to leave behind his
many friends who shared this same condition, the condition of
exile, and he was concerned that some would interpret his
decision as reconciliation with the government.
His decision was not based on assurances received or
because the situation within Syria had ameliorated (we all
hope that his return reflects a true improvement of the
situation); rather it was made because the date of his art
exhibition, to be held in the Damascene Khan Asad Pasha, was
fast approaching, scheduled for the beginning of the coming
month. This date, like the one for his return, had been set one
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year previously. Bearing this in mind, Abdelki reaffirmed his
political and intellectual position, the same position for
which he had been imprisoned for two years in the late 1970s
and which had deprived him of his country for 25 years.
Today, Abdelki returns to Damascus from his exile to
stroll once again through these old alleys that he visited each
morning in his dreams and obsessions. He returns to make his
home in a new Damascene house within the old city, a house
chosen and bought after perusing dozens of pictures and
video tapes brought to him by his wife Hala during his exile.
He returns to Damascus to drink from the steaming mugs of
coffee served once more in the homes
of the friends he had oft-visited in days
gone by, and to find Aunt Um Youssef
awaiting him, as she had done so long
ago, ready to serve and share lunch. He
returns to Damascus to visit the
gravesite of his brother Fawaz, who had
passed away several years previously
and whose funeral he had been unable
to attend. He returns to visit also the
grave of his old friend, novelist Jamil
Hatmal, who had died in Paris, helpless
and yearning for his home of
Damascus, repatriated only after
having been entombed in his coffin.
Youssef Abdelki returns to
Damascus bearing his paintings, these
works of art which in the past had
borne his feelings and spirit afar while
By Youssef Abdelki
their owner remained prisoner from a
distance. And now, the canvases return
to rest here, the artist finally having brought them home.
Abdelki returns to Damascus leaving behind thousands of
Syrian exiles, some of whom have spent more than 35 years
deprived of their country, home, parents and friends. Abdelki
returns to remind us of this collective tragedy, which ought no
longer be tolerated. The mothers and the fathers are dying
broken hearted, unable to see their children. The exiled
children have entered the autumn of their lives, time has
slipped away; for some of them it has ceased, and they return
to their homeland in coffins.
Youssef Abdelki returns and perhaps his journey’s end
will be a beacon for others to follow, returning to their country
through a collective decision. Perhaps the state will live up to
its promises and refrain from obstructing their return. A nation
is a right for all; none has the right to grant it.
Youssef Abdelki, Welcome Home.
It is a welcome that is far from complete, a welcome filled
with bitterness and sadness and longing for the arrival of
others. AJ
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Mahmoud Darwish by Zareh for Al Jadid

Darwish Indicts Modern Arab Poets
BY NANCY LINTHICUM
Celebrated Palestinian poet
Mahmoud Darwish has served as a symbol
of the Palestinian struggle and a model of
near perfection among contemporary Arab
poets for several decades. After constant
harassment, including imprisonment by
Israeli authorities, Darwish had to leave
his homeland in 1971, moving from one
country to another in the Arab world and
abroad. Throughout his many moves,
Darwish increased his readership and
became known as a herald of “resistance
poetry” or shi’r al-muqawamah. Darwish’s
resistance poems can be found
throughout his earlier volumes, which
include “Bird Without Wings” (1961),
“Lover From Palestine” (1964) and “Olive
Leaves” (1964).
Darwish quickly became famous
throughout the Arab world and abroad as
he began and continued writing poems
that allowed readers to feel with Darwish
14

the pain of losing a home. His classic
poems, which are rich in metaphor and
symbolism, are favorites of the masses.
Many of his poems have become
immortalized and some have even been
set to music by the noted Lebanese
composer Marcel Khalife. Darwish is a
timeless figure and, at the age of 63, is the
author of more than 20 books.
Recently, several critics and scholars
have noticed a change in Darwish’s poetry,
straying from the political and broaching
the personal and introspective. This
change dates back to 1992 with the
publication of “Eleven Planets.” Other
volumes of poetry include “Why Did You
Leave the Horse Alone?” (1995), “The
Bed of the Stranger” (1999), “The Mural”
(2000) and “Do Not Apologize For What
You Have Done” (2004). “The Mural” has
gained much acclaim and is indicative of
the new elements of Darwish’s poetry. It is
“intensely and painfully personal…a
definite move away from the
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circumstantial and the quotidian to the
more universal and existential issues of
life and death,” according to Ferial J.
Ghazoul’s review in Al Ahram weekly.
Despite his popularity, Darwish has
been subject to criticism and has doled
out some of his own, becoming involved
in two literary battles in particular. In the
first, he assailed political poetry that
blatantly preached political propaganda.
In a way, he himself belonged to this
school of poetry since he was political;
however, Darwish’s poetry always
remained metaphoric, never preaching
explicit incitement of the masses.
His second battle was and continues
to be against modern Arab poetry. He first
launched his attack in the 1980s in the
Palestinian magazine Al Karmel, asking
for rescue from what he considered a
barrage of low-quality poetry. He renewed
his criticism with a second campaign
against current trends of modern Arab
poetry in August 2005 at the 41st annual
Carthage International Festival (July 9 –
August 15). Once again Darwish finds
himself in a unique role as he criticizes a
poetry movement of which he is a part.
This summer, Darwish returned for the
first time in five years to Tunisia on August
11 to speak about his poetry. Tunisia had
been Darwish’s home after he was forced
to leave Beirut along with the P.L.O.
during the Israeli invasion of 1982.
Recognizing Tunisia’s warm welcome,
which was rare at a time when Palestinians
faced many closed doors, Darwish said in
opening remarks, “I am here to renew my
special love for Tunis. This is the only
country from which we, the Palestinians,
did not leave [because we were] expelled,
but rather [to return] to a part of our
nation.”
These heartfelt words were met with
warmth and gratitude by the more than
3,000 audience members who gathered at
the Acropolium in the northern suburb of
Tunisia’s capital to hear the poet speak.
The director of the festival, Raouf ben
Omar, returned the kind words, saying that
the festival had invited Mahmoud
Darwish to “restore to poetry its authority,
lantern and scepter.” Tunisia also honored
Darwish with the publication of a booklet
titled “Mahmoud Darwish in Tunis,” in
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which Darwish writes glowingly of
Tunisia. Also in attendance were Tunisian
Minister of Culture Mohammad Aziz ben
Ashour and Palestinian Ambassador to
Tunisia, Mohammad Ghanam.
While Darwish showed only affection
for the country hosting this festival, he
offered sharp criticism of modern Arab
poets. Noting an irony in modern poetry,
he stated, “[this poetry] is marked by
patterns despite the fact that [it]
constitutes a revolution against patterns
in Arab poetry.” He continued
passionately, saying that poems today
seem to be authorless; they blend together
as little more than imitations of one
another, as poets contribute nothing
original in content and form.
These criticisms are notable because
they were not uttered by a classicist or
traditionalist, but by a modern poet.
Historically, modern poetry, a movement
that began in the 1950s, has been the
subject of attacks by those favoring
classical poetry. Darwish himself, a herald
of this movement, was subject to much
criticism in the past and is now one of the
first prominent, modern Arab poets to
criticize others within the same
movement, creating a new debate within
the world of Arab poetry.
Continuing with his critiques,
Darwish also faulted poets for writing
poems to which their readers cannot relate.
There is, he asserted, dissociation between
the text and the reader. Darwish added,
“Poetry without a reader is nothing more
than a dead text.” He blames not the poetry
movement for this failure to reach its
audience, but the poets themselves.
Drawing a distinction between
himself and his modernist contemporaries,
Darwish briefly discussed his
methodology for writing his poems,
emphasizing his mindfulness about his
audience’s expectations and how he works
to shake them. He said, “I do not
accept…having my former poems act as
the guarantee of the success of my
subsequent poems…I prefer a creative
failure to a repeated success.”
Darwish also made some
controversial statements about one of the
greatest Arab classical poets, Abu al-Tayeb
al-Mutanabi (915-965AD) in relation to
modern poetry, as reported by Pierre
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Mahmoud Darwish

Abisaab in Al Hayat. Calling al-Mutanabi
“the most modern of all modern poets,”
Darwish ignited a debate that was
intensified by what he later called a
misquote by Al Hayat. Shortly after
Darwish’s public statements, Abisaab’s
article appeared, carrying the title
“Mahmoud Darwish Opened Fire on His
Contemporaries in Carthage: Al-Mutanabi
is More Modern than All of You,” a
mistaken representation of what was said,
according to Darwish.
While we do not know whether
Darwish would have written a public
correction had there not been such an
overwhelmingly negative reaction to his
statements, we do know that Darwish
waited about a week and a half before
issuing his correction. In it he writes that
he admired and liked al-Mutanabi’s poetry
and adds that what he actually said was:
“I find in [al-Mutanabi’s] poetry an
excellent, skillful summary of the history
of Arab poetry.”
Darwish admits that he dislikes what
he considers al-Mutanabi’s blind,
enthusiastic support for the state and his
ambition to strengthen his poetic
authority through something outside of
poetry. However, despite these misgivings,
www.ALJADID.com

he adds, “When we search for a diagnosis
of our current situation, we resort to citing
excerpts from the poetry of al-Mutanabi,
which makes me feel that this great poet
remains more lively and modern and
contemporary than we are.” In this

Darwish added,
“Poetry without a
reader is nothing more
than a dead text.” He
blames not the poetry
movement for this
failure to reach its
audience, but the poets
themselves.
correction, it is clear that Darwish does
not exclude himself from the category of
modern Arab poets by saying “you”;
rather, he clearly includes himself.
Regardless of this correction,
Darwish’s criticism of modernist poetry is
15
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clear. Abisaab reports that Darwish’s comments were marked
with bitterness, condescension and combativeness, an
observation apparently not lost on other poets and critics.

Reactions to Darwish
Darwish’s words drove many poets and literary critics to
respond quickly and emphatically to what some considered
inflammatory remarks. Some accused Darwish of longing for
the Nobel Prize in Literature, writing with this goal in mind
rather than writing for poetry’s sake. Darwish denied this
accusation at the press conference, saying, “Why is a poet
accused of yearning for the Nobel Prize every time he attempts,
through his writings, to develop his poetry and renew the effort
to not repeat himself in his creative works? I do not dream of the
Nobel Prize because I know that I don’t deserve it,” according to
a report in Reuters by Tarek Ammara.
One poet who was disappointed with Darwish’s statements
is Akl al-Awit. In an article appearing in the Beirut-based An
Nahar, Awit takes issue with Darwish’s claim that modern poetry
has fallen into “premature patterns,” devoid of any variety and
originality. He continues that it is impossible to compare alMutanabi with contemporary poets, though he does agree that
al-Mutanabi has modernist elements in his writings.
Taking on a sarcastic tone, Awit writes that he, too, finds alMutanabi preferable to some modern poets, just as he finds other
modern poets preferable to al-Mutanabi. Awit concedes that there
are thousands of mediocre poems written today, but warns against
Darwish’s dangerous generalizations. He asserts, “There is no
reason to make critical, untruthful, arbitrary generalizations,
which could nullify, via their comprehensive logic, the essence
of modern poetry…and its creative and enlightening
possibilities.” This generalizing, he continues, is like calling an
entire group of people terrorists simply because some of the
group’s members have committed terrorist acts.
Awit concludes by expressing agreement with Darwish’s
statements that some modern poets fall into patterns and lack
creativity, but sharply criticizes the careless manner in which
Darwish applied this criticism to all modern poets and poetry.
Soon after, Ahmad Bezzoun continued Awit’s argument in
an article published in the Beirut-based As Safir newspaper.
Though less negative in his response to Darwish’s speech at the
festival, Bezzoun still offers some criticisms: “The problem with
Darwish’s protest is that it falls into generalities, thus it becomes
subject to different interpretations…generalization is the
opposite of critical examination.”
One misinterpretation Bezzoun notes is that by some
Egyptian poets, who perceived Darwish’s statements as an insult
and offense to Egyptian poetry. Bezzoun then suggests that
generalizations are a sign of praise or respect by the authority
uttering them, calling attention to what he sees as Darwish’s
quickness to label others’ poetry without inviting self-criticism.
Bezzoun also reminds readers of the cry that Darwish
launched in the 1980s in Al Karmel: “Rescue us from this flood
16

of poetry.” Originally used
by supporters of classical
poetry as a testimony
against all modern poetry,
now modern poets are
using it against one
another. Poets of metered
verse are taking up this cry
to level criticism at prose
poets
who
viewed
Darwish’s statements at
Carthage as renewed
criticism against them and
their poetry, Bezzoun
writes.
In another article
appearing in As Safir,
cultural editor Abbas
Beydoun takes issue with
what he calls Darwish’s
“obvious” statements
about modern poetry.
Beydoun
considers
Darwish’s outburst nothing
more than a venting of
emotion. Because of this
lack of an intellectual
dimension,
Beydoun
writes, there should be no
debate over Darwish’s
commentary.
What
concerns Beydoun more
than Darwish’s outcry itself are the responses to it.
Like Bezzoun, Beydoun notes inherent problems in
Darwish’s generalizations and resulting interpretations.
Beydoun points out that those who advocate classical poetry
and dislike any form of modern poetry find vindication in
Darwish’s criticisms. On the other hand, those modern poets like
Egyptian Mohammad Afifi Mattar who feel the critiques were
directed against them personally, are too easily offended by
Darwish and have misinterpreted the Palestinian poet as having
insulted Egypt. Other modern poets feel they were excluded
from Darwish’s outpouring and so remain silent on the issue.
Still other poets in the Arab world greet Darwish’s words as
valid criticisms that they, too, share. Majid al-Samarai, for
example, sees them in a more positive light. In an essay appearing
in Al Hayat, al-Samarai writes that he believes Darwish’s
comments to be the remarks of a great poet who does not want to
see true poetry lost amidst the “flood” of poor poetry being
produced today. Continuing his support for Darwish and his
critical comments on modern poetry, al-Samarai states that
Darwish inspires readers to re-evaluate what constitutes “great”
poetry and to help end this “flood” that has obstructed the reader’s
creative outlet.
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“Here we find
critics, authors and
editors forming
shilaliyya (cliques) and
praising one another
rather than offering
insightful, critical
analyses. In light of
this weak literary
tradition, demanding
that Darwish be
detailed and specific is
a bit unreasonable,
especially as this
demand is not made of
others,” said one
editor who is familiar
with the Arab cultural
world.
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A Few Words Go A Long Way

Culture in Post-Baathist Iraq

Perhaps critics like Beydoun, Bezzoun and Awit are correct
in accusing Darwish of being too general and not providing a
critical examination of modern poetry; however, we cannot forget
that a weak tradition of poetry criticism exists in the cultural
pages of Arab newspapers and magazines. “Here we find critics,
authors and editors forming shilaliyya (cliques) and praising
one another rather than offering insightful, critical analyses. In
light of this weak literary tradition, demanding that Darwish be
detailed and specific is a bit unreasonable, especially as this
demand is not made of others,” said one editor who is familiar
with the Arab cultural world.
Despite the criticism of Darwish’s statements, his words are
likely to do more good than harm for Arab literature. Perhaps we
need as strong a voice as Darwish’s to break the silence and
infuse life into the tradition of literary criticism of modern Arab
poetry. AJ

Saddam’s Poets Writing
Better Under (and Against)
Occupation
BY SARA HAHN

S

everal articles recently published in an Arabic
newspaper have highlighted an important debate
among a small circle of Arab intellectuals regarding
cultural production in post-Saddam Iraq. Are Iraqi poets currently
enjoying more creative freedom than they did under Saddam
Hussein’s former regime? Is the poetry composed under the
occupation better than that written under Saddam? The answer
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“Untitled” (1967) by Huguette Caland

to the first question is a definitive yes; answering the second is
more difficult. Lebanese poet and critic Abbas Beydoun’s article
“Thanks to the Occupier,” which appeared on March 22, 2005
in the cultural pages of the Lebanese daily As Safir, has sparked
a heated debate over the answers to these questions. Beydoun,
who had opposed Saddam, suggests in his article that some Iraqi
poets, most of whom support the old regime, are now producing
better work decrying the occupation than they had written before,
when they were merely glorifying Saddam’s regime and his
affiliated wars.
Beydoun points to the examples of Sami Mahdi, Hamid
Said and Bushra Bustani, all Iraqi poets who wrote during
Saddam’s reign and who have continued to write during the
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American intervention in Iraq. According to Beydoun, these
poets’ newer works will receive greater critical acclaim than did
their previous poetry, which focused on war and often served as
calls to mobilize troops. Beydoun proposes that the lackluster
quality of the original poetry may have resulted from the poets’
fear of Saddam and his policies, despite their claims to admire
the former dictator.
In his article, Beydoun criticizes these Iraqi poets who voice
complaint against the American presence in Iraq. “You wrote
against the American occupation,” writes Beydoun, “but we
didn’t see you writing in protest during the massacres of Al
Najaf or Halabja,” referring to Saddam’s massacres against Shiites
and Kurds in southern and northern Iraq. Perhaps sarcastically,
Beydoun suggests that the American presence deserves some
gratitude, since these poets have now returned to poetry after
having been separated from it in their blind worship of Saddam
and his regime. Beydoun finds it ironic that a female poet now
says she is writing from “American-occupied Mosul.” He wonders
if she could have written from the “subjugated Mosul” in the
past without having been arrested by the police before her writing
ever went to print.

... Beydoun suggests that the American
presence deserves some gratitude, since
these poets have now returned to poetry
after having been separated from it in their
blind worship of Saddam and his regime.
Salam Aboud, author of “The Culture of Violence in Iraq,”
counters Beydoun in an article published on April 13, 2005 in
the same cultural section in which Beydoun’s article had
appeared. This Iraqi writer, who currently resides in Sweden,
accuses Beydoun of simplistically comparing the number of
people killed and the degree of violence used during Saddam’s
regime with those same criteria under the occupation, and failing
to scrutinize the finer details of the two regimes. Aboud believes
that, while Beydoun boasts that he has discovered something
significant in this comparison, it is at best a small “eureka.”
Aboud indicates that Beydoun’s comparisons differ from a
simplistic comparison only in that Beydoun attempts to also
compare and measure the abstract: freedom and creativity. In
doing so, Beydoun falls into the trap of utilitarian logic using,
in Aboud’s opinion, “the lesser of two evils” alternative. Thus,
Beydoun finds Sami Mahdi’s and Hamid Said’s more recent
poetry to have life and passion, but he fails to detect the same
enthusiasm in their pieces written during the period of
“independence,” i.e., the pre-occupation period.
Aboud reminds readers that the majority of the Iraqi people
resists and rejects the occupation, although their methods of
rejection and resistance vary. He continues that even if
Beydoun’s examination had enabled him to measure the passion
of Baathist poems, his instruments of measurement do not
accurately identify the source of the exhibited passion. In
18

Aboud’s opinion, any passion stems not from resistance to the
occupation, but from the lust for power and violence found in
leading Baathist figures. Baathist intellectuals have not, as of
yet, presented any gesture of good will, proving that they have
abandoned their illusions of regaining power.
Aboud cites as an example Hamid al-Mukhtar, a writer who
is now head of the Iraqi Writers’ Union, to further argue his
point. Al-Mukhtar has stated that while imprisoned in Abu Ghraib
under Saddam, he wrote three novels and a collection of poetry.
Aboud queries if al-Mukhtar could have accomplished this in
Abu Ghraib under American control. If we use Beydoun’s logic
of comparison (part of “the lesser of two evils”), Aboud asserts,
we find that Abu Ghraib, which previously had been a “library”
in which to compose novels against Saddam, has now become,
under the Americans, a place where “ugly disgraces of honor
and barbaric violations of people’s privacy are committed.”
Aboud asks, should we give thanks to Saddam because,
comparatively, his prison was better than the current one?
“Conscience, history and human logic tell us that neither
Saddam’s nor the occupier’s freedom can inject life or passion
into poetry,” Aboud writes, “not even into a Baathist poem about
an imagined resistance.” He concludes that neither Saddam nor
the occupying forces deserve thanks for their crimes.
A Paris-based Iraqi writer, Kazim Jihad, joins the debate,
siding with Beydoun and writing in As Safir newspaper. It is an
author’s right to use sarcasm, Jihad believes, and this is just
what Beydoun is doing. Jihad argues that it is the reader’s
responsibility to understand this sarcasm; otherwise, the nuanced
meaning is lost leading to a gross misinterpretation of the writer’s
originally intended message. Jihad also argues that sarcasm does
not detract from the legitimacy of an author’s argument and
believes that Beydoun’s caustic article serves as an example of
the most solemn of discussions. Jihad faults Aboud, asserting,
“Aboud reads Beydoun literally, and this is an erroneous
reading.”
Beydoun supports Jihad’s analysis and confirms that his
article, “Thanks to the Occupier,” was meant as an irony and not
as a comparison. Beydoun defends himself saying, “I never
intended to write a comparison.” He reminds readers that Iraqis
did not have a choice in how to remove Saddam from power.
The Americans had decided to destroy Saddam Hussein’s regime,
and it would have been a gross mistake to defend Saddam to his
enemies. Recognizing the close, personal connection Iraqis have
with current events in the country, Beydoun asserts that every
Iraqi must take a stand either with Saddam or with the Americans;
they are too enmeshed to remain neutral, and the controlling
forces are too powerful and have been too powerful for them to
effectively say “no” to either. “We condemn both but, practically,
we can do nothing about our situation,” Beydoun writes. He
argues further that if he made a comparison in “Thanks to the
Occupier,” “it is both logical and hypothetical – it has no practical
or political corresponding reality.” Beydoun concludes, “I do
not defend Saddam because he was attacked by the Americans,
and I do not defend the Americans because they destroyed
Saddam.” AJ
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AL JAZEERA MOTTO:
‘Opinion/Counter Opinion’

official orthodoxy – than of giving airtime to in Laden’s
extremist rhetoric. The government of Qatar fears that any
enlightened discourse on Islam might turn the conservative
religious institutions, which have often been used by Arab
governments to legitimize their rule, against them.
The United States does not substantially differ from the
Arab governments in this instance. In its attempt to dominate
the Arab region, the U.S. also prefers hosting people such as bin
Laden or Saddam Hussein who represent mostly undebatable
extremism. The nature of the relationship between the
government of the United States and Al Jazeera was exposed
B Y MOHAMMAD ALI A
TASSI
AT
when then Secretary of State Colin Powell announced before a
Congressional panel on February 11, 2003 that new evidence
Currently, Al Jazeera is substantially increasing the number regarding bin Laden’s supposed relationship with Saddam
of its viewers through its persistent pursuit of sensationalism Hussein would be broadcast later in the day by Al Jazeera.
and frequent antagonizing of the Saudi ruling family. Al Jazeera
The network’s management had initially attempted to avoid
has achieved this increase by allowing Osama bin Laden and such scandal by denying the existence of the tape, but at the
his followers to reach
end of the day, Al
millions of Arab
Jazeera broadcast the
viewers with their
p u r p o r t e d
extremist rhetoric.
“evidence.” Thus, the
The impact of bin
world lived through a
Laden’s hateful and
surreal moment in
destructive message
which the Secretary
would have been
of State of a great
minimized had a
power provided an
rational, moderate
advertisement for a
discussion of the
bin Laden videotape,
issues been presented
thereby pressuring Al
to viewers in the
Jazeera to broadcast
region. However, this
the footage. This
did not occur because
broadcast resulted in
unconstrained
a scenario in which
dialogue on Arab
bin Laden became
television in general
the
television
and Al Jazeera in
spokesman for Islam,
particular was absent.
not just for Arab
In the past, airline
viewers but for
From “Al Jazeera, Voice of Arabia” documentary (Courtesy of First Run/Icarus Films) European
hijackers threatened
and
to kill innocent
American viewers, as
hostages to gain
well.
access to the electronic media, through which they intended to
Al Jazeera officials justify their broadcast of bin Laden
deliver their political messages. Most often, these attempts failed. tapes with the journalistic dictum of “pursuing news scoops
However, by killing thousands of innocent people bin Laden regardless of the source,” according to chief editor Ibrahim Hilal,
guaranteed that his message of murder and hatred would reach as cited in the Dubai-based Al Bayan newspaper (June 25, 2002).
millions of viewers of Al Jazeera and other Arab and Western Hilal emphasizes that broadcasting bin Laden’s videotape
networks. The tragedy that prevails in the Muslim world is now helped the network achieve tremendous success, increasing its
delineated in the following questions: What do advocates of viewership to 45 million by June 2002. During the war in
moderate, open and enlightened Islamic discourse have to do to Afghanistan, Al Jazeera was charging satellite news shows
gain their deserved place on television screens? Must they, too, $20,000 per minute to air bin Laden’s tape, up from $4,000 per
resort to threats of violence to be heard or seen?
minute prior to the war, according to the Beirut daily An Nahar
The Arab government in Qatar, the home of Al Jazeera, is (October 12, 2001). But, their journalistic and financial
more wary of encouraging critical, rational discussion within justifications for the broadcasts were contradicted by their refusal
Islam – which might question some of the assumptions of Islam’s to show an interview with bin Laden conducted by their

Sensationalized Spin, Radical
Rhetoric Pass for News and
Debate

Translated from the Arabic by Faisal Tbeileh
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correspondent Tayseer Alwani in Kabul on October 2001 until
after CNN had obtained a copy of this interview from a third
party and broadcast it on February 1, 2002. This incident shows
that a journalistic scoop is not always a top priority for Al Jazeera.
Journalistic reasons and ratings surely do not absolve Al Jazeera
from the responsibility of presenting a genuine critique of bin
Laden’s views rather than simply publicizing his destructive
ideas.

The War on Iraq
Today, the only reality available to television viewers is
that present in the images, with all the distortion and lies therein.
Although bombarded with numerous television reports, the
viewer sees nothing of substance. And if television presentations
of contemporary wars are all that citizens have access to, then
the images of war that are presented have a great impact on a
war’s course and final results.
From its previous coverage of the war in Afghanistan, Al
Jazeera had both the resources and the experience to present
Arab viewers with a different picture of the war in Iraq.
Unfortunately, Al Jazeera preferred to be faithful to its previous
presentation of that war, a presentation that did not significantly
deviate from CNN’s coverage of the Kuwait war. Neither Al Jazeera
nor the other Arab television satellite stations succeeded in
breaking away, in style or content, from CNN, relying instead
on graphic images and emotional incitement to attract audiences.
These networks’ viewers were left to watch an American CNN style production with Arabic words and sensibility.
Al Jazeera Arab reporters, who presumably possess a better
understanding of Iraqi culture, should have presented their
viewers with more in-depth and insightful reporting on the war’s
impact on Iraqi society. Sadly, the reporters were prisoners of the
American formula of two-minute reporting, which depends
greatly on dramatic images of destroyed buildings, bleeding
casualties lying on hospital beds, women and children screaming
in the corridors and in the streets, and dead bodies void of names
and histories. Thus, the human side of the war was reduced to
sensational, impersonal images.
The panoramic view of Baghdad shown on television
screens by Al Jazeera during the American air strikes in 2003 did
not differ from the images we saw on CNN in 1991 or those
broadcast from Kabul on Al Jazeera in 2001. In these three
instances, we witnessed what appeared to be cities alight with
fireworks. The comparison of Al Jazeera’s style to the American
school of journalistic coverage does not stop here. For example,
correspondents in Baghdad are expected to answer precise
questions about the bombings while remaining stationary
prisoners of the locations in which they film. In news studios
sits the anchors’ table, the split screen with four windows showing
correspondents in various world capitals and the stock market
update at the bottom of the screen.
Due to increased ratings, Al Jazeera has increased charges
for airing its war footage, now demanding additional fees from
television stations requesting subscriptions. Previously priced
20

at about $50,000, they now charge approximately 40 percent
more than what their competitor Associated Press Television
Network demands (Le Monde, March 25, 2003).
However, criticism of Al
Jazeera should not obscure
the tremendous dangers to
which war reporters are
exposed. Al Jazeera reporter
Tariq Ayoub was killed
when American airplanes
bombed Al Jazeera’s studios
in Baghdad. The sincerity
of the reporters and their
serious attempts to present
alternative views of the war
are frequently undermined
by the structure of the
network and the intentions
and
goals
of
its
management.
It was not surprising,
then, that Al Jazeera was the
first to forget its fallen
reporter, Tariq Ayoub. In its
competitive pursuit for
journalistic scoops Al
Jazeera was the first network
to conduct a live interview
with a United States Marine
officer in Ferdous Square.
Reporter Maher Abdullah
began the interview with,
“Welcome to Al Jazeera,”
and queried the officer
about American casualties.
Abdullah did not deem it appropriate to inquire about the
reasoning behind the American bombing that had killed his
colleague the previous night. Instead, he was interested in
learning about the number of American Muslim soldiers stationed
in Iraq!

The tragedy that
prevails in the
Muslim world is now
delineated in the
following questions:
What do advocates
of moderate, open
and enlightened
Islamic discourse
have to do to gain
their deserved place
on television
screens? Must they,
too, resort to
threats of violence
to be heard or
seen?

“Opinion/Counter Opinion”
Al Jazeera has created the illusion of democratic openness,
declaring in its motto, “opinion/counter opinion,” a presentation
of both sides of every issue. However, the two opinions presented
by Al Jazeera are extreme positions that stand in direct opposition
to one another. Thus, the criteria for choosing panelists for Al
Jazeera programs is based on these panelists’ ability to create a
sensational show rather than on the basis of their creativity,
breadth of knowledge and representation of genuine trends in
Arab society. In addition, this juxtaposition of extreme opinions
is confined to the provocative, controversial political programs
of Al Jazeera, as this network conforms to norms set by other
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Arab media stations propagating the dominant conservative
discourse at the cultural and religious level.
Though Al Jazeera distinguishes itself from other Arab
satellite stations by breaking political taboos in its broadcasts,
it parallels other stations in its respect and support for the
religious taboos that fetter Arab societies. In its weekly religious
show, “Sharia and Life,” a forum for discussing contemporary
religious subjects, host Maher Abdullah frequently invites
Egyptian-Qatari Imam Yusef Al-Kardawi. Al-Kardawi is a
prominent public figure affiliated with numerous research
institutions funded by petro-dollars, the former dean of Sharia
College in Qatar, an influential and effective voice among
political Islamic movements, and one of the most important
figures of the Muslim Brotherhood. Though al-Kardawi presents
himself as one endorsing a moderate, humanistic Islam that rejects
violence in the name of Islam, in practice, he espouses traditional
interpretations of Islam from which the likes of bin Laden have
emerged. Moreover, while on the program, al-Kardawi wastes
no opportunity to attack intellectuals and religious figures who
question and attempt to modernize the basis of inherited
religious doctrines.
Of course, these modernizing intellectuals, while noticeably
present in Arab society, have no place on Al Jazeera’s programs.
There is no opportunity to counter the criticisms continuously
launched against them by Al Jazeera, which ironically boasts as
its motto, “opinion/counter opinion.” Furthermore, al-Kardawi
is not satisfied with reiterating traditional religious dogma, but
rather uses Al Jazeera to discuss and analyze politics, society,
culture and economics in front of millions of viewers, from this
perspective of conservative religious doctrine and its ensuing
absolutes.
Abdullah justifies his narrow selection of guests on “Sharia
and Life,” affirming that the management is not responsible for
restricting his choices; rather, these choices are governed by
cultural imperatives. He asserts, “The only aspect I must take
into consideration – whether I want to or not – is that the program
needs to enjoy credibility among its audience. You are a
journalist and a producer; you cannot take the risk of losing
your audience. This does not mean that I’m an opportunist, but
I have to welcome guests who have religious legitimacy with
the man on the street” (Ahmed Abdalla, “The Arabic Satellite
News Network: Al-Jazeera,” in “Creating Spaces of Freedom,”
Saqi Books, London, 2002).
Thus, attracting viewers and appealing to the common man,
hence, the conservative man, is what determines the broadcasting
priorities of Al Jazeera, not only when it comes to airing the
tapes of bin Laden, but also when it comes to more urgent subjects
of contemporary Arab culture, i.e., the renewal of religious
thinking.
Undoubtedly, the religious renewal trends, critical thought,
avant-garde art and new literature that shake religious taboos
are often born on the periphery of society, not on television
screens. Despite the growth of these forces in the Arab world,
they remain on the periphery and are prohibited from reaching
the public through television by a political decision based on
AL JADID WINTER/SPRING 2005

collusion between the
ruling authorities, on one
hand,
and
the
conservative
social
groups and religious
authorities, on the other.
On October 16, 2002,
Al Jazeera’s “A Program
Without Borders” hosted
the foreign minister of
Qatar, Sheikh Hamad Bin
Jassem al-Thani, who,
coincidentally, is Al
Jazeera’s largest sponsor,
allowing him to respond
to other Arab ministers’
calls to boycott Al
Jazeera. Bin Jassem alThani challenged these
ministers stating, “I think,
in this age of satellites, the
time for isolation has
passed. I believe you are
not afraid and neither are
we...I wish to meet with the
Gulf
Ministers
of
Information. We agree that
all satellites which we
founded outside the Gulf
and which we all
financially support and
which
feature
pornographic subjects
corrupt
future
generations. Are we not
Islamic states and do we
not speak in the name of
Islam? It is upon us to ban
this pornography.”
However, this subject
of
“daara” (which
literally translates to
“prostitution”) that so
disturbs this Qatari sheikh and exceeds the limits of his “openmindedness,” as Al Jazeera duly notes, is merely the broadcast
of songs and music video clips showing Arab singers and dancers
wearing, according to the sheikh’s perspective, revealing dresses.
The result of this ban on Arab television stations is political
repression relieved by Al Jazeera and sexual repression relieved
by Arab entertainment channels, while enlightening and critical
thought finds no place on any oil-funded Arab channels.
Were Al Jazeera to invite a critical-thinking Arab intellectual
as a guest on one of its programs, the intellectual would find
himself staged in a cock-fight opposing a second and antagonistic
guest, one who presumably would know little about which the
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The Arab
government in Qatar,
the home of Al
Jazeera, is more wary
of encouraging critical,
rational discussion
within Islam – which
might question some of
the assumptions of
Islam’s official
orthodoxy – than of
giving airtime to bin
Laden’s extremist
rhetoric. The
government of Qatar
fears that any
enlightened discourse
on Islam might turn
the conservative
religious institutions,
which have often been
used by Arab
governments to
legitimize their rule,
against them.
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original guest speaks. The possibility for calm, logical discourse
is, thus, eliminated; a forum for combative monologues lacking
in substance is instead crafted to attract viewers.
What the state of Qatar – Al Jazeera – presents to the Arab
viewer today is thus: an arena for garish contentiousness, turning
the viewer into a “televised citizen.” Qatar has presented the
United States with a strategic military commitment and
permission to keep
American troops in the
country for the next 20
years. Though Qatar’s
ruler promised his
people democracy,
this democracy will
probably be limited to
voting for the next
television host on Al
Jazeera.
We are witnessing
the emergence of
Qatar, which has a seat
in the United Nations,
as a major television
power in the Arab
world. The boundaries
of this power extend
as far as its broadcasts
reach. Its presumed
subjects are all Arabic
speakers who watch
its programs. Its
legitimacy is fed by the absence of freedom of expression in
other Arab countries.
As long as the majority of Arabs live within the borders of a
hypothetical state in which the only illumination is that of Al
Jazeera, they will remain in darkness. Human existence becomes
hypothetical when it is elevated only to the pulpit of television.
No real existence is possible in the world of the televised state.
If the gateway to televised existence is excitement, superficiality
and money, is it any surprise that its dim sun, Al Jazeera, confines
us to darkness, shackles us with its images and deprives us of
clarity of vision and depth of understanding?
It is true that the Arab world has allowed the age of modern
media to enter through its portals. It has imported a variety of
modern satellite technologies and broadcasts, much as it has
imported Cadillacs; yet neither a satellite democracy nor a
satellite parliament can serve as a substitute for Arab citizens’
need for true democracy and freedom. AJ

The panoramic view
of Baghdad shown on
television screens by Al
Jazeera during the
American air strikes in
2003 did not differ from
the images we saw on
CNN in 1991 or those
broadcast from Kabul on
Al Jazeera in 2001
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The Arabic Language:
Perfect and Immutable
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The Language of “the Absent”: Divine
and Untranslatable
A great medieval lexicographer from the 10th century, alJawhari, wrote in the introduction to his dictionary, “Al Sihah”:
“I have included in this book what appear to be the correct
words in this language. Both religious and secular studies are
dependent on this language, which is exalted by God.”
In this brief quote, al-Jawhari shows the ranking that
classical Islam assigned to the Arabic language until the 19th
century: Arabic was known as the language chosen by God. All
knowledge, including religious and secular, is dependent on
this language.

“Hub wa Salam” (Love & Peace), by Fayeq Oweis, 2003.
Arabic Calligraphy Composition. Digital media using Kufic style.

Al-Jawhari’s words reveal an element of purism, a major
feature of the Arabic language and one which has accompanied
the language for more than 1,000 years. The very title of his
dictionary expresses his major concern with the precision of the
language: Al Sihah translates as “correct.” According to classical
Arab thought, what is not part of the language, i.e., that which is
incorrect, risks corrupting the language by disguising itself as
being correct.
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Why is this? Since the advent of the Arabic language, Arabic
speakers have yearned for the feeling of their language, partially
because of socio-linguistic conditions, which have led to the
rise of the Arabic language in history. When Arabic emerged in
history around the 7th century, it already had a long history, as
the inscriptions attest. It was characterized by “its richness and
its flexibility,” qualities that made Arabic superior to all the
known Semitic languages, according to H.R. Gibb (“Arabic
Literature,” 1966).
The language began to change with the disappearance of
the system of ending declensions. In fact, ending declensions,
which mark noun cases and verb modes, are a major feature of
the Arabic language. This system of marking cases and modes
was fragile because it was archaic; it had disappeared from other
Semitic languages and had already eroded in pre-Islamic times.
With the Islamic conquests that began in the 7th century, the
system was totally destroyed, thus the Bedouins settling in urban
areas rapidly lost their feel for the language. It became necessary
to teach the language through grammar.
However, the Arabic language met with great fortune, for it
was an imperial language, the literary language of the classical
Islamic age, and it has become in our time the written language
of the Arab world, used by about 300 million people. In classical
works, though, this language was never designated “our
language” but rather “their language.” Arab grammarians call
the third person pronoun “the Absent,” thus, we can say that this
language is “the language of the Absent,” the Absent referring to
“the Arabs,” or the central Arabian Bedouins from whom the
grammarians of the 8th century had collected their data.
Arabic is also referred to as the language of “the Absent”
because it is the language of God, qualified through divine
names such as “the Visible” and “the Hidden.” It is through this
language that God decided to reveal His message. Several
Quranic verses, which have been commented on at length by
the exegetes, affirm that the revelation “is in clear Arabic.” To
understand the Quranic message, one must have an in-depth
understanding of Arabic, which no believer can do without.
Unlike the Christian message, which is not reliant on any
language, the Quranic message is intrinsically linked to Arabic.
In this sense, the Quran is untranslatable.
This untranslatable quality is unequivocally what makes
Arabic such a unique language. The perpetuity of the
significations of the sacred text must be preserved and guaranteed
out of concern for the afterlife as well as for the present life
because the origin of law in Islam is the sacred text. To preserve
these significations, grammarians collected a sizable body of
data and from it developed a set of linguistic rules and norms.
Their theories can be considered part of the universal legacy of
the school of language, but the theories, unfortunately, remain
unknown.
An investigation into style accompanies this theological
enigma; the Quran was revealed in Arabic, but it is impossible
for an Arabic speaker to imitate the Quran. This leads to
discussion of the inimitability of the Quran, an issue repeatedly
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debated during the classical age, and similar to the present day
debate of one’s inability to duplicate masterpieces.
Soon, the question of Arabic’s comparability in respect to
other languages arises: Arabic cannot be compared to other
languages; it is infinitely superior. It is a perfect language. The
doxology of a biographical work by Zabaydi’s “Tabaqat alNahwiyyin” (classes or ranks of grammarians), which dates back
to the 10th century, is eloquent in this regard. The author praises
God for having made Arabic “the most melodious language
through its sounds, the most balanced in its order, the clearest in
its expressions, and the most varied in its modes of discourse...”
In short, the sacred nature of the Arabic language during the
classical Islamic period can be summarized in three features: the
perfect nature of the language; its un-translatability; and its
inimitability.

The Purity of the Language
The previous discussion shows why written Arabic is the
focus of major cultural interests.
The name of the Arabic literary language is al-lugha alfusha. In the expression “al-lugha al-fusha,” fusha is used as a
superlative. To follow the shift in the meanings of both terms
(lugha and fusha) across the centuries is to review the cultural
history and to witness how literary Arabic – of which modern
Arabic is the direct inheritor – developed.
It is a universal rule that the infinite diffraction of spoken
dialects through space and time is inevitable. We know, as the
linguist Ferdinand de Saussure writes, that this constant change
is the consequence of the very nature of language. But, when a
linguistic community recognizes itself in texts that constitute
the community at a symbolic level, these texts become a
reference from which grammar and norms emerge, and so a
language becomes fixed. Both the Quran and pre-Islamic poetry
have created the permanent or finalized version of the Arabic
language that we know today.
When the grammarians of Basra and Kufa collected data to
construct the grammar that would preserve the Arabic language
in the 8th century, they were committed to collecting variant
dialects. The grammarians used the Bedouin dialect of Najd,
qualified as fasih, to collect language data. They classified the
data from the least to the most fasih. The term fasih originally
had a tangible value, referring to things which were clear and
pure; it later designated a complex criteria consisting of
correctness, purity and eloquence. The term fasih was explained
by the philosopher Al- Farabi in the 10th century as the absence
of native speakers’ linguistic contact with other languages. But
this term rapidly came to be associated with the language’s
harmony, flow and melodic articulations ultimately denoting
eloquence. In sum, linguistic correctness is associated with
beauty of enunciation and purity of language.
The search for purity, intensified when pre-Islamic Arabic
disappeared due to its contact with other idioms, soon turned
into purism. The existence of a strong grammatical tradition
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with significant theoretical value does not exclude purism. literary and linguistic reference essential to Arab culture. Finally,
Language mistakes become moral faults and thereby grounds there would not be any adab, any profane knowledge, any artistic
for exclusion, a consequence that has existed since the early prose, without ‘arabiyya, a language bearing the stamp of the
centuries of Islam. The Prophet, upon hearing a man make a grammatical norm. The adab and the ‘arabiyya presuppose each
language error, said in
other in a dialectic
a Hadith, “Guide your
heavy
with
brother on the right
consequences for the
path, for he has lost his
history of Arab culture.
way.” And Abu alTo trace this
Aswad al-Duali, to
construction is also to
whom
tradition
explore the early
attributes
the
development of the
foundation of the
concepts and the
science of grammar,
methods used, first for
added, “I find that a
the collection of
language mistake has
traditions, and then for
the odor of rancid
the edification of
meat.”
grammar; it is to
From the 8th
examine concepts of
century on, the Arabic
the science of the
language has served to
foundations of law,
distinguish social
w
h
i
c
h
classes. Trivial debates
epistemological
continue about the
grammar has taken as
ungrammatical use of “Huruuf Arabiyya” (Arabic Letters) by Fayeq Oweis, 2004.
a model since as early
language and the Calligraphic Composition of Individual Arabic letters. Digital media using Diwani Style
as the 10th century.
exclusion of those
Now, as the jurist alviolating language
Amidi pointed out in
rules; however, these discussions are really indications of love, the 12th century, one of the disciplines that nourished legal
even veneration, of the language. Legend has it that Sibawayhi, thought and, more specifically, the science of the foundations
who was of Persian origin but lived in Basra and who had set the of law is dogmatic theology (‘ilm al-kalâm), a very
foundations for Arabic grammar as we know it today, died of intellectualized theory. As A.J. Wensinck (“The Muslim Creed,”
affliction at the end of the 8th century following a grammatical 1932) states, in dogmatic theology, “Muhammad was thrown
dispute with a rival in the caliph’s court. Sibawayhi was accused, into the shade by Aristotle.”
not of some theoretical inconsistency, but of speaking Arabic
This shows how methods and concepts common to different
improperly! He defended the correction of a certain way of disciplines came to create an episteme, one based on codes from
speaking, yet the “Arabs” whom the vizier called upon to settle which Arab culture would seize each new fact, perceptive scheme,
the quarrel, apparently having been bribed, concurred with landmark, reading perspective and even value.
Sibawayhi’s rival.
By closely examining these perceptive schemes, concepts
and methods, we discover the bedrock of literary language and
culture. This intense examination is, undoubtedly, an exercise
Links between Language and Thought
that historical and critical thought have not yet truly explored,
As mentioned above, to follow the evolution of literary nor perhaps, in some cases, even begun to explore. It is this
Arabic is to follow the development of the term al-lugha al- critical work – fundamentally of historical and theoretical
fusha from its earliest meaning, in which it designated the clearest critique – that will enable us to further our reflection. Studying
and purest dialectal variant, to the meaning we know now, the foundations of language and culture is undoubtedly a task
specifically, modern written Arabic. In other words, the clearest for those in future decades, and one that is all the more necessary
and purest variant has become the only legitimate variant, thus at this time of disquietude in the Arab world.
it has become the language.
To follow this development is to follow the construction or
the edification of the only acceptable language through
grammar. This construction is historically concomitant with the
edification of the One in different versions of the sacred text, the
edification of authorized books in the prophetic traditions and
also the written consignment of books of pre-Islamic poetry, a
24

Links between Written and Oral Arabic
The creation of a norm has certainly not hindered the written
language (‘arabiyya) from evolving. Above all, the standardized
form has not prevented the development of a multitude of Arabic
idioms, all of which vary from one region to another and which
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are used only as oral languages. These
idioms are the dialectal forms of Arabic.
When looking at the Arab world today,
one notices that the linguistic
communities do not use one single
language in their oral or written

...the sacred
nature of the
Arabic language
during the classical
Islamic period can
be summarized in
three features: the
perfect nature of
the language; its
un-translatability;
and its inimitability.
communications, but rather resort to two
close varieties of Arabic: literary Arabic,
(al-lugha al-fusha), which is learned at
school and used for writing; and dialectal
Arabic (al-‘âmiyya, al-dâriga or more
recently, al-lugha al-mahkiyya), which is
transmitted by the family and essentially
is used as a spoken language varying from
country to country. These two varieties of
language cannot be dissociated from each
other and may also be accompanied by an
indo-European language. This language
is a remnant of a former colonial power,
either French or English, and all three
languages share social functions within
the local community. This dual usage of
spoken and written Arabic is more than
1,000 years old, though its history
remains obscure.
The
literary/dialectal
pair
complements a realm of forces identifiable
by the presence of working opposites:
single and multiple; oral and written; elite
(khâssa) and vulgar (‘âmma), etc. The
abstract ideas associated with these two
varieties of the Arabic language also
organize themselves in pairs: pure and
mixed; proper and improper; clear and
obscure; and eloquent speech and mixed
gibberish of other languages or other
varieties of Arabic.
AL JADID WINTER/SPRING 2005

The Arabic language, in all its
varieties, has undergone great changes
over the last 150 years. It has changed from
being solely the language of the elite,
having both legal and religious uses, to
being also that of the masses, used for the
Arab written press and mass-schooling.
The advent and development of the novel
constituted a major linguistic event, which
integrated everyday language with the
expression of the self into literary
language. As for the dialects, they have
also undergone great changes: massive
population growth; great interior
migrations; and the birth of the
megalopolis, which has encouraged the
intermixing of populations who, until
then, had remained isolated. All these
factors, together with the media, which has
played a crucial role, have contributed to
the homogenization and also the
enrichment of the dialects. These factors
have also contributed to the creation of
the oral koines (common languages) of
big cities (for example, Arabic dialects of
Cairo, Beirut and Rabat) that supersede
these regional spoken dialects. Moreover,
exchanges with the West have introduced
to the dialects numerous lexical
borrowings, which later become a part of
the literary language. A new relationship
between the written language and the oral
language has been established in a number
of pronounced situations. Arabic speakers
now use a mixed language, which is
neither totally dialectal nor totally
literary.
At the beginning of the third
millennium, one comes to realize that the
question of language has always been
crucial in Arab societies. In the previous
century, nationalism was the prevailing
ideology. With the close of the century,
though, we have seen the backward surge
of this movement and the rise of Islamic
currents. Yet in both cases, the question
of language was and still is at the center
of all interests. The Arabic language will
continue to hold this position, as it has
the potential to evolve in numerous ways;
no one can predict what the Arabic of
tomorrow will be. AJ

Translated from the French
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‘Degenerate’ Pop:
Threat to Arab Music
Renaissance or Mere Sign of
the Times?

“popular” to any song that appeals to the masses, regardless of
musical worth. According to Nassar, modern media is responsible
for removing choice from the masses, offering only overplayed,
overrated pop music.
Ignorance of world music and music criticism, Nassar
implies, creates confusion in the Arab world over what
constitutes a “good” pop song. Instead of providing definitive
opinions, people offer merely conciliatory statements, saying
that a pop song “represents the generation” and is “consistent
with the spirit of the time.” They continue with this reasoning,

Pop music in the Arab world is an expanding industry,
creating both a strong fan base among the youth and several
outspoken voices of criticism. Here, the term “pop music” refers
not to popular music, which includes a breadth of Arab musical
traditions dating back to the early 20th century, but rather to a
relatively new genre of music characterized by its quick tempo,
repetitive lyrics and healthy dose of technology used in
producing its unique sound. In the Arab world, there are two
names for this type of music: the first, shababi, means “young”
or “youthful,” an appropriate name as it is the youth that make
this genre of music so popular; and the second, habita, is a
derogatory name commonly used by its critics implying “low”
or “low brow.”

Ali Nassar and Al-Musiqa Al-Habita
One of the most prominent and articulate critics of Arab
pop music is the young Lebanese author and musician Ali Nassar.
He and others, including most recently the famous Lebanese
composer Marcel Khalife, denounce this new style of music and
the accompanying music videos (referred to as “video clips” in
the Arab world), calling them decadent and tasteless. They prefer
the sounds of classical singers to what they consider the cheap,
commercialized, unsavory sounds of modern-day Arab pop
music.
Nassar candidly broaches this subject in an article that
appeared in July 2003 in the Beirut-based newspaper As Safir. In
this article, he discusses not only the lack of quality found in
music produced today, but also the lack of serious music criticism.
One of the critics who refers to pop or “hit” songs of the day as
habita, Nassar explains his choice of wording by taking his
discussion one step further and confronting the discourse
surrounding today’s music.
In the past, popular music (not to be confused with pop
music) has struggled to carve a place for itself on “the map of
elitist (nakhbawiyya) songs.” It has often succeeded, Nassar
writes, since popular songs are abundant in the Arab and
international music industry, and many have become timeless
traditions. But, he continues, things have changed, and today
classical songs, which have an aesthetic purpose, “struggle to
preserve their place in a market” that readily attaches the term
26

Nancy Ajram, Lebanon, is currently at the peak of her pop stardom

he writes, believing that the rest of the world is engaged in
creating similar products for similar audiences.
However, Nassar counters this reasoning, stating, “Yes, you
find [this type of song] in Europe, the U.S. and other parts of the
world, now and before…but what remains important is their
diversity; though they are commercial, they are still forced to
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come up with [something original] to be competitive.” Nassar
continues, arguing that while these commercial songs might be
inferior to those produced in the Arab world, other factors are
important to consider: “What is the breadth of their presence?
Have they reached a level of absolute dominance and become a
monopoly? Were they able to abolish serious art in their
countries?”
Equally troubling for Nassar is that this lack of music
criticism leads to faulty comparisons between today’s pop music
and the stars that perform it, and successful songs and their
singers that have
withstood the test of
time. For Nassar, the
popular, or classical/
elitist song, and the
taqtuka (literally, “short
song”)
differ
considerably from the
new commercial or pop
song. The popular or
classical song “is born
out of people’s feelings,
hearts and minds,” he
writes. It is as if these old
songs “fell from
heaven,” transcending
generations. As the years
pass, people may forget
the authors but not the
songs themselves.
As for taqtuka,
Nassar
cites
an
impressive list of
composers and songs
that he considers part of
this genre of music. His
list includes Zakaria
Ahmad, Sayed Darwish,
the Rahbanni Brothers,
Azar Habeeb, Ziad
Rahbanni, and Ahmad
Kaabour, among others.
Thus, Nassar asserts, this
type of song should not
be confused with the commercial or pop song, which is a product
of the demands of the market, singer and producer rather than a
reflection of beauty and emotion like the taqtuka and the popular
or classical song.
To illustrate the process of producing songs in the Arab
world, particularly in Lebanon, Nassar provides us with an alltoo-common scenario. He writes of a singer or star who appears
on a magazine cover before singing a single song. He or she
comes prepared to record with overused, clichéd lyrics hardly
distinguishable from those of the pop songs currently playing
on the radio. These lyrics are purchased from a “composer” who

For Nassar, the
popular, or classical/
elitist song, and the
taqtuka (literally, “short
song”) differ
considerably from the
new commercial or pop
song. The popular or
classical song “is born
out of people’s feelings,
hearts and minds,” he
writes. It is as if these
old songs “fell from
heaven,” transcending
generations. As the
years pass, people may
forget the authors but
not the songs
themselves.
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superimposes them over the familiar rhythm of an already famous
pop song. Then, Nassar continues, a distributor makes sure that
this “new” song uses the same tempo, instruments and, of course,
zakfa, a rhythmic clapping sequence, of other pop songs, to
ensure profitable sales. Disgusted by this commercialized version
of music, Nassar says that this new process of producing songs
sacrifices the “natural speed” of the song and the emotions of
the singer.
Nassar also notes the irony inherent in the production of
pop music, as stars and songwriters often complain about their
own genre of music. Rather than take responsibility for their
music by creating something new, they passively rationalize,
“the audience wants this.” However, he emphasizes, no one tries
to determine why the audience might want this particular
product.
Nassar makes an admirable contribution to the debate on
pop music with his discussion of the trend of reproducing
traditional, classical Arab songs. He denounces this imitation or
reproduction of asala songs (“authentic” songs), a term
associated with the classical works of Arab tarab. Generations,
Nassar claims, attempt to prove themselves by comparing their
achievements to those of their predecessors. In this case, stars
and producers who hope to distance themselves from the zakfa
songs turn to classical works, adding new rhythms and beats to
familiar and revered songs.
But these remade songs, Nassar writes, are no more
successful than the zakfa songs; unable to stand on their own as
works of art, they are merely cheapened versions of brilliant
classical works. Instead of reflecting a rise in musical talent, he
continues, these reproductions threaten to bring about the
cessation of the already-weakened Arab musical renaissance that
began in the early 20th century.

Criticism of Today’s ‘Decadent’ Music
Nassar does not stand alone in his dislike of Arab pop music.
According to a report in the London-based Al Quds newspaper
(July 23, 2005), Marcel Khalife leveled similar criticism against
Arab pop music at a press conference conducted at the
International Rabat Festival of Culture and Art. Khalife does
not just agree with Nassar that the media has taken diversity
away from the field of music, but directly blames Arab satellite
television stations for this rise of decadent, immoral music and
video clips that do nothing to further society. These satellites,
Khalife told aljazeera.net in July, are responsible for bringing
what he called the “new cultural prostitution” into the Arab
home. He also expressed his disapproval of the unjustified
portrayals and usages of the human body in video clips.
Like the satellite stations that broadcast it, this popular
genre of music and its effects are also dangerous and far-reaching,
according to Khalife in Al Quds. He said, “There is an economic
force that has its roots in the oil-rich Gulf, funding dangerous
satellite television stations, reaching the East, passing by Cairo,
all the way to Morocco.” He then called upon the Moroccan and
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Arab people to demonstrate against the invasion of the television
satellites that bring commercial art into their homes.
For Khalife, commercialized songs broadcast by satellite
stations have caused schizophrenia in Arab viewers; they watch
video clips featuring expensive cars and beautiful women while
living in a state of poverty and despair. Despite this decay
spreading through society, Khalife is not calling for a ban of
these video clips. Instead, he is advocating freedom of choice.
Khalife wants to strip satellite television stations of the power
to decide what Arab viewers watch. Those who want a cabaret
can go to a nightclub, Khalife says. Those who do not want to
watch such decadence should not have to suffer endless video
clips entering their homes via satellite television, he argues.
Some critics are against the pop and commercial song for
different reasons. Consider Ali al-Ahmad’s argument, which
focuses on the cultural implications of this trend. Al-Ahmad
attributes the change in music in the Arab world to the influence
of Western, especially European, pop music. Because Arab music
imitates Western music, the Arab identity has become lost amidst
the dominant Western one, he claims in the Gulf Al Itihad
newspaper (July 16, 1999). Al-Ahmad finds this influence
present in both the means of producing pop music and the
instruments used to create it.
Later that same year, Egyptian musician and artist Omar alSharee also spoke out about the issue of pop music and its place
in society, noting the absence of “emotion” in today’s music. In
an interview he said, “Our real tragedy is that the song has
transformed itself from an audio anthem into a visual one” (Al
Quds, August 23, 1999). For al-Sharee, songs today lack the
artistic element necessary to stir our emotions. Before, the
singer’s powerful voice evoked happiness, sorrow, anger or
passion, but today, producers choose the emotion for the viewer
and present it in a video. No longer can we truly appreciate a
singer’s voice, as we are lost amid the streaming images that
assail us. Instead of speaking to the soul, al-Sharee argues, music
has become a tangible product to be experienced by the senses,
namely sight.
Fakhri Salih also supports the notion that video clips detract
from Arab music. Like al-Sharee, Salih sees the introduction of
visual technology to the world of music as an onslaught, leading
to the destruction of the sacred quality found in classical music.
For Salih, music today focuses on impressing its audience by
being visually stimulating, not aurally pleasing, according to
an article appearing last year in the U.A.E.-based Al Khaleej
newspaper.
Even as far back as 1992, critics spoke out against pop
music. Noted late composer Baligh Hamdi openly criticized
what he called the shababiyya (youthful) song, saying, “It is
possible to explain the popularity of this hawja (thoughtlessness)
by the absence of the alternative,” according to an interview in
the Beirut and London-based Al Hayat newspaper. Like Nassar,
Hamdi says that the absence of true aesthetic music today
diminishes our ability to “distinguish between black and white.”
Lebanese composer Elias al-Rahbanni supports Nassar’s and
Khalife’s position, blaming the media for the decline of the
28

artistic and creative integrity of the music industry, according
to an interview in the London-based Al Majalla magazine. AlRahbanni faults producers, who have become key figures in
music, saying they are interested in poor quality productions
simply because a sizeable market exists. Before, established
production companies concerned with creating art were

Haifa Wehbe, perhaps the most famous pop star in Lebanon
and throughout the Arab world.

abundant; today however, powerful, capitalist industries with
less regard for art have driven their predecessors out. Concerned
with creating a broader market and greater profit margins, these
new companies, according to al-Rahbanni, discourage talented
artists from achieving their dreams by favoring young, goodlooking artists who sell their image rather than their musical
talent.

Is Pop Music Really So Bad?
It would seem that most voices in the Arab world lament the
rise of pop music and video clips. Why, then, is Arab pop music
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so popular? How can a young person so readily identify a pop
singer from a particular hairstyle or outfit worn in a video clip?
Certain voices in the Arab world are more forgiving of Arab pop
music, though their views seem to be outnumbered in the world
of music criticism. One voice that admires, if not the product, at
least the technology behind the making of the product, is Moataz
Abdul Aziz.
In the article “Arabic Music Videos and Its Implication in
the Realm of Arab Media,” Abdul Aziz of the American
University in Cairo focuses on what he sees as the vital role of
the entertainment industry in society. He views these widely
criticized video clips as an indication that the Arab world is
catching up with the West in its use of technology for
entertainment. While not addressing whether or not he believes
pop music has detracted from the quality of music produced
today in the Arab world, Abdul Aziz does openly admire “the
video clip [as] a product of technology and scientific
innovation.” Moreover, unlike Salih, Abdul Aziz sees this use
of technology as a sign of improvement and progress for the
Arab world and not necessarily a sacrifice of Arab culture.
In his article “Look Who’s Rocking the Casbah: The
Revolutionary Implications of Arab Music Videos, (“Reason,”
June 2003) Charles Paul Freund judges Arab video clips in a
more positive light. As opposed to Nassar and his supporters
who see no substance whatsoever in these video clips and the
pop music featured in them, Freund believes that the “greater
value…lies in [the video clips’] power to stretch the boundaries
of their viewers’ imagined selves. Certainly one reason to take
the videos seriously is the intensity with which their audience
has embraced them.” Freund argues that though critics may not
like the music or videos themselves, it would be unwise to
ignore the pop music industry’s influence on the youth and the
potential this industry has to nurture the imagination of its
audience and to create change in society.
Freund also points out that there is no better way to reach
the youth and inspire new identities and associations than
through these mass-produced video clips. He sees the cultural
implications that Salih and others mentioned, but instead of
bemoaning a loss of Arab culture, Freund sees this cultural
borrowing as a sign of creating a new identity, no worse or
better than the current one. Freund writes of an array of cultural
identities that fuses together on the television screen. Traditional
Arab society can be confining, Freund argues, and these video
clips can offer an escape from these restraints. He writes, “[T]he
foundation of cultural modernity is the freedom to achieve a
self-fashioned and fluid identity, the freedom to imagine yourself
on your own terms, and the videos offer a route to that process.”

Debate Continues
This debate over Arab pop music came to the forefront at a
conference held last year by Al-Majmaa al-Arabi al-Musiki (the
Arab Music Convention), an organization that is part of the
Arab League. During this conference, participants were divided
into two groups to discuss the topic “Arab Music: Entertainment
AL JADID WINTER/SPRING 2005

As opposed to Nassar and his supporters
who see no substance whatsoever in these
video clips and the pop music featured in
them, Freund believes that the “greater
value…lies in [the video clips’] power to
stretch the boundaries of their viewers’
imagined selves.”
or Culture?” as reported by Abd al-Amir in Al Hayat (September
24, 2004).
The first group consisted mainly of musicians who believed
that contemporary Arab pop music is entertainment at its worst,
not art, and that this new form of music has negative effects on
Arab culture. The second group “consisted mainly of scholars,
critics and journalists, [who] carefully examined modern music
and recognized some of its positive elements, but not before
attacking the ‘gangs’ of music marketing and the ‘mafias’ of
music television programs.” The second group blamed these
“gangs” for producing a type of music that destroys both taste
in music and certain Arab cultural aspects that have greatly
influenced important classical musicians of the past.
Al-Amir notes that the discussion reflected a prejudice
among the participants, as they blindly considered “old Arab
singing as authentic and of high quality.” By generalizing and
labeling an entire genre, al-Amir continues, the participants
applied the same “absolute judgment” to the classical songs as
they apply to the new pop songs, which they consider to be
cheap and superficial.
As this debate over the quality of music being produced
today versus that of the early to mid-20th century continues,
two schools of thought emerge out of the many voices already
engrossed in discussion. One is a more elitist school of thought,
focusing on the audiences of the different genre of music.
Proponents of this school believe that the original, authentic,
classical music composed and listened to by the elite is superior
to today’s pop music of the masses simply because the aristocracy
or elite have long preferred it. Pop music, demanded by today’s
broad consumer market, including people from all social classes
and especially the youth, is referred to as habita by this school.
The second school of thought is more professional in its analysis,
using music criticism to judge classical and modern songs based
on their own inherent worth, not class distinction.
These are but a few of the many voices currently engaged in
the debate over Arab pop music and its role in society. We can
expect, perhaps, a more active attempt by prominent and critical
composers to appeal to the audience of pop music. It would be
more fruitful for critics like Khalife to offer an alternative to this
genre rather than lament its existence and influence on Arab
culture and today’s youth. As the genre of Arab pop music does
not seem to be fading, this debate will continue to grow, fostering
AJ
new opinions and insights from both critics and enthusiasts.AJ
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Golden Era’s Layla Murad
Still Unforgettable Artist

Daoud Hosni in 1932, the same year the first talking film appeared
in Egypt. Perhaps she was destined to be a pioneer in film in the
1930s as her father had been destined to be a pioneer in the
recording industry in the 1920s.
According to music historian Victor Sahab, Murad was first
discovered
by Mohammad Abd al-Wahhab, who surprised all
BY SAMI ASMAR
those present by inviting Murad to co-star in his next film after
Layla Murad, one of the most powerful and significant Arab hearing her sing at her father’s house. Released in 1938, the film
singers to emerge from the golden era of the 20th century, passed “Yahya El-Hob” (Long Live Love) was her first paid acting job
away 10 years ago in Cairo. At the time of her death in November and earned her 250 pounds. This film featured many of Wahhab’s
of 1995, she had been retired from both singing and acting for classics including “Ya Wabor ‘Ulli” (Where is the Ship
close to 40 years; however, an entire generation of loyal followers Heading?) and “Ya Dunya Ya Gharami” (My World, My Love).
It was also in this movie that
remembers the star and her
Murad sang “Yama Ara’ incontribution to Arab music and
Naseem” (Sweet Breeze) and the
cinema through her powerful
famous duet with Abd al-Wahhab
legacy of 27 films and nearly
“Tal Intizari” (I Waited So Long).
1,200 songs produced from the
Some of her most memorable
mid-1930s to mid-1950s.
songs
were introduced through
Born in Cairo in 1918 to a
her
films
with Najeeb al-Rihani.
Moroccan Jewish family, Layla
Most
of
these
songs, including
Murad converted to Islam in
“Abgad
Hawwaz”
(The ABCs)
1946. Her father, Zaki Murad, was
and
“‘Eini
Bitrif”
(My
Eyes are
a respected singer at the time and
Fluttering),
were
composed
by
encouraged both her and her
Abd
al-Wahhab.
Known
for
his
brother to pursue the arts. Her
insistence on perfect enunciation
brother Munir developed a
from singers and actors, Abd alreputation as a well-renowned
Wahhab called Layla Murad “the
composer by the 1940s.
woman with the sweetest Ha
Her prolific and successful
sound in the world,” referring to
films, predominantly romantic
her flawless enunciation of the
musicals, earned Layla Murad the
Arabic Ha letter.
titles “Lady of Arab Cinema” and
Additionally, Murad worked
“Cinderella of the Arab Screen.”
with
Mohammad Fawzi, another
She ranked as one of the most
composer
who, like Abd alpopular singers of the time, second
Wahhab,
often
played the
only to Umm Kulthoum. Her
opposing
male
lead
in Murad’s
appearance on the music scene
romantic
films,
and
she also
coincided with the spread of radios
collaborated
with
composers
in Egyptian households, which
Mohammad al-Qasabgi, Riyad alcontributed to her quick rise to
Sunbati and Zakariya Ahmad.
fame. In fact, Murad was so Picture Credit: Adel Hosnein, “Leyla Mourad”, 1993
These, the most illustrious names
popular, film producers frequently
in the industry, also composed for
used her real name as that of her character’s name and cleverly
Umm
Kulthoum,
placing
the
two
divas in direct competition.
included it in the title, such as “Layla Bint al-Fuqara” (Layla,
Sahar
Taha
wrote
in
the
Beirut
daily Al Mustaqbal that the
Daughter of a Poor Family), and “Layla Bint el-Reef” (Layla,
famous
Egyptian
singer
Abd
al-Halim
Hafez’s popular song
the Country Girl), in order to draw greater audiences.
“Tukhunouh”
(You
Betrayed
Him)
had
first
been offered by its
Upon her retirement, Murad removed herself from the
composer
Baligh
Hamdi
to
Layla
Murad.
She
had already been
public eye, determined that her fans would remember her only
rehearsing
it
and
had
even
made
preparations
to
record the song
as she appeared in film: lovely to behold and ever-sophisticated.
when
Hafez
heard
of
it.
Feeling
it
would
be
a
perfect
match for
She remained in seclusion until her death, even shunning a
his
role
in
his
upcoming
film
“Al-Wisada
al-Khaliya”
(The
ceremony sponsored by the Cairo International Film Festival in
Empty
Bed
or
The
Empty
Pillow),
Hafez
requested
the
rights
to
1992 that honored her achievements; her son accepted the award
perform
the
song.
Hamdi
informed
Murad
of
Hafez’s
request,
on her behalf.
Murad’s first recorded song, “Hayrana Laih” (Why Are and she generously offered the piece to him in an act that
You Undecided? or Why Can’t You Decide?), was composed by exemplified her generosity and professionalism. It is also reported
30
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that the song “Leh Khaletni Ahbiak” (Why Did You Make Me
Love You?), composed by Kamal al-Tawil, which Murad sang in
her final film, was later recorded on Egyptian Radio by Najat alSaghira and often was broadcast as Najat’s song.
Despite her success, or possibly because of it, Layla Murad
suffered malicious rumors. Stemming from her Jewish
background, rumors surfaced that she had visited Israel and had
secretly donated 50,000 Egyptian pounds to the state. First
appearing in the Egyptian newspaper Al Ahram in a 1952 report
attributed to the newspaper’s correspondent in Damascus, the
rumor shook the Arab world. Although Al Ahram published a
correction the following day, the damage had been done. The
allegations led to harassment by the Egyptian authorities and to
a boycott of her songs by the Syrian radio station. A series of
other bizarre rumors followed, including one that alluded to a
secret marriage to King Farouk of Egypt.
Writers like Ibrahim al-Ariss of Al Hayat and Sahar Taha of
Al Mustaqbal believed that it was Anwar Wajdi, the man Murad
was about to divorce (and the first husband of three failed
marriages), who had started these rumors with the bitter intention
of ruining his wife’s profession. Wajdi, a handsome but, at that
time, unknown actor, had pursued Layla Murad aggressively in
order to further his career. He succeeded in marrying her, and
their marriage lasted from 1945 until 1953, during which time
he co-starred in ten of her films and directed seven. After the
rumors spread, Wajdi, who was of Syrian descent, realized his
error when he began to suffer personal financial loss from the
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boycott, which affected his films, as well. He, therefore, began
to publicly support and defend his wife in order to win her back
and to protect his own popularity.
After divorcing Wajdi, Murad married Wajih Abaza. Though
she married him on the rebound, she grew to love Abaza dearly,
and she bore him a son, Ashraf. Abaza asked her to stop working,
but she could not or would not give up her art, a decision that
led to divorce. Murad then worked with and married director
Fateen Abd al-Wahhab, who had also been divorced twice
before. During this marriage, Murad gave birth to another child,
Zaki, and experimented with producing films.
Throughout this period, Layla Murad adamantly denied
the vicious rumors that continued to spread, but the fight for her
reputation took its toll on her health, and her sadness could be
heard in her voice. Later, the death of her younger brother, who
was also her manager, compounded her sorrow. Eventually
(reportedly due to President Nasser’s intervention), Murad was
officially exonerated; she even showed account statements to
prove she had never donated the alleged amount to the state of
Israel. With her name finally cleared, Murad further proved her
patriotism by refusing any association with the Jewish state and
by releasing the popular patriotic song “Ala Allah al-Qawiyy
al-Iitimad” (We Rely on the Powerful God), written and
composed by Midhat Asem. Layla Murad remains in the hearts
and minds of fans just as she had hoped to be remembered:
lovely to behold and ever-sophisticated. AJ
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ON FILM/PAMELA NICE

Closing the School Doors:

Curfew’s Hidden Impact

students are distracted by the presence of soldiers near or on
school grounds, or by their ordeal of having evaded these same
soldiers on the way to school. These are the hidden effects of the
intifada that are seldom acknowledged or discussed.
How do the children get to school? Baillie’s camera follows
them as they climb house walls, sometimes slipping on the ladders
if it’s raining; cross between roofs on precarious planks; and
dodge soldiers when making the inevitable street crossing. It’s
a dangerous journey that she chronicles simply and without
added drama. The children are obviously at risk, and we are
provided with a sense of their terrifying environment when Baillie
interviews the Israeli soldiers on patrol, some of them, she states,
“hardly more than children themselves.” When asked why they
prevent the children from going to school, a soldier replies, “If
Arabs go to school, they will just teach them anti-Semitism.”
The headmaster of one school responds to this sentiment:
“If we want to teach them peace, they must come to school. In
the streets, we can’t teach them anything – just how to throw
stones. That’s what I see.” AJ

From ‘Secret Hebron’ (Courtesy of the Cinema Guild)

Secret Hebron: The School Run
Director and Producer: Donna Baillie
The Cinema Guild, 2003
28 minutes
This short documentary uncovers what seems to be a secret
kept from the world, in spite of the amount of press given to the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict: The education of an entire
generation of Palestinians is being jeopardized through the
curfew policies of the Israeli Defense Forces in the West Bank.
School children are prevented from attending schools due to
the curfew policy, which requires them to remain in their homes.
Schools are closed by IDF fiat; teachers and students are harassed
and even beaten on their way to and from schools.
British filmmaker Donna Baillie exposes this situation in
her film through undercover camerawork; interviews of children,
parents, doctors, teachers and administrators affected by the
policies; and through contextualizing statistics from
international sources.
The film is framed and punctuated with a phone call from
the filmmaker to the IDF, asking for clarification of its curfew
policy regarding schoolchildren. Curfews in the Occupied
Territories can last for months at a time, resulting in long-term
disruption of education. The completion of one grade level can
become impossible. Not only are a vast number of days missed,
but when students are able to attend school, they suffer from an
environment that inhibits learning. Classes may be combined
due to the inability of a teacher to get to the site, and often
32

From ‘Fire Within’ (Courtesy of the Cinema Guild)

Arab, Jewish Teens Wrestle With
Stereotypes
Fire Within
Director: Richard Berman
The Cinema Guild, 2004
90 minutes
This film documents the 2002 program of the Jacobs
International Team Leadership Institute (JITLI). For two weeks
each summer, JITLI brings together 30 teen leaders from three
diverse groups: American Jews, Israeli Jews and Israeli Arabs.
(The last term is JITLI’s descriptor; the Arabs in the film identify
themselves as Palestinians.) The goal of the institute is to help
the teens form relationships that hopefully will dispel
stereotypes they have of one another. The teens are filmed taking
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part in various activities in Spain, where they meet; visiting
historic sites and group member’s homes in both Jewish and
Bedouin communities in Israel; participating in cross-cultural
exercises; and engaging in dialogue about contentious issues.
Interspersed in the film are interviews with individual teens and
institute leaders about their views as they progress through the
two-week program.
The film is most successful in delving into the resistances
one group might have when confronted with a perspective they
don’t understand from members of another group. One such
case is when the American Jews discover that the Israeli Jews do
not know how to pray at the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem. Yet the
American Jews do. The Israeli teens feel their nationalism more
strongly than their religion. Another example occurs when the
Israeli Jews fail to understand the frustration of the “Israeli Arabs”
with the singing of the Israeli national anthem, which describes
a land of freedom. The young people are shown candidly
discussing their views and their emotional responses as they
wrestle with the experiences that separate them.
The film’s greatest value is in showing how the teens grapple
with both internal and external resistances to understanding the
“Others” in their program. Their honesty is refreshing, and we
believe in the friendships they develop across their cultural
divides, which have been tested by painful awareness and
challenges. Though very affecting in this sense, the documentary
has limited classroom use because of its length; condensing the
promotion of the program at the end of the film would have
helped solve this problem. AJ

A Typical Day in the Life
of an Iraqi Child
Boy of Baghdad
Producer and Director: Saba Al-Moswi
Award Films International, 2004
67 minutes
In this film, which exists only as a DVD, we follow what
appears to be a typical day in the life
of a 12-year-old Iraqi boy, Kheer Allah, in August 2004. We see how burdensome life is for him and his family, as they struggle to survive in warravaged Baghdad. The segment in
which his distressed mother speaks
of her isolation and despair is most
affecting. But though the film is effective in showing daily realities, it
suffers from a staged quality in
scenes and dialogue that lessens its
power. It is further hindered by a
AL JADID WINTER/SPRING 2005

translation of the boy’s words that portrays him more as an educated adult than as a child who, according to his own father, is
illiterate. The director strives too hard to arouse pity for his
subject, especially through his overuse of Kheer Allah’s extended
walks through the marketplace, talking of toys he can’t afford.
Some judicious cutting would have served the filmmaker’s purpose better, trusting the audience to see the deprivation in these
lives without belaboring it. AJ

From ‘Forget Baghdad’ (Courtesy of Arab Film Distribution)

Exiles in the Promised Land
Forget Baghdad
Writer and Director: Samir
Arab Film Distribution, 2003
111 minutes
“Forget Baghdad” is a film about memory, and this irony is
evident from the beginning narration by filmmaker Samir.
Neither Samir, born in Iraq but raised in Switzerland, nor any of
his subjects, who currently reside in Israel and the U.S., will
forget their cultural identities as Iraqi Jews. Samir’s film creates
a scrapbook of the lives of five Iraqi Jews, including culture and
film critic Ella Shohat, and is filled with so many visual materials
that it is, at times, confusing in its detail. It is nevertheless a
gentle and moving tribute to the filmmaker’s father and to those
Iraqi Jews who, like him, weathered the passage from Iraq to
Israel after World War II.
What is in this scrapbook? There are vintage newsreel
excerpts, with a British narrator offering Orientalist
interpretations of Iraqi politics of the time and of the Iraqi
émigrés’ experience in Israel. We are given clips of Israeli and
Egyptian films of the era, which dramatize the plight of the Iraqi
Jew in Israel and love between Israelis and Arabs, and cuts from
popular American films – all of which present stereotypical
images of Arabs. These cultural artifacts, along with personal
photos from the subjects’ own scrapbooks, provide a cultural
context of 1940s-1950s Iraq and Israel, within which the subjects’
personal stories are told in extended interviews. Since many of
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From ‘Forget Baghdad’ (Courtesy of Arab Film Distribution)

the memories are of an Iraq during and immediately after World
War II, the editing aesthetic calls to mind that time period.
Editing techniques include a largely neutral palette, the fading
circle close, the use of manual typeset in the titles and the overlay
of close-up portraits with favorite landscapes of the subjects.
Tying it all together is filmmaker Samir’s narrative, a
voiceover which evokes memory as a device in itself, but which
also relates Samir’s father’s experience to that of four of the Iraqi
émigrés to Israel: Shimon Ballas, Moshe Houri, Sami Michael
and Samir Naqash – all now in their 70s, except for Naqash, who
passed away recently (see Al Jadid no. 48). Like Samir’s father,
they were members of the Iraqi Communist Party who immigrated
to Israel after WWII to escape persecution by the Iraqi
government. Samir’s voiceover offers context and creates links
between the stories and themes, just as one might elaborate on
photos in an album while turning the pages. It is as though
Samir is trying to create a memory of his father’s migration
through the photos, news items, films and memories of his
subjects.
Many themes are touched upon in this film about memory:
the submerged cultural identity of the Iraqi Arab in Jewish Israel,
shortly after its founding; the relationship the émigré has with
his native language, which has become the “language of the
enemy”; the Ashkenazi/Mizrahim split in Israeli society
(referring to the Western European and Oriental Jews,
respectively), which increased the alienation of some of the
Iraqi emigres; the different ways each subject has integrated
into Israeli society; and the various relationships each has had
with the ideals of the Communist Party of his youth.
The section on Ella Shohat is somewhat set apart from this
main memory line – several pages, as it were, on a female
counterpart of the narrator himself. The theme here is the cultural
identity of the children of the Iraqi émigrés to Israel. Shohat’s
stories from her childhood are sensual and immediate: throwing
away her “stinky Iraqi” sandwich on her way to school so she
wouldn’t be teased by her classmates (though she secretly loved
its smell and flavor); being afraid to bring school friends to her
home because then they would discover that her family spoke
Arabic; sensing that “to be an Iraqi was to deploy the identity of
the enemy.” She also speaks of the refugee experience of her
family, which, however traumatic, paled in comparison with the
34

Holocaust of the Ashkanzi Jews, who formed, as they do now,
the majority of the Israeli population.
The most evocative and unforgettable pieces of this
scrapbook are often the metaphors used by the émigrés
themselves to describe particularly painful memories. Sami
Michael describes what it felt like to view on CNN the bombing
of a beloved bridge over the Tigris River during the First Gulf
War. This bridge held great emotional significance for him: he
had gone over and under it many times; he had first kissed his
fiancée on that bridge. As he watched it break up under the
bombing, he said, “I felt like a Bedouin looking at his best horse
that had just been killed.”
Because Samir sometimes overlaps so much visual material
on the screen, it can be difficult to take it all in and read the
subtitles as well. The film perhaps attempts too much. It succeeds
admirably, however, in evoking a specific period in time and
recording an experience often submerged in the larger Israeli
narrative of the Promised Land. For the Iraqi Jews forced to
migrate to Israel after the nation was established, Israel was
ironically a place of exile. AJ

The Devil’s Bargain
About Baghdad
Producer and Director: Sinan Antoon
Arab Film Distribution, 2004
90 minutes
In July 2003, three months after the “fall of Baghdad,” Sinan
Antoon, an Iraqi now living in the U.S., returned to Iraq to record
the Iraqi reaction to the American removal of Saddam Hussein
and the subsequent occupation of their country. Antoon had
fled Iraq in 1991 because of Saddam’s repressive regime. This
film not only documents the views of Iraqis from a wide variety
of backgrounds, but also shows Antoon’s very personal
relationship with those who suffered the oppression he had fled.
What Antoon finds is that most Iraqis are grateful that Saddam
was removed from power, but few have patience with the U.S.
occupation, which has failed to live up to its promise of economic
recovery and stabilization. We hear the voices of many, but the
comments tend to fall along these lines: there is little electricity
and water; sewage systems are still broken; there is no security –
looting is widespread; unemployment is extremely high; there
are shortages of medicines, hospital supplies and gasoline; and
most Iraqis resent America’s presence in the streets and its position
as a governing power. They see the U.S. action as a grab for Iraqi
oil. Because such opinions were expressed so many times, the
film could have been improved with some cutting. It also, of
course, suffers somewhat from being “old news” now – the
intervening years since the interviews have seen the reiteration
of these views even in the U.S. media. On the other hand, it is
unfortunate that the U.S. public didn’t hear more of these
reactions two years ago.
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Saddam?” Antoon asks. “Had you been in Baghdad these last
10 or 12 years,” says the taxi driver “you’d say if the angel of
death came here it would be better than Saddam Hussein.”
Another ex-soldier concludes, “The one who made it all possible
is Saddam.” But it is a nameless man in a café who most
eloquently describes the bargain Iraqis made to rid themselves
of Saddam: “My brother, listen, the pressure we’ve endured for
35 years has knocked us off balance. We are only human. We are
a mass of nerves. This could only lead to a breakdown. . .You
could say all Iraqis are schizophrenics . . . We lost our balance,
so we’ll take anything, even if it’s from the devil or the
AJ
enemy.”AJ

Books in Brief
From ‘About Baghdad’ (Courtesy of Arab Film Distribution)

“Baghdad did not fall. Baghdad was occupied,” says a
schoolgirl. “It used to be Saddam around the clock on the three
TV channels. Now it’s Paul Bremer,” says one woman. A common
refrain is that Iraqis don’t want an Iraqi émigré to lead their
government; they want someone who stayed and suffered with
them.
Antoon does a good job of presenting the Iraqi view of the
reign of terror under Saddam. Too often this perspective is
slighted by critics of the sanctions and the invasion. Iraqis talk
of mass killings, imprisonment and torture that did not spare
women or children. Particularly harrowing is the testimony of
Laheeb Nu’man, a female lawyer who has been imprisoned and
tortured since 1982 for calling Uday Hussein a criminal. After
recounting some of her experiences in prison, she says, “It would
have been better if I had been executed. I withstood torture no
man could have endured.”
Though some Iraqis blame the U.S. for supporting Saddam’s
regime in the past, most are more critical of other Arab
governments, who also knew about the mass crimes but did
nothing to help the Iraqis. “No Arab newspapers wrote about
Iraqis in mass graves,” says one man. “Arab governments create
slogans to fool their citizens – Arab leaders are illegitimate.”
Why didn’t an Arab country come to “liberate” them? they ask.
“Who do I hold responsible [for the state of Iraq today]?” one
man in a café asks Antoon, and then answers himself, “First
Saddam and then the other Arab countries.” But, he adds, “This
occupation is not easy. I will not live a life of humiliation.”
Footage of Baghdad’s streets, mosques, educational
institutions and hospitals show the effects of the extensive U.S.
bombing campaigns and tank attacks. This is the landscape of
war in Baghdad today. We see American soldiers close to their
tanks in the streets, and Antoon talks with some of them. For the
most part, they come across as well-intentioned “employees,” as
one Iraqi describes them, who either believe in the U.S. mission
or seem confused by it.
A taxi driver challenges Antoon’s blaming of Bush for the
mess in Iraq: “As Iraqis, who is responsible for us, Bush or
AL JADID WINTER/SPRING 2005

The Streets and Living Rooms
of Aleppo
Whatever Happened to Antara
and Other Syrian Stories
By Walid Ikhlassi
Trans. Asmahan Sallah and Chris Ellery
The University of Texas at Austin, 2004

B Y LLYNNE
YNNE R
OGERS
ROGERS
Walid Ikhlassi’s “Whatever Happened to Antara and Other
Syrian Stories” (2004) introduces the Western reader to the
private, domestic sphere of Aleppo. This timely collection,
translated from Arabic at a time when
American politics are demonizing the
Syrians, narrates human moments of
epiphany, memory and a personal drive for
dignity.
In an interview included as a postscript
to this collection, Ikhlassi identifies his
central themes as freedom, social justice,
democracy and death – “not the death of
the body but the death of the soul.”
Ikhlassi’s literary criticism of the modern
Syrian regime juxtaposes the lasting architectural grandeur of
Aleppo with the diminished sentiments of today’s timid lovers
and weary warriors. Ikhlassi depicts both the nobility in the
elderly’s survival in the face of an encroaching modernity and
the majestic spirit of the folk hero, Antara, in the young street
ruffian who stands alone against the French soldiers.
While some of Ikhlassi’s characters turn to poetry to alleviate
their burdens, others turn to literature to avoid forgetting,
forgiving or justifying crimes of the past. The story, “The Picture
of the Naked Man,” equates the craft of fiction with that of
politics; both harness the power to create or to destroy. Ikhlassi’s
collection clearly demonstrates his disillusion with and yet
intimate sensitivity to modern day Aleppo. AJ
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‘Why Beirut?’

death, according to tradition, and the
place where many Christians still
celebrate the discovery of the real cross
in Jerusalem. Every year on September 14,
Beirut continues to commemorate the
event by lighting the traditional fires
(abbuleh) on mountain crests. This city’s
law school, founded under Septime
Sévère at the end of the second century,
was famous, and in the 6th century, its
collection of judicial writings designed
the Justinian Code on which Christian
Europe was later founded. Beirut was also
once ruled by the Byzantines, Muslims,
Franks and Mongols, who fought, won and
lost successively until the all-powerful
Ottoman Empire secured the area in 15161517.
As Kassir relates the dense history of
the city, the reader is reminded of its
ascents and descents. Known for its metals,
textiles and its fertile land that produced
the delicious wine praised by Nonnos and
Pline, this prosperous city was devastated
by a series of natural catastrophes. Beirut
suffered from several earthquakes,
including a cataclysm in 551, during
which the sea covered more than a mile of
coastal land, ravaging everything in its
path; a conflagration in 560 destroyed
what was left of the city, blanketing it in
ashes.
The expansion of Beirut can be traced
through a series of quotes by authors and
travelers that Kassir includes in his book.
Simply mentioned by the famous
historian Baladhuri (died c 892) in “Futuh
al Buldan,” Beirut was conquered around
635 by the Arabs and was considered a
ribat, meaning land located at the far end
of the Islamic conquests. In 649, the
founder of the Umayyad dynasty, Caliph
Mo’awiya asked Beirut, famous for its
craftsmen, to build the fleet that allowed
him to seize Cyprus.
Idrissi (1099-1166 AD) in “Nuzhat almushtak” describes Beirut during the
Crusades, and the Byzantine Jean Phocas
writes, “It is not a natural harbor, but a
real piece of art. It is situated in the middle
of the city and is in the shape of a half
moon; at its two extremities lie two big
towers that look like horns linked together
by a chain, preventing ships from entering
the port.” Kassir also includes quotes from

Reputation, Charm
Fueled by Energy

Samir Kassir’s
History of Birûta

Histoire de Beyrouth
(The History of Beirut)
By Samir Kassir
Fayard, Paris, 2005
BY BRIGITTE CALAND
Samir Kassir’s “The History of Beirut”
is an accomplished and valuable book of
over 700 meticulously well-documented
pages. It is a voyage through the political,
architectural, social and intellectual
history of a city as it became one of the
jewels of the Middle East, attracting
visitors from all over the world.
Beirut shares a long and rich story,
filled with geographical and historical
importance. Many influences have
contributed to Beirut’s development,
from the Canaanite city-states of antiquity
to the archeological traces found during
Beirut’s reconstruction in the early 90s;
from the origin of its name Birûta, which
was most probably given for the city’s
multitude of wells (burtu in Akkadian,
be’er in Hebrew and bîr in Arabic), to its
relationships with the pharaohs; from
Alexander the Great to the Romans. This
book reminds us that Beirut was once a
Roman colony named “Colonia Augusta
Iulia Felix Berytus,” a tribute to the
daughter of Octavius the Emperor.
The thorough research and
knowledge of Kassir, who was both born
and killed in Beirut (1960-2005), reveal
the multicultural facets of this city. Once
a Christian city, as mentioned in the New
Testament, Beirut is the site of St. Barbe’s
36
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travelers and writers who visited the city
in the 19th century, including: Gérard de
Nerval, a French author visiting Beirut in
1843; Henry Guys, a French Consul;
Maxime du Camp, a traveler coming from
Alexandria; and Charles Auberive. All
their accounts take us nostalgically back
in time. Old paintings, drawings, maps
and photographs enhance the book.
Along with facts and quotes from
travelers, Kassir includes many stories that
reveal the origins of traditions and names
attributed to streets and squares. One of
Beirut’s central locations, Cannon Square,
acquired its name when the Russian army
bombarded the city in 1773 and settled
with their weapons and cannons – one big
cannon in particular – in front of the walls
of the city.
From the independence of a sandjak
or mutassarifiyya (province) to Ahmad
Pasha al-Jazzar’s defiance of the Russian
navy in 1773 to the reign of Egyptian
general Ibrahim Pasha, Beirut, with its
harbor, its streets and its unique
atmosphere, attracted poets, authors and
men of commerce. Michaud and
Poujoulat’s correspondence in 1831 notes
a population of 9,000 residents. But the
city grew fast, attracting ever larger
numbers of people. By 1834 the harbor
was expanded and a “quarantine” of 12
days was set to try to slow the flow of
epidemics into Syria. Inside Beirut almahrusa (guarded Beirut), several
religious buildings became historical
landmarks. A French merchant, Blondel,
conducted a survey of five or six mosques
and a few Christian churches in 1838,
noting that the seafront streets were
occupied by foreigners and that one could
get lost in the narrow, dark streets nestled
deep in the city. But these streets were
widened and cleaned.
The Egyptian occupation of Beirut,
which began in 1831, enhanced the city’s
prosperity and development. Kassir
includes a description of the city in 1837
by Goupil-Fesquet: “In the distance, we
see country houses that make the visit to
this country delicious. Leaving the city,
over 300 houses lead towards the
mountains, all set in the middle of the most
seductive landscape. Most of them are
residences of American missionaries and
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Beirut, with its harbor, its
streets and its unique
atmosphere, attracted poets,
authors and men of
commerce. ...[As Kassir
writes,] Beirut at that time
was the closest model of the
West; a West that spoke the
same Arabic but with a softer
accent...
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European families, surrounded by gardens
of orange, pear and olive trees.” Indeed,
Beirut could not be contained within its
walls any longer.
Kassir’s inclusion of economic
development statistics and architectural
maps helps the reader imagine Beirut’s
huge and unexpected expansion during
the 19th century. Between 1841 and 1876,
the city grew to more than 15 times its
original size, and streets, banks, hotels,
hospitals, schools, newspaper publishers,
businesses, political parties and two
universities appeared. The military
building Al Qishla, the first building of a
new architectural era and today the Prime
Minister’s headquarters, was built on
Qantari’s hill to lodge the seventh
regiment of the Ottoman army based in
Beirut. After the construction of this great
building, other projects were undertaken,
including the creation of Hamidiyyeh
Square, a public park complete with
alleys, a pond and a music kiosk alit at
night with a coffee shop and, at its center,
the tughra or the sultan’s seal. At the
border between the East and the West, St.
George’s Bay, with its deep waters, was
the ideal place for boats to dock.
In the early 1860s, construction of a
road through the mountains and the Bekaa
to Damascus began. As Kassir notes, this
new road facilitated economic growth as
well as increased immigration, which
further diversified Beirut’s demographics.
Because of this road, as well as the
extension of Beirut’s harbor and the 1895
construction of the railway from Beirut to
Damascus, Beirut furthered its
development and access to resources.
Kaiser William II, who visited the city
at the time of its boom, said, “Beirut is a
precious jewel of the Sultan’s crown.” In
1898, Wali Ismail Kemal Bey proclaimed
explicitly, “Beirut is a source of opulence
and a center of education” and promised
that civilization would quickly progress.
But to answer historians’ question, “Why
Beirut?” when examining the reasons
Beirut became such a major cultural
center, Kassir suggests that Beirut was
chosen only because it was too late for
Tripoli (as its history was linked to the
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decline of the Mamluks and Aleppo) and
too early for Haifa.
When Lebanon rediscovered its
glamour under the reign of Fakhreddine,
Beirut did as well. At the turn of the 20th
century, Lebanese and Syrian silk
production was controlled mainly by
Europeans, and because the silk left the
region via Beirut’s harbor, the city became
the capital of this economy. Its court
regulated various problems, and many
families from Beirut, such as the Bassouls,
Pharaons, Sabbaghs and Trads, were
involved with banking activities related
to silk. Some of these smaller banking
ventures eventually became large banking
institutions, creating a new bourgeoisie.
Kassir also recounts the histories of other
Beiruti families, including that of the
Sursocks, who were typically (Christian
Orthodox) businessmen who mainly

Ahmad Faris al-Chidiaq, arguably the
central figure of this renaissance, whose
body now lies in a small cemetery in
Hazmieh on the way to Damascus. Also
featured in Kassir’s text are: Nassif al
Yaziji, who was the secretary of Emir
Haydar Shehab and who taught, translated
and wrote many essays, including one
about al-Mutanabi; Yaziji’s son Ibrahim,
a grammarian and translator who was
interested in music, medicine, painting
and astronomy and who helped develop
Arabic fonts for typewriters; Boutros alBustani, an Arab pioneer in Arab letters
and an encyclopedist (all three of these
intellectuals were Christian); the Druze
Emir Mohammad Arslan; and the Muslim
Sheikh Youssef al-Assir, who also
participated actively in the renaissance.
Kassir also looks at the effects of the
growing European presence in the more

England, Daniel Bliss opened a new
institution, which later became the
American University of Beirut.
Many pages are dedicated to the 20th
century, the European influence on Beirut
and the changes that occurred among the
elite, specifically within the Muslim
community. Stories and pictures about the
election of “Miss Lebanon” in the 1930s
and other specific moments that feature
women traveling to foreign countries and
other behaviors that challenged traditions
recreate this era on paper for the reader.
Kassir writes of how Beirut has
changed: “In the 60s and 70s, a traveler
coming from the Gulf for the first time
would be surprised when he entered this
city, where nothing resembles what he
knows. The urbanization, the chaos, the
abundance of shops, the leisure
possibilities, the multitude of neon signs,

exported cereals. Originally from Mesrine,
the Sursocks became an established
family in Lebanon during the 17th century
and were protected by the Greek, Russian,
American and even French Consuls. Other
families reinforced the Christian side of
Beirut, and these include: the Orthodox
Bustros and Fayads; the Roman Catholic
Abelas and Chihas; and the Greek
Catholic Pharaons and Malhames.
Kassir’s pages on the intellectual
nahda (renaissance) of the 19th century
help the reader become acquainted with
important figures such as Maroun
Naccache, who adapted and staged
Molière’s play “L’Avare” in his house and
who wrote two plays himself, one of
which was about Caliph Haroun alRashid. Kassir also introduces readers to

recent history of Beirut. Because of the
development of missionary schools
established by the French and British,
local schools were opened to rival these
foreign ones. Some of these schools,
including L’école de la Sagesse, Zahrat al
Ihsan and Al Makasid, the first public
Muslim school, are still open today.
Before World War I, Jesuits, Marists, Sisters
of Nazareth, Sisters of Besançon and
others established religious schools. In
1905, the Mission Laïque Française
opened its doors, and the Universal
Israelite Alliance, a French institution, was
founded to receive the Jewish community
of Beirut. In 1870, the Syrian Protestant
College (SPC) bought three vast plots of
land in Ras Beirut. Three years later, after
raising funds in the United States and

the bustling day- and night-life, the
freedom of appearance apparent in the
diversity of the people strolling by,
especially the women.… Europe had not
yet become the destination it became after
the oil boom, and Beirut at that time was
the closest model of the West; a West that
spoke the same Arabic but with a softer
accent… It seems, as the fairies decided
one day how to distribute the jewels
among Arab cities, that Beirut would
become ‘the dolce vita city,’ visited by
Pompée, Saladin and Jazzar – victorious
against Bonaparte in Acre – Mo’awiya,
possibly Ramses II, and even Jesus.”
Kassir uses what he calls “the three
Bs” (Beirut, banks, brothels.) His work
provides an abundance of details, fulfills
our curiosity and leads us through Beirut’s
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Beirut has a reputation
and charm fueled by its
energy. Beirut has always
been a paradise for
intellectuals deprived of
freedom in other Arab
countries and praised by
poets and authors such as
Nezar Kabbani and
Mahmoud Darwish during
times of war
rich past, from antiquity to better-known
periods, which include the fight for
independence, the many wars Lebanon
and Beirut have faced, intellectual and
social events, intriguing facts and familiar
names and dates. Arab, Mediterranean,
Western and cosmopolitan, once besieged
by the Palestinian leadership, city of
hospitals and universities, capital of the
Arab press and printing and center of
finance, Beirut became in the early 1960s
one of the major centers of the Middle
East. More than just the services it
provides, Beirut has a reputation and
charm fueled by its energy. Beirut has
always been a paradise for intellectuals
deprived of freedom in other Arab
countries and praised by poets and authors
such as Nezar Kabbani and Mahmoud
Darwish during times of war. As the poet
Nadia Tueni writes, “Beirut has died and
been revived a thousand times.” AJ
Photo Captions from “Why Beirut?”:
Appearing on p.36, from top to bottom:
The clock designed by Youssef Aftimos in the
Court of the Barracks; The age of the Nahda;
The Ottoman Barracks, which became the
Grand Serail, center of the High Commisioner;
Place de l’Etoile (Square of the Star) with the
Abed clock and Parliament.
Appearing on p.37, from top to bottom:
Hotel Phoenicia, icon of Beirut’s prosperity;
St. George Hotel.
Appearing on p.38, from left to right: Miss
Lebanon Pageant of 1930; Some of the first
students of AUB.
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A Beggar at Damascus Gate
By Yasmine Zahran
1995,155 pages $12.95
ISBN:0-942996-24-0
“Cold and alone in an ancient Palestinian
village, a traveling archeologist finds the
threads of a narrative that will direct his life
for the coming decade. Its characters are a
Palestinian woman and an English man, each
deeply committed to the conflicting demands
of love and national loyalties. As the
narrator slowly pieces together the fate of
the two unfortunate lovers, he also uncovers
a tale of treachery, duplicity and passion that
highlights the contemporary plight of the
enormous number of displaced Palestinians:
the final resolution surprises them both and
reveals a depth to their commitments that
neither had previously realized.”
–Cole Swensen
Sitt Marie Rose
By Etel Adnan
1978, 1989 $11.00
ISBN: 0942996-27-5
“It has become clear that maps of the Middle
East and their accompanying tests have failed
to account for the religious, economic, and
political divisions that rage within these
borders, defined in history by people who did
not live there. ‘Sitt Marie Rose’ visualizes the
struggle in Lebanon in terms of ethical
borders that the West never sees, presented as
we are with pictures of the ‘Arab morass.’
Adnan gives sterling credence to a moral and
political literature, a literature that sets about
to inform.”
–New Women’s Times
Rumi & Sufism
By Eva de Vitray-Meyerovitch
Translated from the French by Simone Fattal
Illustrated with 45 photographs, charts, and
maps; index and bibliography
1989 2nd edition,167 pages $12.95
ISBN: 0-942996-08-9
“In this fine volume all of the arts come
together in a splendid unfolding of all that is
Rumi Sufism. The photographs and paintings
play against vibrant prose, open all of the
locked doors leading to the universality of
Rumi and his teachings. The great care taken
in the translation is a marvel unto itself.”
– The New England Review of Books

Of Cities & Women (Letters to Fawwaz)
By Etel Adnan
1993, 85 pages $11.00
ISBN:0-942996-21-6
“But where ‘Paris, When it’s Naked’ delves
into the accumulated layers of the self, ‘Of
Cities & Women’ is more concerned with the
nature of race itself, its definition and
redefinition, through philosophical
speculation, observations on the relations
between artists and their ostensible subjects,
between women and cities, between women
and men.
– Ammiel Alcalay, The Nation
There
By Etel Adnan
1997, 70 pages
$13.00
ISBN 0-942996-28-3
“‘There’ is a poem of hidden seams, fissures
that we cross unsuspecting. A smooth surface
conceals a universe of sudden shifts and
transitions from one level to another – a
philosophical level which pursues the
mysteries of consciousness and place, a second
level which asks the same questions in a
committed social and political vision, a
passionate and engaged post-modernism.”
– Michael Beard, Univ. of North Dakota
Screams
By Joyce Mansour
1995
80 pages
$10.00
ISBN 0-942996-25-9
“Joyce Mansour, one of the most important
poets of twentieth-century France, has until
now received no first-rate, full-length
translation. The risk taken is great, for
there are no translations to build upon,
argue against, except one’s own. This risk,
in this case, proves fully worth undertaking.
Gavronsky, one of the most knowledgeable
writers on contemporary French poetry and
poetics, has devoted himself to this project,
as he does to all his projects, with energy,
acumen, enthusiasm – and success.”
– Mary Ann Caws, Cuny

New Release
Vampires: An Uneasy Essay on the Undead
in Film
By Jalal Toufic
2003, 400 pp $15.00
ISBN 0-942996-50-x

The Post-Apollo Press
35 Marie Street, Sausalito, CA 94965
Tel: (415) 332-1458, Fax: (415) 332-8045
Email: postapollo@earthlink.net – Web: www.postapollopress.com
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The Red Castle
Qusayr ‘Amra: Art and the Umayyad Elite
in Late Antique Syria
By Garth Fowden
University of California Press, 2004

BY CAREL BERTRAM
On the deserted edge of a black and white, basalt and
limestone region called al-Balqa (the piebald) sits an
abandoned “desert castle” of red limestone. It is an austerely
beautiful hunting lodge and bathhouse that remains from the
Umayyads, the earliest dynasty of Islam, whose caliphs ruled
from Damascus between 661 and 750AD.
The stark beauty of the exterior matches the austerity of the
desert setting, but walk inside and, in spite of ill-conceived
notions about the scarcity of images in Islamic settings, you
find here an extravagance of figural images that suits the
vividness of an often off-color Umayyad royal lifestyle.
Using these images as clues, Garth Fowden, author of
“Qusayr ‘Amra: Art and the Umayyad Elite in Late Antique
Syria,” takes us on a detective journey in which the scenes on
the walls recall stories and events that might help us pin down
the “castle’s” patron. Thus, among other bits of evidence, we
meet with: one enthroned prince; six kings; one large beautiful
woman, almost entirely naked; some devilish moments; and a
shocking murder.
But let’s start with the nearly naked woman, merely because
that will introduce you to how this book uses art historical,
archaeological, literary and archival information to investigate
the Umayyad mind.
High on the wall of the hunting lodge hall, which attaches
to the Roman style bathhouse, is a prominently painted woman;
she is tall and wears only a bikini bottom, a turban and a
necklace.
She is an Aphrodite-like figure, who would not be
unexpected in a bathhouse of the late-antique Eastern
Mediterranean. But, whereas the standard Greek goddess would
use an upraised hand to pull back her hair or to adjust her sandal,
this lithe figure is pulling back a curtain. Like many other lateantique cultural borrowings, the meaning of the form has been
revised, and thus the author postulates that, for the Umayyad
patron, this figure did not represent Aphrodite at all, but merely
a beautiful woman. In fact, he suggests that this figure is based
on a real woman.
But who is she?
One of the delightful and intriguing aspects of “Qusayr
‘Amra” is the many images of naked women painted to entertain
the male Umayyad royal eye after a long day at the hunt. But,
whereas other female images clearly depict slave-girl dancers
and singers, the tall woman entertains no one. She simply holds
back the curtain.
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In an attempt to understand this figure, the author offers us
the stories and legends that a contemporary viewer might know.
These are stories of women on display: of beauty contests; of
captive maidens brought to rulers for their pleasure or as brides
for their sons; and of new brides at the bath.
More specifically, Fowden relates a story by the nearcontemporary historian al-Madaini about Yazid b. Abd al-Malik,
who had fallen for the singing girl Hababa and then purchased
her at such an
exorbitant price that
the Caliph Suleiman
(715-717) forced him
to return her. However,
when Yazid himself
became the Umayyad
Caliph Yazid II (720724), his wife, Su’da,
asked him if there was
anything left in the
world he wanted. Why,
yes, thank you: “there
is Hababa.”
“Su’da therefore
sent a man who
purchased Hababa for
4,000 dinars. Su’da
made her up and adorned her… and then…placed her behind a
curtain.” She then said to her husband, “‘O Commander of the
Faithful, is there anything in the world that you still desire?’ He
replied, ‘Yes; didn’t I already tell you?’ Su’da then lifted the
curtain and said, ‘Behold! Hababa!’
“This act endeared Su’da to Yazid who was generous with
her and gave her many presents.”
Could, then, this painted image be the slave girl Hababa?
Or Su’da? But no Umayyad patron is likely to have presented
his consort or his wife naked in a public place. This would have
been a grave offense.
Ah, but what if it was intended as an insult? Fowden provides
us with anecdote of Prince al-Walid II, who, as heir apparent,
denigrated his cousin Yazid who also had designs on the
Caliphate. Yazid, in fact, would later murder Walid when he
took the throne (the scandalous murder of a caliph). Now, the
way that one insulted one’s enemy was by insulting his mother,
especially by alluding to her foreign, or non-Muslim, heritage.
The offensive term commonly used was “son of the
uncircumcised,” and this is what Walid called his cousin.
Couldn’t the naked lady of the curtain, then, have been
painted by Prince Walid in an attempt to portray his cousin
Yazid’s mother, a Sasanian captive, upon her arrival at the court
of Damascus? This would have disparaged Yazid and would
have been in keeping with Walid’s devilish temperament.
But cousin Yazid’s mother had not been just any foreign
concubine; she had been Shah-i Afrid bint Firuz b. Yazdagird b.
Shahriyar b. Kisra, the granddaughter of the last Sasanian
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monarch, Yazdigird III (632-51), and great-granddaughter of
Kisra, King Khosraw II. As Professor Higgins might have sung,
she was “of royal blood. A princess!”
Fowden addresses this royal patronage, too, by suggesting
that a nearby fresco of “The Six Kings,” the rulers of the known
world, grouped anachronistically together (in the style of Mt.
Rushmore) alludes in a different way to this foreignness. Amongst
the rulers in “The Six Kings” portrait, all of whom show honor
to an enthroned prince, stands Kisra, King Khosraw II himself.
Perhaps Walid was suggesting that concubines of foreign lineage
could also be a source of legitimization and strength. After all,
Walid’s own sons were “sons of the uncircumcised.” Shah-i Afrid
is shown not only in a position of exposure, but also in a position
of power, as a new Aphrodite.
By now the reader is fully convinced that the patron of
“Qusayr ‘Amra” was the mischievous al-Walid II, but we cannot
be certain of this. Other sources point to an earlier Umayyad
period and most often to that of another Walid: Caliph al-Walid
I ibn Abd al-Malik (705-715). You may decide for yourself, but
read the whole book first as Fowden addresses each of the many
frescoes depicting other themes as carefully as he discusses the
one of Aphrodite, Shah-i Afrid.
But does the patron’s identity really matter? “Qusayr ‘Amra”
offers far richer answers to more complex questions than those
involving patronage; it asks about the nature of Umayyad life.
And because the book is exquisitely researched and fully
footnoted, it paints a vivid picture of the earliest dynasty of
Islam, which was in power well before the classic age of the
Abbasids, who ruled “when the world was young.” AJ

Arabic, English and Context in
the Narratives of Arab Women
Reading Arab Women’s Autobiographies:
Shahrazad Tells Her Story
By Nawar al-Hassan Golley
University of Texas Press at Austin, 2003

B Y LLYNNE
YNNE R
OGERS
ROGERS
In “Reading Arab Women’s Autobiographies: Shahrazad
Tells Her Story,” Nawar al-Hassan Golley brings history,
contemporary literary theory and a culturally informed
perspective to 20th century Middle Eastern autobiography.
Drawing primarily, but not exclusively, on feminist and
Marxist theory, Golley dismantles the simplistic generalities
found in Western discourses of Arab women through close
readings of various feminist texts. Although she acknowledges
similarities between Western and Arab feminists, Golley, along
with many other Arab feminists, asserts that feminism is not a
Western import to the Arab world, but is rather an indigenous
movement often overlooked by Western feminists.
Significantly for those Western readers unfamiliar with the
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complexities of Arabic culture and language, Golley, educated
in both Arab and Western institutions, contextualizes many
possible responses Arab readers would have to the texts. By
looking at the mode of production and by comparing the original
Arabic texts to their translations, Golley provides a valuable
addition to feminist and Middle Eastern scholarship. Though
her text contains some repetition and occasionally reads like a
dissertation, these are minor inconveniences for those interested
in cross-cultural studies. Golley skillfully demonstrates how
conflicting allegiances to
family, community and
nation, as well as the need to
assert an individual identity
through the emancipating act
of writing all exist in each of
the texts.
“Reading Arab Women’s
Autobiographies” begins
with a brief but thorough
introduction to recent
colonial discourse of the
region and some of the
potential pitfalls of reading
translated texts from the
Middle East. Championing
multiculturalism, Golley
rejects the classification of
East versus West as an
oversimplification of modern mobility. Subsequently, she avoids
romanticizing the East and blindly praising the West. Keeping
in mind her intended audience, Golley argues that these Arab
women authors are writing both “to the West and probably more
importantly... to Arab ‘patriarchy.’”
In the chapter “Feminism, Nationalism and Colonialism”
Golley summarizes the history of Arab feminism, discusses the
veil debate and notes the limitations of terminology such as
“feminism” and “Arab.” This chapter alone serves as an apt
introduction to the difficulties for Western students inherent in
studying the Middle East. To conclude her historical introduction
of the feminist movement’s intricate relationship to Arab
nationalism, Golley compares the Arabic text of Huda Shaarawi’s
“Harem Years: The Memoirs of an Egyptian Feminist, 18791924” with Margot Badran’s English translation, which was
published in 1986, more than 40 years after the publication of
the original. Shaarawi, the founder of the Egyptian Women’s
Federation, was educated in French, yet dictated her memoirs to
her secretary in Arabic. Golley’s summary and comparison of
the two texts reveal that the English translation omits “an
important part of Shaarawi’s concept of herself, namely, her
political and nationalistic public self.” Here Golley’s scholarship
not only provides support for her argument, but also provides a
valuable resource for those not fluent in Arabic.
“Reading Arab Women’s Autobiographies” locates
autobiography or narration of the self “in the field between
truth and fiction.” After a brief and informed overview of
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theoretical and historical approaches to Arab autobiography,
Golley proposes that “writing, for women, is a process and a
quest for dialogue, social change, and the possibility of saying
‘we’ as well as ‘I.’” In the chapter entitled “Anthologies,” Golley
examines: “Khul-Khaal: Five Egyptian Women Tell Their
Stories” by Nayra Atiya; “Doing Daily Battle: Interviews with
Moroccan Women” by Fatima Mernissi; and “Both Right and
Left Handed: Arab Women Talk About Their Lives” by Bouthaina
Shaaban. Golley analyzes the control structures, modes of
production, targeted audiences and possible reader responses
to these three anthologies, providing thoughtful insights into
gender and class issues. After comparing the Palestinian poet
Fadwa Tuqan’s “Mountainous Journey, Difficult Journey” with
the fragments of Tuqan’s autobiography translated into English,
Golley insightfully distinguishes Tuqan’s narration of selfcreation from Shaarawi’s memoir of achievement.
In her final and perhaps most innovative chapter, Golley
tackles the diverse writings of the legendary Egyptian feminist
Nawal el-Saadawi and examines the marketing of Saadawi’s
public persona in the West and in the Arab world. Golley traces
the strategies used to develop the ‘self’ in Saadawi’s early novel
“Memoirs of a Woman Doctor,” and then explores the structuring
of a communal self in Saadawi’s later nonfiction work “Memoirs
from a Women’s Prison.” Golley identifies Saadawi’s “My Travels
Around the World” as a “new mode of writing about the self” in
Saadawi’s “quest for an international identity.”
At no point does Golley presume to have discovered the
definitive reading of any of her chosen texts. Instead, she notes
narrative trends and addresses some of the limitations of previous
responses to Arab women who have written or told their stories.
In “Reading Arab Women’s Autobiographies,” Golley
characterizes each of these female narratives as “counterdiscourse or writing back discourse.” Appropriately, Golley’s
own critical reading pushes the feminist counter-discourse
another step forward. AJ

Mapping the
Syrian Consciousness
Just Like a River
By Muhammad Kamil al-Khatib
Trans. Michelle Hartman and Maher Barakat
Interlink Books, 2003

BY BHAKTI SHRINGARPURE
Muhammad Kamil al-Khatib’s prose could belong to a
parable, which is perhaps why this small novel makes for a fast,
engaging reading. Underneath this lyrical simplicity lies an
intricately woven, complex universe of people, places, emotions
and ideas. Through short chapters titled after each character, alKhatib sets the stage and with each progressing episode, the
novel gains more depth and density.
The reader traverses the main city of Damascus as well as
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the smaller towns and retains a specific political context at all
times: this is the time of the missile crisis. The book begins with
the middle-aged Chief Sergeant Yunis who is longing to chat
with someone at the nearly empty army camp. In his loneliness,
he muses over his family and wonders about their futures,
drinking glass after glass of maté. Soon, the book branches out
with more detailed glimpses into the lives of the people Yunis is
thinking about. His independent and rebellious daughter Dallal,
his intellectual family friend Yusuf, Dallal’s sensuous friend
Fawziya, Yusuf’s urbane friend Zuhayr and many others enter
this scene. The events, the people and their thoughts start to
diffuse and flow into one another, and indeed the novel’s
structure starts to acquire a river-like fluidity.
The plot here is nothing but a mapping of those various
conflicting forces that plague each one of these characters; a
graceful delving into different minds. Dallal is a Syrian girl who
wants to cast off the yoke of suppression, which she believes is
imposed by a chauvinistic Middle Eastern sensibility, yet she is
drawn to Fawziya who cultivates a
beguiling femininity. Yusuf is a man
from a small town who is attracted
to Dallal and yet wary of his own
desires. He also battles with the idea
of reconciling to live in a secluded
rural setting or choosing the vibrant
city life. Each character becomes
emblematic of a certain dilemma
that al-Khatib clearly sees etched in
a contemporary Syria. Chief
Sergeant Yunis is a middle-class man
who falls apart after his daughter
eventually decides to leave and his
son dies in the war. Dallal’s frustration with the repressive society
causes her to elope with her British professor, only to end up
fairly destitute with a menial job in London.
Al-Khatib discusses various complex and problematic issues
through a range of voices and opinions. The impending war
becomes the backdrop to everyone’s passions and subsequent
pessimism. This is a gritty work about Syria in the 80s and the
places featured are rendered with great familiarity and detail.
Issues of migration, influences of the Western world, the
dichotomy between cities and villages, the claustrophobia of
being a woman as well as the mundane monotony of middleclass living are all dealt with through a wide array of characters.
This novel raises some key questions about this community,
yet it chooses to provide no clear-cut answers. Al-Khatib’s vision
is bleak, and at the core of this work lies an almost existential
pointlessness. All the characters try to follow their choices but
still lose something in the end or get nowhere at all, condemned
to an absurd, mundane existence. There is much room for
exploring different discourses and al-Khatib finds many doors,
but leaves them unopened and unexplored. Perhaps this is the
thrust of the novel; an observation of universal human nature
and its fundamental hopelessness represented without judgment
and without remedies. AJ
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A Post 9-11 War of Opinions
Bad Moon Rising
By Gilles Keppel
Trans. Pascale Ghazaleh
Saqi Books, London, 2003

BY CAROLE CORM
In October 2001, Gilles Keppel, one of the most prominent
French scholars of the Arab world, set off to the Middle East to
survey reactions in the region weeks after the shock of 9-11.
Keppel, who is fluent in Arabic and knows the region and its
people well, offers the reader incredible insights to which few
other scholars might have been exposed. From interviews and
conferences with sheikhs, scholars and journalists to impromptu
meetings with a variety of people, Keppel truly understands the
region and manages to grasp the different currents running
through Egypt, Lebanon, Syria and the Gulf states in the
aftermath of 9-11.
The picture presented to us, which contradicts the
straightforward and rather simplistic view seen in Washington,
is full of opposing views: when it comes to 9-11 and bin Laden,
Keppel does not present us with a single line of thought; he
offers instead a succession of pluralistic, multifaceted and
contradictory discourses. Edward Said would have been pleased
to see that Keppel avoids the frequent Orientalist pitfall of giving
a uniform and simplistic face to the region. In this vein, Sharjah’s
American University, which Keppel regularly visits while in the
UAE, is quite illuminating. “The class where I am lecturing,”
writes Keppel, “is a microcosm of the Islamic ummah: a veiled
Iraqi sits next to a Kuwaiti boy in jeans; a Wahhabi Saudi in
dishdash and checkered kuffieh rubs elbows with the Shi’ite
Iranians, Pakistanis, Emiratis and Omanis. Palestinians, Syrians,
Lebanese and Egyptians make the bulk of the contingent.”
The dialogue that follows on bin Laden is even more
remarkable: “The young Iraqi and her Palestinian classmates
commune in praise, describing their emotion when they heard
bin Laden swear by God that America would never enjoy security
as long as Israeli tanks were crushing Palestine, and Iraq was
afflicted by the embargo. ‘He stood up to defend us. He is the
only one.’ Their Kuwaiti neighbor doesn’t say a word. The
dishdash-clad Saudi student introduces a nuance: ‘Bin Laden is
a billionaire. Why didn’t he bother about Palestine immediately
after the end of the Afghan jihad? It’s too easy to raise these
issues now, to widen his support base when he is under attack.’”
Such differences of opinions concerning bin Laden are
found at every level of society throughout the book, from
university students to simple market vendors to political and
religious figures. The attacks on New York are condemned, but
at the same time Keppel does not hide the dislike for U.S. actions
in the region, whether it be support for Israel or the bombing of
civilians in Afghanistan. There is a love-hate relationship with
the West: Arabs dislike America’s foreign policy in the region,
yet the Arab youth admire Western pop culture, from shopping
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malls to fast food chains to satellite television.
The book’s original title, “Chronique d’une Guerre
d’Orient” which translates to “Chronicle of an Oriental War,”
hints at what I view as the main point of the book: there is a war
of opinions taking place in the East, similar to that occurring in
the West, in which progressives battle Islamic extremists. Though
this point might not be that clear in the short and rapid snippets
that Keppel gives us, the reader comes to see this point acutely
at the end of the chronicle, which documents Keppel’s trip to
the US. In the spring of 2002, Keppel visited Harvard’s faculty
club with Samuel Huntington. “Professor Huntington, author of
‘The Clash of Civilizations,’ seems surprised when I tell him
that his book, of which the Arabic translation is a bestseller, is
the top reference for all Islamism militants, thrilled by the cultural
rift that gives credence to their confrontational ideology. All
they have to do is invert the signs of Good and Evil to set
themselves as champions of the cause for all Arabs and Muslims
combined, against a West [that] is now easy for them to
demonize.”
All in all, Keppel’s chronicle is full of unique insights and
interesting questions, yet at times the author goes too fast,
covering too much ground in too few pages. What Keppel has
done is transcribe Arab reactions to 9-11 when they were still
“hot” (chaud), yet by moving through the opinions so quickly,
he runs the risk of losing readers not fully versed in the historical
background of each state covered in the book. AJ

Books in Brief

Ghazali’s Lasting Legacy
Imam Abu Hamid Ghazali,
an Exponent of Islam in its Totality
By Hamid Algar
Islamic Publications International, 2001

BY D.S. WILSON
This small book of 65 pages is the print
edition of a lecture by longtime U.C.
Berkeley Professor of Arabic and Islamic
Studies Hamid Algar. The volume, readable
and informative, examines 11th century
scholar and theologian Abu Hamid Ghazali.
Though brief, it does not avoid provocative
ideas or minimize complexities. Algar
provides a biographical overview as well
as an assessment of Ghazali’s importance
and lasting influences. The book includes
excerpted translations of Ghazali’s
writings, chronologies of both the time period and Ghazali’s
own life, a bibliography for additional reading, and an index.
This is a recommended introduction to this towering figure of
importance in Sunni Islam. AJ
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Feminist Struggle and
Political Geography
Intersections: Gender, Nation, and Community in Arab
Women’s Novels
Lisa Suhair Majaj, Paula W. Sunderman, Therese Saliba, eds.
Syracuse University Press, 2002

BY SUSAN MUADDI DARRAJ
In recent years, Arab and Arab-American literature has
gained more notice in the mainstream media and press. This
increasing recognition is probably the result of three factors:
the first is undoubtedly the awarding of the 1988 Nobel Prize
for Literature to Egyptian novelist Naguib Mahfouz; second,
the surge in writing by Arabs and
Arab Americans; and finally, the
current international political and
military focus on the Middle East.
Much of the recent writing
is by Arab women, who are finding
that their work is being translated
more frequently into Western
languages, especially English. It
follows that critical analyses and
discussions of their work will also
appear on bookshelves, though
much of this criticism in the
United States tends to dissect the
work of Arab women writers for
political, rather than literary,
reasons – that is, critics and scholars study it for what it reveals
about Islam and the Middle East itself.
“Intersections: Gender, Nation, and Community in Arab
Women’s Novels” avoids falling into that trap. While many of
the essays collected here expand upon the political and historical
contexts in which the writing is produced, they also offer
insightful commentaries on themes common to Arab women’s
literature. For example, essays about two Palestinian writers,
Sahar Khalifeh and Liana Badr, discuss the Israeli occupation of
the West Bank and Gaza and the impact of political oppression
on the voices of these writers.
In “Partitions and Precedents: Sahar Khalifeh and
Palestinian Political Geography,” Barbara Harlow writes,
“Against the renewed partitionism of the Gaza-Jericho First
Agreement, the Oslo Accord, and the years of frustrated ‘peace
process,’ and into the renewed violence of the second Palestinian
uprising … Sahar Khalifeh’s ‘Wild Thorns’ and ‘Bab al-saha’
begin to set the terms and elaborate the grounds for an alternative
analysis and a critical prospectus of Palestinian political
geography.”
Harlow examines the role women play in Khalifeh’s novels,
demonstrating that Palestinian nationalism and women’s struggle
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for equal rights in Palestinian society are not completely
separate struggles. Similarly, in “A Country Beyond Reach: Liana
Badr’s Writings of the Palestinian Diaspora,” Therese Saliba
writes, “Under the constant threat of loss, gender relations are
not so much relations of power, but rather relations in which
men and women find solidarity and solace from the ravages of
their lives.” She also writes that “nationalism and feminism
remain a mutual necessity for Palestinian women,” a feature that
marks Badr’s life and work, and points out that this notion
contrasts with Western feminism, which holds nationalistic
struggles as inherently patriarchal and obstructive to women’s
liberation.
“Intersections” presents many excellent essays; one of the
most illuminating is Amal Amireh’s discussion of the work and
Western reception of Nawal el-Saadawi: “Framing Nawal elSaadawi: Arab Feminism in a Transnational World.” While
giving el-Saadawi her due recognition as an Arab feminist who
has articulated the concerns and issues of rural Egyptian women,
Amireh posits that el-Saadawi has crafted a self-image that is
palatable to Western feminists through a number of methods,
including the differences between the Arabic and English
versions of her books, as well as ironically criticizing her Arab
feminist critics as “Western.”
Amireh notes that “By disqualifying other Arab women’s
feminism, el-Saadawi offers herself to the West as the true
representative of Arab feminism. To complete this, she narrates
her life story as either a success story of the rise to prominence of
a rural, Third World woman, or a persecution story about a
feminist harassed by a patriarchy intent on subduing her. The
two narrative lines often merge, and the organizing principle of
both is individualism – one of the most cherished ideological
concepts of her middle-class Western audience.”
Amireh concludes that the West has misrepresented elSaadawi, using her work as an affirmation of its entrenched belief
in the inferiority of Islam and Islamic culture, but that el-Saadawi
herself “invites it in some ways.” Amireh’s essay is thoroughly
researched and highly interesting in its examination of the
influence of one of the most recognizable Arab feminists in the
world.
The treasure of this book is perhaps the opening essay by
Salma Khadra Jayyusi, “Modernist Arab Women Writers: A
Historical Overview,” in which she connects women like Mai
Ziyyadah and Nazira Zeineddin to contemporary Arab women
writers. Jayyusi traces the influence these earlier writers had and
the way in which their work helped open doors: While newer
writers do not merely imitate their predecessors, but strike out
on their own original paths, “they constitute an independent,
unconstrained new generation of authors, for whom the earlier
women writers courageously prepared the way.” Jayyusi’s essay
also helps resurrect the legacy of women who have been largely
ignored by Arab literary history.
Other notable essays in “Intersections” include discussions
of the work of Salwa Bakr, Hoda Barakat, Assia Djebar, Etel
Adnan and Hanan al-Shaykh. AJ
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La Belle Dame Sans Merci:
Ghada Samman
Masquerade of the Dead
By Ghada Samman
Dar Ghada Samman, Beirut, 2003

B Y ELISS
AR W
ELISSAR
W.. HAIKAL
To concoct a review on a Sammanian novel, you must be
brave. Writing about “la belle dame sans merci” is not a simple
task, but it certainly is an alluring one. Her latest work of fiction,
“Masquerade of the Dead,” is an
absorbing kaleidoscope of
narrative techniques, bearings
and things of a peculiar nature
fated and contrived by, and
perhaps familiar to, only
consummate mediums like
Ghada Samman. Her wit, acumen,
inexhaustible sense of self and
unhampered mind-set all
compose a picturesque tale of
defiance and confidence. Her pen
flows like rosewater over
intellects craving cleverness and
that adroit aptitude of bringing
it into play. You lose yourself in
her labyrinth, hoping not to be found by the thieving paws of
reality. In her company, you know you would never meet the
same end as the mythical Greek hero, Daedalus. Samman gives
you wings – but not to escape her – and your wings do not melt
no matter how high you soar toward her sun.
Beirut, that “impossible city” in the words of renowned
Palestinian poet Mahmoud Darwish, is the protagonist around
which the novel’s compelling characters revolve. For them Beirut
is blessing and curse, water and fire – for the guilt-ridden Fawaz
and his memories juxtapose with Maria’s nostalgia for her prewar Beirut. Parallel yet diametrical perspectives are
imaginatively started only to lead in the end to one essential
reality: the inability to break away from memory; for Dana, the
exile in her own country; for Khatoon, who is redolent of T.S.
Eliot’s Madame Sosostris and her fabled prophecy; for MarieRose, the French orientalist eager to visit the country that had
once charmed the poet Alphonse de Lamartine, believing it
corresponded to a one-thousand-and-one-night actuality; for
Said, the haunted painter; for Naji, the bisexual and hard-pressed
waiter; for Abdel-Karim, the fictitious son of a whimsical yet
naturalistic prime minister; for Ismail, who spends his time fishing
only to free his catch, and for other enigmatic characters who
contribute to the novel’s phantasmagoric aura.
And just as all roads lead to Beirut, all characters lead to
one another by more or less arduous routes. Samman makes
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them leave only to return, and when they do they are irrevocably
bewitched. She masks and unmasks them, kills and revives them,
posits them before mirrors only to catch sight not of themselves,
but of otherworldly objects, motifs, beginnings or ends. But the
dead are more alive than the living, or so Samman maintains.
One ambiguous category of the living consists of sheer zombies
roaming the face of this planet aimlessly, burdened by their own
perplexing humanity, blinded by their preposterous sense of
superiority. The moment, “the ecstasy of the now” as she
beautifully delimits it, is regrettably left to exist in solitude.
Meanwhile the living are busy adjusting or varying their masks.
Certainty mislays its delineation and reality is wed to delusion,
so that “nothing is real and nothing is delusional” in Samman’s
cloaked context. She draws her characters’ lives as cosmic
question marks and renders them bystanders in a Godotian, arid
landscape, powerless to wait yet powerless to leave. Marionettes
on the stage of intense aversion, they mimic and impersonate
the absurd.
Her mode of telling is introspective as far as their personas
are concerned; she masterfully renders them alive by her
engaging use of an elaborate literary technique: stream of
consciousness. Their thoughts, feelings, and contentions all fuse
into one panoptic framework. Like James Joyce and Virginia
Woolf before her, she utilizes it to introduce a character’s
intellections into the interior monologue of her prose technique
as they occur, even if chaotic or ostensibly unattached. Undertone
and sound, touch and smell, as well as narrative structure and
premise all rally to give rise to haunting artistic effects
contrapuntal in essence. Realistic as she is, her language does
more than just illustrate surface reality; rather, she freefalls into
her character’s abysmal world of convoluted emotions, qualms,
reminiscences and naked humanity.
Words are Samman’s confidants. She has proven that with
unfailing tenacity. They trust her enough to gift her the key to
their playground, where they uncover their secret subtleties for
her, and which she ultimately confides in us to absolve sensations
masked by our conscious sensitivity. Her rite of symbolism is
shrewder and more multifaceted than that of many other writers.
Her striking timbre of eloquence plays the catalyst. One word
can speak volumes or can minimally pose mute; it all depends
on how unreservedly you are willing to play along.
Samman, as any ardent reader of hers can tell, is an
uninterrupted and unwavering adorer of this legendary city
called Beirut. Yet again in “Masquerade of the Dead,” she depicts
it away from lifeless or redundant lineaments. Beirut is whimsical
in her hands; the romantic and the gothic, memory and serenity,
nostalgia and the now; many chronic antonyms coexist, the
same way a tear and smile can be concurrent and simultaneous
amid the Byzantine scheme of human nature. Beirut is the
quintessential city to Ghada Samman and to any believer in its
celestial soul and undaunted savoir-vivre. It is the city that
refuses to die, or in Samman’s gripping words, it is “the city that
will keep dancing even as she paces to her grave.” And maybe,
just maybe, that notorious owl we treasure might be her chaperone
to eternity. AJ
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Before Exile:

Four Ir
aqi Nar
ves
Iraqi
Narrrati
tiv
The Last Jews of Baghdad: Remembering a Lost
Homeland
By Nissim Rejwan, Foreword by Joel Beinin.
The University of Texas at Austin Press, 2004
Two Grandmothers from Baghdad and Other Memoirs
of Monkith Saaid
By Rebecca Joubin
DeWeideblik Press, the Netherlands, 2004
The Woman of the Flask
By Selim Matar
Trans. Peter Clark
The American University in Cairo Press, 2005
Saddam City
By Mahmoud Saeed
Trans. Ahmad Sadri
Saqi Books, London 2004

B Y LLYNNE
YNNE R
OGERS
ROGERS
The tragedy of the American war in Iraq has overshadowed
the devastation brought to Iraqis by the rise of Saddam and the
Baath Party. Nevertheless, Iraqi authors have responded to the
havoc wreaked upon their lives through fiction and biography.
Four recent and very different narratives testify to an unbearable
climate of fear and inhumanity that eventually led each author
into exile.
“The Last Jews in Baghdad: Remembering a Lost
Homeland,” records a period of peaceful co-existence between
Iraqi Jews and Arabs. In this quiet and tasteful memoir, Nissim
Rejwan shares the story of his youth in Iraq preceding his
participation in the mass migration of Iraqi Jews to Israel in
1951.
A literary and film critic for the English language newspaper
Iraq Times, Rejwan, largely self-educated, spent his days working
at the Al Rabita bookshop and could be found most evenings at
the Café Swiss with the young leftist intelligentsia of Baghdad.
His memoirs portray the youthful liberal yearning for freedom
and new ideas as his Marxist leanings motivate him to learn
English and introduced him to the likes of T.S. Eliot.
Having worked at a variety of odd jobs since the age of
nine, his frank recollection of his political, intellectual and
sexual development creates an intimate retrospective of the
social milieu of the streets of Baghdad. He documents the
intellectual energy between WWI and WWII, a time when the
majority of Iraqi Jews perceived themselves as “loyal citizens
who saw in Iraq their only homeland and had no contacts with
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or sympathy for the Zionists in Palestine.” Unfortunately, the
succeeding Iraqi government’s persecution of the Jewish
community and the lure of settlements opened another chapter
in Iraqi history.
The ironies of the friendships formed between the Iraqi Jews,
Muslims and Christians during the establishment of the state of
Israel are not lost on Rejwan. After his immigration, he visits a
comrade of his now-deceased friend, Jabra Ibrahim Jabra, and is
certain the Palestinian must be wondering, “How in the world
could his friend Jabra, a fugitive from the Jews, have had this
Jew for a friend?” For Rejwan, “the recent history of the Iraqi
Jewish community as a whole, was a history neglected, a history
almost willfully ignored” by the Israeli establishment. While
one would prefer Rejwan, as a former Marxist with an Iraqi
cultural identity, had confided more of his reactions to the
occupation as an Israeli settler instead of engaging in continual
name dropping, his memoir and Joel Beinin’s insightful
introduction evoke a nostalgic Baghdad.
With less sentimentalism, the second text, “Two
Grandmothers from Baghdad and Other Memoirs of Monkith
Saaid,” explores the political roots of Iraq’s conflicts through
the domestic despotism of a village family. Rebecca Joubin,
wife of Iraqi sculptor Monkith Saaid and author of his story,
refers to her biography as a novel. In several chapters, she selfconsciously muses on her writing process to record the childhood
memories of her husband. Saaid’s story becomes her “novel,”
beginning in Damascus where they meet, fall in love and marry.
Noting the Shahrazad gender reversal, Joubin distinguishes
her exceptional Shahrazad who tells “stories to escape life, to
keep me by his side through the torment of the night. For it was
during the night that the harrowing memories attacked him.
Leaving him bleeding in misery.” However, the reader, who is
not in love with Saaid, might perceive these memories with
skepticism and little empathy. Nevertheless, if one overlooks
the settling of scores with his first wife and others from his past,
this coming-of-age narrative presents a panorama of life in Griyat,
an Iraqi village on the Tigris River where the ascent of Saddam
Hussein disrupts life’s rhythms.
Even before the rise of the infamous dictator, Saaid as a
child creates an imaginary world in which to escape “the
patriarchal structure that was so inexplicably intent on crushing
him.” Expelled from school and subsequently from his father’s
home, the depressed Saaid flees his petty neighbors “who could
not see anything beyond their narrow borders” and the
obligatory military inscription, seeking freedom in the
bureaucracy of Syria. When his araq-drinking days with other
exiles and the Syrian intelligentsia veer towards self-destruction,
the Iraqi poet Muzaffar al-Nuwwab intervenes, arranging a
teaching position for Saaid in Libya. He declines the offer,
however; rather than sculpt in honor of Qadhafi, he finds refuge
once again in Damascus.
Accompanied by his bride, Saaid finally returns to Baghdad
only to find that a fatal litany of friends and relatives who have
perished either at the hands of the Baath Party or through the
war with Iran awaits him. Joubin’s “Two Grandmothers from
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Baghdad” records a bitter and grim village childhood tempered
with fleeting moments of nostalgia and a passion for art.
The two novels, “Saddam City” by Mahmoud Saeed and
“The Woman of the Flask” by Selim Matar, attest to Iraq’s military
inscription policy reminiscent of Belgium’s policy under King
Leopold. The authors,
having remained in Iraq
longer than had Saiid,
offer these two fictional
works, which take the
reader into Iraq after
Saddam’s power has
been fully established
through terror.
In “The Woman of
the Flask,” Adam
attempts to escape the
horrors of his enforced
inscription six times
before successfully
immigrating
to
Switzerland with his
friend and a flask, a
memento from his father. In Switzerland, the forgotten flask
catches his attention, and releases a voluptuous genie, Hajir, his
paternal legacy of pleasure. Having been passed down from one
forefather to the next, she leads him on a pilgrimage of stories
from the Arab world and North Africa, offering him in his exile a
connection to his Iraqi heritage. The descriptions of her traditional
Arab beauty provide a sharp contrast to his graphic accounts of
soldiering and her list of lovers who, like Adam, procreate with
their wives but find solace and inspiration in her arms. As she
weaves her stories of ancient wars and interbreeding, she

dismantles the notion of ethnic purity and the East/West divide.
Simultaneously, Adam introduces her to European modernity,
causing Hajir to dream of shedding her own immortality.
Hajir’s ephemeral presence inspires metaphysical dreams
in both Adam and the friend who had accompanied him from
Iraq. In one dream, the
friend wonders, “Was
Man, with all the
confidence in his own
intelligence, maturity,
and superiority over
the rest of creation,
nothing more than a
cell of imagination in
my own brain?” Hajir
brings to her lovers
history,
physical
pleasure
and
u n a n s w e r e d
philosophical
questions. Predictably,
as she regains her own
mortality, her generous
spirit diminishes. While the blatant and shameless male
chauvinism might annoy some readers, the poetic attempt to
wrestle with issues larger than the personal pain of exile ought
to be appreciated. As a literary experiment, the fluid narrative
reflects the novel’s synthesis of chronology and geography.
Unlike Adam and his friend, the hero of Mahmoud Saeed’s
novel never finds the luxury of metaphysical musings. The title
of Saeed’s gripping and relentless novel, “Saddam City,” refers
to the over-crowded Iraqi prisons. Imprisoned himself six times,
Saeed’s narrative follows the incarceration of Mustafa Ali

The ironies of the friendships formed between
the Iraqi Jews, Muslims, and Christians during the
establishment of the state of Israel are not lost on
Rejwan. After his immigration, he visits a comrade
of his now-deceased friend, Jabra Ibrahim Jabra,
and is certain the Palestinian must be wondering,
“How in the world could his friend Jabra, a fugitive
from the Jews, have had this Jew for a friend?”
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Noman, an aging professor and non-practicing Muslim who
suffers from chronic dysentery and who has recently arranged to
purchase a house for his family. As his car stalls on his way to
work on an otherwise ordinary day, security officials arrive,
escorting this benign hero to an interrogation, thus setting off
an odyssey of hunger,
beatings, dislocation,
blindfolds, handcuffs,
hoods and various
other forms of torture.
As Mustafa is
herded from one prison
to the next through
Iraq, he becomes
acquainted with the
tapestry of Iraqi
society. Although the
prisoners hail from all
socio-economic
classes,
political
affiliations
and
educational levels, the
prison cells pulse in
the
clandestine
whispers of Kurdish
and Arabic in the
touching camaraderie
founded on the Baath
oppression. While
some prisoners are being held for their support of the Ansar alIslam resistance, others are jailed for nonsensical traffic violations
or merely for being in the same family or location as a resistor.
While in prison, Mustafa learns about “never reported
operations” of resistance and Saddam’s policy against the socalled “Iranian immigrants.” Despite the acceleration of his
torture and his physical deterioration, Mustafa, as the narrator
of his story, remains an astute, critical, steadfast and realistic
observer of his environment. In the face of increasing hardship,
he finds it “incredible” that the prisoners manage to adapt to
each new level of degradation.
The advent of the Iran-Iraq war considerably alters the prison
climate. When the government fails to send meals to the prisoners,
the guards occasionally share their own meager rations with
them. Eventually the policemen and soldiers who refuse to fight
are integrated into the prison population. Understandably, to
obtain his freedom, Mustafa agrees to join the Baath Party.
Keeping with its poignant realism, the novel closes with the
relieved and weeping Mustafa who, clutching a rock, embraces
his first moments of relative freedom. Unhindered by poetic
flights of fantasy or clichés, Mahmoud Saeed’s “Saddam City”
captures the cruel capriciousness of tyranny and genuinely
represents the variegated fabric of the seemingly endless guest
list of Iraqi prisons. Although the media and attorneys await
Saddam Hussein’s trial, these four authors have already reached
their verdicts. AJ
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Off-Beat Egyptian Poets:
Rewriting the Arabic Language
Angry Voices: An Anthology of the Off-Beat New
Egyptian Poets
Compiled by Mohamed Metwalli
Trans. & Intro. Mohamed Enani
University of Arkansas Press, 2003

BY RIM AND RAZZAN ZAHRA

“Angry Voices” is an anthology of 29 “Off-Beat New
Egyptian Poets” who began writing in the 1980s, but had to
self-publish because their writing style did not adhere to
traditional modes of writing. The anthology is compiled by
Mohamed Metwalli and translated by Mohamed Enani. It
focuses primarily on Egyptian male
poets with only four female poets:
Aliyah Abdul-Salaam, Eman Mersaal,
Safaa Fathi, and Hoda Hussein. Some of
the male poets include Alaa Khalid,
Mohamed Lasheen, Ihab Khalifa and
Yasser Abdullatif.
The anthology introduces each
poet with a brief biography and a list of
his or her publications. Enani and
Metwalli, however, do not indicate
where the poems in “Angry Voices” were
originally published. Locating the
Arabic text, therefore, becomes an
arduous task that requires searching through all the poets’
publications. Even though the anthology primarily targets a
Western audience, not including the origin of the poems wrongly
assumes that all Western readers are not fluent in Arabic and
therefore would not be interested in obtaining a copy of the
Arabic text. As for Enani’s translation, it is clear, accessible and
eloquent in conveying each poet’s distinct tone and style. Enani
indicates that his translation was a “documentary” one, in which
he was mainly concerned with the original text, not the target
one. Such a translation risks making the text sound artificial to
those who are unfamiliar with the poets’ culturally and
linguistically specific modes of expression.
However, Enani’s succinct and informative introduction
minimizes this possibility. Early on, Enani posits that the poets
are not “angry” in the sense of being “enraged,” but are rebelling
against deeply “entrenched customs – linguistic, metrical,
formal, or social.” For Enani, these poets are experimenting with
new forms of writing and poetic expressions that do not adhere
to traditional forms of Arabic literature. Enani clearly explains
that although the structure of ancient Arabic poetry and its
metrical units may be difficult to accommodate in the modern
world, any departure from these units would not only “destroy
the structure of Arabic thoughts,” but would also “wreak havoc
with the Arabic poem.”
www.ALJADID.com
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According to Enani, despite the rigid metrical and linguistic
structures, poets are expected to invoke expressions that belong
to ancient poets like Ali ibn-Abi Talib and Abi-Alaa al-Ma’aari.
The Off-Beat poets, however, do not merely revert to free verse
that relies on vernacular or colloquial Arabic, as did 60s and 70s
poets like Salah
Abdul-Sabour and
Ahmed Abd el-Mo’ti
Higazi. Rather, these
Off-Beat poets rebel
against both classical
and
vernacular
modes of expression
while embracing
them simultaneously.
Enani suggests that
by
combining
ancient and modern
forms, the poets create
a new discourse that expresses their own experiences, thoughts,
and perceptions of the Arab world, its culture and language. In
other words, the Off-Beat poets do not abandon traditional
literary forms altogether, but reconfigure and redefine them so
that they become relevant to their conception and understanding
of the world.
Indeed, it is often difficult to distinguish between classical
modes of expression and modern ones when reading the poems.
For instance, poems like Ahmed Taha’s “A Tale” mix classical
narrative styles with the vernacular by beginning the poem with
prose and then switching to stanzas. The structure of the poem
itself, then, becomes a combination and recombination of
classical and vernacular modes of expression. It is not only the
narrative and form, however, which these poets have altered, but
also the themes. Mohab Naser’s poem, for example, takes place
in a pet shop where a lonely woman is searching for a loyal “dog
that reminds her of no one she knew.” The shopkeeper can “see
the dog/ In his mind’s eye, but” makes “no progress” in helping
her find such a pet. Naser’s reference to animals is rooted in the
classical Arabic tradition, but he modernizes it by setting the
poem in a pet shop. Moreover, Naser entitles the poem “___”
not only to engage readers in choosing a suitable title, but also
to ask them to consider the extent to which companionship and
loyalty are qualities that are no longer part of everyday reality.
In effect, the Off-Beat poets blur the boundaries between the
modern and the ancient world, between vernacular Arabic and
classical Arabic. Enani’s introduction, then, is paramount in that
it enables readers to approach the text with an understanding of
the socio-cultural and sociolinguistic context from which OffBeat poetry emerges.
Overall, the anthology is exceptionally engaging and
profoundly gratifying in bringing together an emerging
generation of talented and revolutionary Egyptian poets. It is
resourceful for anyone interested in translation, Middle Eastern
studies, comparative literature and even linguistics and second
language acquisition. We highly recommend it. AJ

...Off-Beat poets blur
the boundaries between
the modern and the
ancient world, between
vernacular Arabic and
classical Arabic.
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Parallel Challenges
The Scimitar and the Veil:
Extraordinary Women of Islam
By Jennifer Heath
Hidden Spring Press, New Jersey, 2004

BY SARA HAHN
“The Scimitar and the Veil: Extraordinary Women of Islam”
is the full, dynamic introduction to Islam and Muslim history
that has been missing from so many textbooks on the topic. An
“Islam 101” that fills in the blanks, “The Scimitar and the Veil”
introduces the reader to the women of Islam, thereby creating a
more complete depiction of Islamic history. This book profiles
more than 30 females, represents a vast geography and covers a
wide range of accomplishments. “Islam is monotheistic, but it is
not a monoculture,” writes author Jennifer Heath. Indeed, “The
Scimitar and the Veil” is a dynamic, multi-dimensional portrait
of the colorful women who
shaped the religion.
“The Scimitar and the Veil”
traces Islamic history, from its
inception to the 19th century,
from Mohammed to the Sufis and
from Indonesia’s Acheh Empire
to the Ottoman Empire’s Young
Turks. What sets this book apart
from other primers on Islamic
history is Heath’s emphasis on
women in every aspect of Islam.
Heath assumes that the reader
does not have any background
knowledge of this religion;
therefore, she pays considerable
attention to the whole of Muslim
history, but she also takes care to include the important and
often overlooked roles played by the female community. “It’s
often said that two-thirds of the religion of Islam was handed
down by women and one-third was shaped by women,” she points
out.
Divided into categories such as “Women of the Prophetate,”
“Ascetics, Saints, and Mystics” and “Rebels and Concubines,”
the book moves through Muslim history chronologically; Islam
is “the binding thread” throughout. Each chapter includes a
preface that provides an overview from a female perspective
and describes important historical events and the roles women
played in them, as well as the development of customs and
traditions and their effects on women. The chapters then proceed
with profiles of key women, their stories and their sayings. The
final chapter, “Poets,” is a small but comprehensive collection
of poetry by Muslim females.
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Books
Hala Salaam Maksoud:

Marking a Legacy with
University Chair,
Youth Foundation,
Book of Tributes
Hala: Hala Salaam Maksoud,
A Life Dedicated to Social Progress and
Human Dignity
Foundation for Arab Policy Studies, Inc.,
Washington, D.C., 2003.

BY NANCY LINTHICUM
Courage, passion, elegance, dedication – all of these words
and many more spring to mind when remembering Dr. Hala
Salaam Maksoud. Maksoud fought relentlessly for ArabAmerican rights and also
worked to educate all
Americans about the Arab
world and the issues it
faces. She founded the
Arab Women’s Council and
was an active member of
the American Arab AntiDiscrimination
Committee (ADC) since
1980, when it was founded,
and served as president of
the ADC from 1996 to
2001, when she retired for
health reasons. Though
she passed away in April
2002 (see Al Jadid vol. 8
no. 39), Maksoud’s
influence is still very
visible today.
One way in which Maksoud continues to inspire others is
through the Hala Salaam Maksoud Foundation for ArabAmerican Leadership, which she established in the last few
months of her life. The foundation, located in Washington, D.C.,
is a continuation of Maksoud’s work to reach out to youth, in
particular, and to empower them to make changes in the world
and to fight for their rights and those of others. As the website for
the foundation states, “This challenge is more urgent than ever
in the post-9/11 environment, in which civil liberties are
threatened, civil rights abuses are on the rise, defamation against
Arabs and Muslims is rampant, and the need for a balanced and

constructive American policy towards the Middle East is more
urgent than ever. Creating a new generation of leadership in the
Arab-American community was Hala’s mission, and it is the
goal of her legacy, the Hala Foundation.”
The Hala Foundation has hosted two five-day training
sessions as part of its leadership program for young ArabAmerican leaders, the third of which is to be held November 28December 2 (the first ran May 30-June 3 and the second, August
28-September 2 of this year). This program is an opportunity for
Arab Americans (ages 22-40) who have finished school and have
already embarked on career paths to take part in a series of
dialogues and to address the most pertinent issues facing Arab
Americans today. The program is led by Hussein Ibish, senior
fellow at the American Task Force on Palestine.
Maksoud will also live on in spirit at Georgetown University,
where she received her Masters in government and Ph.D. in
political theory and where she taught for several years.
Georgetown’s Center for Contemporary Arab Studies (CCAS)
recently announced the creation of the Clovis and Hala Salaam
Maksoud Chair in Arab Studies. The title for the chair is shared
by Hala and her husband Clovis, who, like his wife, has been
very active in the Arab community. He is the former Ambassador
of the League of Arab States to the United Nations and to the
United States, and is currently a professor of international politics
and director of the Center for the Global South at American
University. The chair named in their honor will be held by a fulltime faculty member at Georgetown who is dedicated to studying
the modern Arab world. CCAS is still working to raise enough
money for the endowment (which is set at $2 million dollars),
but hopes to establish the chair soon and to reinforce Hala
Maksoud’s emphasis on education, determination and equality.
Georgetown also paid tribute to this accomplished woman
in 2003, with the publication of the book “Hala: Hala Salaam
Maksoud, A Life Dedicated to Social Progress and Human
Dignity.” The book opens with a brief preface from Clovis
Maksoud, who writes with pride and love about the woman who
“provided me a home in which I felt at home.”
In addition to Clovis Maksoud’s recollections of his wife,
“Hala” includes brief tributes from eight scholars, poets and
friends and eight of Maksoud’s most influential writings and
speeches. Edward Said comments on Maksoud’s dual identity:
“Hala was American by adoption, of course, and an Arab both by
birth and by political upbringing.” He continues, praising
Maksoud for her high expectations for the Arab-American
community and her ability to critically evaluate it. Said writes,
“‘Never solidarity before criticism’ was her motto, and that meant
she was equally critical of our side.”
Rashid Khalidi also offers some words on Maksoud in this
collection. He praises her for her political awareness and
advocacy and for her ability to make people truly listen: “Hala
Salaam Maksoud was one of the very few people whose efforts
actually produced a meaningful attempt to influence the way
Americans think about Palestine.” Michael C. Hudson focuses
on Maksoud as an intellectual figure, commenting on her
Continued on page 53
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Fiction

The Sea Is Not Treacherous

jugs. The faithful friends watered the trees, raked the earth
around the flowerbeds and plucked the rotten plants and
weeds.
BY ETIDAL OSMAN
I approached and said, “I will play with you.”
The narcissus smiled and the tree asked, “The game of the
My mother said to me: Don’t go down to the sea, for the
night or the game of the day?”
waves are treacherous.
I was perplexed.
But I love the sea and the sun, and I fly with the wind.
She said, “During the day, we plant and grow, and the
I went in the morning and I said, “Sea, carry me with you
fruits grow with us. And in the evening, the companions
to distant lands, as you did Sindbad, or clothe the wind in a
become knights upon steeds and charge into the velvet
robe strengthened with wings. I will don it and fly.”
darkness.”
The sea became quiet; suddenly the water drew back from
I said, “To where?”
a giant boulder.
She said, “They go to gather seeds.”
I was frightened, but on I
I replied, “Now it is daytime.”
walked.
She said, “Take a seed!”
With each step, the beach
One of the faithful garden hoes drew
receded. The sun’s rays slanted, its
near and said, “Dig a hole!”
thousand arms caressing the edges of
He put his woody hand in mine, and
the sea. The air was triumphant.
broke earth with me. And when his
Suddenly, the ocean changed,
gleaming tip plunged into the ground, the
waves sparkling and clashing. It
earth laughed and said, “Enough, enough,
fumed with rage and when it cleared,
don’t tickle me! I surrender, I am leaving.”
it revealed in its trough a boat with
A water jug approached and leaned
bewildered sailor.
towards me just a little. I drew back, afraid
I motioned to him; he took
it would spill upon my clothes. But it
refuge behind the boulder.
turned to the hole, awaiting its turn.
When the sea calmed, it took its
The tree said, “Now, toss in the seed!”
daughter, the sun, into its bosom and
So I did, and the jug emptied its water
I said, “Sailor, will you take me to
into the small pit, and I heard the sound of
the children’s island?”
the earth drinking the liquid with the
He nodded.
intense thirst of a summer day. Its hunger
I sat down beside him and the
satisfied, it was content.
boat set sail, bearing us from country
No sooner had the seed been sowed
to country. The wind was gentle and
then it began to grow, becoming a tall
hummed like bees. Fish, flashing in
stalk with seven stems branching off from
the sunlight, leaped toward us. They
its base. On each stem were seven spheres,
were tender – sweet as nectar – and
some red, some yellow – the color of
melted in our mouths.
grapes and mulberries. The ever-faithful
We sliced through the days,
friends plucked the spheres, placing them
covering the span of one hundred
in piles and stacking them up like
days in one.
hillocks, each with its own color.
At dawn, an island enveloped in
I played, digging 10 small troughs
“Popular Dress” (1970) by Huguette Caland
white wings came into view.
and stacking 10 mounds.
Perching at its gate was a great eagle.
When evening drew near, the friends
The boat threw out its anchor, and my heart pounded as the
readied themselves by donning the garb of knights, but
eagle approached me and spoke in the language of birds.
instead of swords, each one carried a large sack of raw silk. I
I said, “I don’t understand, except that I love the sea and
grabbed my sack and mounted my steed. Its color was that of
the sun and the birds of the wind.”
the hazelnut, and the patch on its forehead was white like the
Then the eagle spoke in the language of men.
heart of the nut.
I answered, “I came to play with the children.”
The horses flew over the ground until we arrived at two
He then opened the door and there appeared before me a
great palm trees wearing robes of the night. The crown of the
wide passageway leading to a garden, the ends of which my
palms illuminated the night sky with brilliant torches
eyes could not perceive. The trees and flowers of the garden
shedding light equal to that of a thousand candles. Between
were boys and girls with arms and legs and green hair. Each
tree and flower had a companion among the hoes and water
52
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the mother palm and the father palm hung a large scale
suspended by a rope of twisted cotton and flax threads.
I stopped and stared, not knowing what to do.
My friend the narcissus came close and, leaning over me
with her emerald-green stalk and blonde locks, whispered in
my ear, “In the mother’s pan are the seeds of summer and in
the father’s pan are the seeds of winter. Each scale has a
sparrow that guards it day and night. We take sparingly from
each, a seed from here and a seed from there. And, no matter
how much we might take, the scale is never emptied. But if we
lose a seed, the sparrow will flutter its wings and the mother
and father will know. The right or left pan will tip, and when
the scale is out of balance, it does not cede its seeds.”
Once I knew this, I felt happy. I began to put into my sack
a seed from here and a seed from there. My friend the narcissus
did the same. We did not tire and did not stop playing and
filling our sacks, all the while clamoring and singing. The
night came to an end.
I said, “I am content. I am going home now.”
My friend gave me the sweet smell of narcissus which I
carried in my nostrils. The mulberry tree and the grape vine
put the sugary taste of their spheres in my mouth. The hoe
bestowed his strength in my arms. The water from the jug
mixed with my sweat. I carried my sack of seeds with me, and
went toward the sea.
In the morning my mother was sitting aside me, and I
said, “Mother, I love the sea; the sea is not treacherous. Here is
a sack of seeds, the scent of the narcissus and the nectar of
mulberry and grapes. My arms are as strong as a hoe and I am
beaded with sweat like a water jug.”
She laughed at me and drew me into her bosom once
again. AJ

Translated from the Arabic by Caroline Seymour-Jorn

Parallel Challenges

one. More importantly, Heath reinterprets common
misconceptions about women’s rights in Islam, underscoring
how Islam has benefited women’s rights and how its teachings
have stressed equality.
Heath, the daughter of a diplomat who grew up in Latin
America and Afghanistan, offers a fresh perspective to the area
of Muslim gender studies. “I came of age in Afghanistan with
Muslim girls of similar thoughts and ambitions in the 1960s,”
she begins the foreword to the book. While not a Muslim, Heath
felt a connection with those around her and writes, “We were all
tethered one way and another to the strictures of our societies.”
Though the content of her book is an important addition to
Muslim gender studies, some details of Heath’s style may wear
on readers. She uses Western and Arab names, such as Abraham
and Ibrahim, interchangeably, so that a reader unacquainted
with this naming system may be confused. Also, she occasionally
repeats her facts in the chapter prefaces. The lack of an index
makes the book difficult to use as a quick reference source for
students.
In addition to these stylistic drawbacks, Heath spends great
energy asserting that Islam is not anti-female, but glosses over
critical passages that seem to argue against her thesis. For
example, Heath mentions what she calls the “sledgehammer
hadith,” in which the Prophet says, “Those who entrust their
affairs to women will never know prosperity,” but she never
approaches the quote head-on to offer an explanation to readers.
She is quick to point out the faults of Western civilization when
it suits her case, but at the same time she is so apologetic of
Islam that sometimes an imbalance in her evidence arises.
However, it is to Heath’s credit that, when confronted with
controversial statements, people or incidences, she supplies that
evidence, even when it refutes her claims. The inclusion of the
“sledgehammer hadith” offers the reader a more well-rounded
picture of both the positive and the controversial aspects of
Muslim beliefs even without a more thorough explanation.
“The Scimitar and the Veil” is a new look at Islam from the
often overlooked female perspective. Future textbooks will
hopefully follow Heath’s inclusive example. AJ

Continued from page 49

“I am no scholar,” Heath asserts in the foreword,
“however…I’ve given scholarship my best shot.” Heath aims for
readability, so she presents her essays and overviews like stories.
However, the writing is based entirely on scholarly research,
and her sources include the Quran, the Hadith, scholars and
historians. To add a more personal dimension, Heath interweaves
the feelings and dialogues of the women she profiles with her
scholarship.
One of “Scimitar’s” greatest attributes is Heath’s dedication
to show parallels between the lives of the women in her book
and lives of women in Western society. She reminds the reader
that challenges to women’s rights are not particular to Muslim
women alone and points out that transgressions against women’s
rights exist just as much in the Western world as in the Islamic
AL JADID WINTER/SPRING 2005

Hala Salaam Maksoud
Continued from page 50

powerful dissertation “The Islamic Content of Arab Nationalist
Thought, 1908-1944” and its significant steps “to reinterpret
Islam in modern terms and to suggest, or imply, the congruence
of Islam with liberal, secular nationalism.”
Samuel Hazo includes his poem “To All My Mariners in
One” and writes that Maksoud “will never really be absent.
Even her absence is a deeper kind of presence. And an ongoing
presence has no past tense.” Yes, it is clear that Hala Salaam
Maksoud is still present in so many ways and continues to inspire
and challenge many with her message. AJ
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Contributors
short story writer and critic. “The Sea is Not Treacherous” was originally
published in Arabic in 1987 as “Yousuf al-Bahr.”

contributors
Adonis (“About the Arabic Language,” p.10; “The Table,” p.10) is one of the
Arab world’s most renowned poets.
Sami Asmar (“Golden Era’s Layla Murad Still Unforgettable Artist,” p.30)
is a NASA physicist, a co-founder of a classical Arab music ensemble in
California and director of Turath.org, an online educational organization. His
articles on Arab music appeared in this magazine, other publications and
books.
Georgine Ayoub (“The Arabic Language: Perfect and Immutable,” p.22),
a doctorat d’etat in general linguistics, is a professor at the National Institute
of Oriental Languages and Civlizations and a member of the National Center
of Scientific Research, Paris. Ayoub has published extensively on formal
syntax and the history of the Arabic language.
Mohammad Ali Atassi (“Youssef Abdelki’s Homecoming,” p.12; “Al
Jazeera’s Motto: ‘Opinion/Counter Opinion’: Sensationalized Spin, Radical
Rhetoric Pass for News and Debate,” p.19) is a Syrian author and critic. His
articles and reviews appear regularly in An Nahar Literary Supplement.
Carel Bertram (“The Red Castle,” p.40) is an assistant professor of
Humanities at San Francisco State University. She specializes in Islamic art
and culture with an emphasis on Ottoman Turkey and the Balkans.
Carole Corm (“A Post 9-11 War of Opinions,” p.43; translated “The Arabic
Language: Perfect and Immutable,” by Georgine Ayoub, p.22) is a former
researcher for the New York Times Paris bureau who writes occasionaly for
publications on the Middle East.
Brigitte Caland (“Why Beirut? Reputation, Charm Fueled by Energy”
p.36) is a Los Angeles and Paris-based writer, translator and a contributor of
this magazine. She translated Edward Said’s “Out of Place” into French (“A
Contre-Voie,” published by Le Serpent a plumes (2002)).
Susan Muaddi Darraj (“Feminist Struggle and Political Geography,” p.44)
is an author and editor, whose essays, book reviews, and fiction have appeared
in The Monthly Review, Baltimore Magazine, Al Jadid, and others.
Sara Hahn (“’Culture in Post-Baathist Iraq: Saddam’s Poets Writing Better
Poems Under (and Against) Occupation,” p. 17; “Parallel Challenges,” p.49)
is a graduate of the University of California, San Diego, interned for the
Middle East Institute in Washington, D.C., and currently resides in Mumbai,
India.
Elissar W. Haikal (“La Belle Dame Sans Merci: Ghada Samman,” p.45)
is an MA candidate in English literature at the American University in
Beirut.
Nancy Linthicum (“Mahmoud Darwish Indicts Modern Arab Poets,” p.14;
“‘Degenerate’ Pop: Threat to Arab Music Renaissance or Mere Sign of the
Times?,” p.26; “Hala Salaam Maksoud: Marking a Legacy with University
Chair, Youth Foundation, Book of Tributes” p.50) is a recent graduate of
Barnard College, Columbia University, where she studied Asian and Middle
Eastern Cultures and English Literature.
Mai Munasa (“Hanan al-Shaykh Speaks on Her Newest Novel,” p.4) is a
Lebanese novelist and art critic for the Beirut-based An Nahar daily.
Etidal Osman (“The Sea Is Not Treacherous,” p.52) is a prominent Egyptian
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Lynne Rogers (“The Streets and Living Rooms of Aleppo,” p.35; “Arabic,
English and Context in the Narratives of Arab Women,” p.41; “Before Exile:
Four Iraqi Narratives,” p.46) is a professor and author of many articles on the
Palestine question in professional journals and books.
Bhakti Shringarpure (“Mapping the Syrian Consciousness,” p.42) is a
writer and translator, doing doctoral studies at the city University of New
York in the field of the media and cultural reportage.
Rim Zahra and Razzan Zahra (“Off-Beat Egyptian Poets: Rewriting the
Arabic Language,” p.48) hold masters in English literature and are working
toward doctorate degrees in education at the University of California, Davis.
Sabah Zwein (“Iraqi Sociologist on Tribalism, Baathism/Pre-Saddam
Democracy,” p.10) is a Lebanese poet and critic.

translators
Basil Samara (Translated: “About the Arabic Language” by Adonis, p.10;
“The Table” by Adonis, p.10) is a critic and translator and currently resides in
North Carolina.
Caroline Seymour-Jorn (Translated “The Sea is Not Treacherous” by
Etidal Osman, p.52) is assistant professor of Arabic at the University of
Wisconsin at Milwaukee.
Faisal Tbeileh (Translated: “Iraqi Sociologist on Tribalism, Baathism/PreSaddam Democracy” by Zwein, p.10; “Al Jazeera Motto: ‘Opinion/Counter
Opinion’” by Atassi, p.19), a Ph.D, is an adjunct professor of political science.

artists
Huguette Caland (“Untitled” (1967), p.17; “Popular Dresss” (1970), p.52)
was born in Beirut in 1931, lived for several years in Paris, and currently
resides in California, where she has lived since 1988. She is a famous Lebanese-American painter whose works have appeared in solo and group exhibitions around the world. She was recently featured in an interview in the L.A.
Times about her life and works. Caland is known particularly for her linear
compositions and her exquisite gowns. Her works often reflect the artist’s
fascination with groups of people, masses of bodies and all the emotions
generated and experienced within these collective groups.

cover artist
“Search for Freedom” by Yasser Ganem, 2004; a4 (watercolors and Chinese
ink) Born in Syria in 1971, Ganem is a physician and a painter and currently
resides in France. He works mainly with graphics and has particiapated in
many solo and group exhibitions in both Syria and France. His works have
been featured in this magazine and other international publications. About
his work, the author writes, “Four years after my departure, I still stand
shocked by a set of questions that have long troubled me: how were they able
to destroy us from inside? And how did they distort our humanity from inside
- love, freedom and hope? How did they transform us into human skeletons,
empty of everything except dispair?... I still attempt to answer some of these
questions.”
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Editor’s Comment
Al Jadid Enters its 11th Year

publication, from a literary tabloid-size to a magazine format.
Many other changes have been content related. Thus, many
Continued from page 2
wonder what the future holds for Al Jadid, as this magazine
literature in short articles or reviews. Covering this attempts to cope with the information revolution, online
marginalized creative community thus becomes a necessity. publishing and other technological innovations. These
Some have questioned why we cover artists they have never changes offer exciting opportunities that will undoubtedly
heard of; we respond that a picture of the Arab cultural scene affect the quality of our future coverage. While new technology,
remains incomplete as long as these marginalized authors and namely satellites and the Internet, has its limitations, the
artists remain absent. At the heart of their contributions to positive aspects and effects of such advances will contribute
to improving future
Arab culture is a courageous
coverage.
New
critique of hegemonic
technology
has
produced
ideology and the state in the
access to unlimited and
Arab world, as well as a
diverse sources of
relentless defense of the
information, in Arabic and
weak and the vulnerable.
other languages, thus
Sadly, at times we feel
breaking the monopoly
as though we are competing
held
by
a
few
with death, which takes
conglomerate
media
major literary and arts
corporations over the flow
figures away from us before
of news. Technology has
we have the chance to cover
had a democratizing
them. Often we have been
effect, making it possible
forced to report on several of
for non-corporate media
these voices posthumously;
and small publications
thus many Al Jadid
like us to diversify our
headlines and sub-heads
access to news sources at
carry the word “legacy.”
little or no cost.
Constantly reminded of
Soon we will offer a
these legacies, we have
digital
or electronic issue
decided to devote much of
of
Al
Jadid
alongside the
our efforts and resources to
print
version.
This digital
ensuring their survival in the
issue
will
be
posted
on our
memory of current and future
website
in
a
timely
manner
generations of readers.
and will be available for
Covering
Arabsubscription. We are
American
cultural
currently working out the
productions and welcoming
technical and logistical
contributions by young
details.
Arab-American professional
Since the beginning,
and academic writers, thus
“Early Organic” by Seta Manoukian (24 x 18)
we
have been more
providing them with an
dependent
on
our
opportunity to convey their
subscribers
than
our
advertisers
for
revenue,
for,
as
our
readers
ideas to an interested readership, has also distinguished Al
Jadid’s approach. During the past decade, we have focused on are quite aware, only a few advertisements appear on the pages
two main areas. First, we covered Arab-American voices that of Al Jadid. Since the beginning, Al Jadid has relied on its
questioned patriarchal society and the transplant of social writers, artists, translators and editors, whose work can only be
traditions from the Arab world. Second, because of the events described as a labor of love. As we look ahead, we are hopeful
of September 11, we have shifted our focus to include civil about the future of Al Jadid, though we are mindful of the
rights violations resulting from discrimination against Arab- challenges and the financial difficulties we face. In overcoming
Americans and Muslims from the Middle East, and we portray these financial challenges, we are in need of our readers’ and
this viewpoint particularly through essays, book and film friends’ support now more than ever to continue Al Jadid’s
journalistic purpose to cover Arab culture and arts, a mission
reviews and interviews.
Al Jadid has never been reluctant to change when of the greatest importance and of the highest honor. AJ
necessary. We have changed from a monthly to a quarterly
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